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Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design (ICED-2021) will be held at 

Arya College of Engineering & Research Centre, Kookas, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India in 

associate with Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, Rajasthan, India and Sponsored 

by the IETE Rajasthan Centre on 25-26 June 2021, with publica�on partner ISBN No: 

: 978-81-954037-0-7 Conference Proceeding.

ICED-2021 acts as a forum for the academic as well as industrial Community 

to address the opportuni�es & challenges and to discuss the scope for future 

research. The conference will bring together academicians, research scholars, 

engineers and scien�st to exchange and share their experience. The conference will 

provide an opportunity for the presenta�on of new advances in theatrical and 

experimental research in the fields of Engineering, Technology, Applied Science and 

which covers Electrical, Electronic, Computer Science and Informa�on Technology, 

Management Mechanical, Civil.  Robo�cs, Ar�ficial Intelligence, Cloud Compu�ng, 

Image Processing, Power System, and Applied Science.
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The Ins�tu�on of Electronics and Telecommunica�on Engineers (IETE) is an 

Indian professional society devoted to the advancement of science, technology, 

electronics, telecommunica�on and informa�on technology.

Founded in 1953, it serves more than 70,000+ members through 60+ centers/sub 

centers primarily located in India (three abroad). The ins�tu�on provides leadership in 

scien�fic and technical areas of direct importance to the na�onal development and 

economy.

 Associa�on of Indian Universi�es (AIU), Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) 

has recognized AMIETE, ALCCS (Advanced Level Course in Computer Science). 

Government of India has recognized IETE as a Scien�fic and Industrial Research 

Organiza�on (SIRO) and also noted it as an educa�onal ins�tu�on of na�onal 

eminence.

 The IETE focuses on advancement of electronics and telecommunica�on 

technology. It conducts and sponsors technical mee�ngs, conferences, symposium, 

and exhibi�ons all over India, publishes technical and research journals[3] and provides 

con�nuing educa�on as well as career advancement opportuni�es to its members.

About IETE
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Under the aegis of all India Arya Samajis Society, Arya College of 

Engineering & Research Centre became func�onal from the year 2007. This 

Ins�tute is spread over 05 acres of capitula�ng landscape. The infrastructure is 

designed to challenge & s�mulate the finest minds. This prime center of 

learning is commi�ed to facilitate high quality technical educa�on in the state of 

Rajasthan. This Ins�tute believes in crea�ng an academic environment that 

boost, a rigorous work culture with excellent teaching system.
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It gives me great pleasure to know that the Arya College of Engineering & Research 

Centre is taking an endeavor to organize Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & 

Design (ICED-2021) on 25-26 June 2021 and is also bringing out the proceedings with ISBN 

to commemorate the occasion.

I strongly believe that the topic chosen for the conference is very high significance 

and need in all aspects of society. The advancement of technology has had an enormous 

impact on the world. With new advances in technology, people are becoming more and 

more reliant on the benefits they provide and have become significantly important in the 

realms of educa�on, business, interpersonal interac�ons and crisis responses. The role of 

engineer encompasses not only the mastery of technical skills and techniques, but also the 

understanding of subject to apply these skills purposefully, safely and responsibly in 

everyday life so as to serve the best to humanity.

I extend my hear�est congratula�ons to the conveners and all the members of the 

organizing commi�ee for their commendable efforts to organize the event and I wish the 

conference a great success.

Dr. Arvind Agarwal

President 

Arya Group of Colleges

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT
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I am extremely happy that the Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design 

(ICED-2021) is going to be organized at our premier Ins�tute on 25-26 June 2021. 

Development and advancements in the technology are the basis founda�ons for 

the future backbone of the technical and industrial scenario. For India to a�ain its righ�ul 

place in the world, it is must a�ain leading place in the field of science and technology. In 

this direc�on I feel that organizing such type of conferences is the right way among the 

scien�sts, scholars and par�cipants to provide an opportunity for mutual sharing of 

knowledge and experience.

I have learned that the conference had got a huge response from its par�cipants 

and a large numbers of good research papers have been received from the Ins�tutes of 

repute all over India. The constant efforts made by the organizers are very much 

appreciable and I congratulate them from the core of my heart.

I wish the conference a grand success and a very happy stay to all the par�cipants & 

delegates.

MESSAGE FROM VICE-PRESIDENT

Dr. Puja Agarwal

Vice-President

Arya Group of Colleges
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It gives me great pleasure to know that the 

Arya College of Engineering & Research Centre, 

Jaipur is  taking an endeavour to organize 

Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design 

(ICED-2021) on 25 to 26 June 2021 that is Technically 

Sponsored by IETE, Rajasthan Centre, Jaipur and is 

also bringing out the proceedings with ISBN: 978-81-

954037-0-7 to commemorate the occasion.

I strongly believe that the topic chosen for the 

conference is of very high significance and need in all 

aspects of society. The advancement of technology 

has had an enormous impact on the world. With new 

advances in Engineering, Compu�ng, Electrical, 

Electronics, Civil, Structure Design, Mechanical, 

Ar�ficial Intelligence, Communica�on and Networks, People are becoming more and more 

reliant on the benefits they provide and has become significantly important in the realms of 

educa�on, business, interpersonal interac�ons and crisis responses. The role of engineer 

encompasses not only the mastery of technical skills and techniques, but also the 

understanding  of subject to apply these skills purposefully, safely and responsibly in 

learning everyday life so as to serve the best to humanity.

I hope the conference will provide an excellent opportunity to all the par�cipants, 

academicians, technocrats and scholars to learn about the latest technological 

developments and will quench the thirst of informa�on seekers from all over the country 

and abroad.

I extend my hear�est congratula�ons to the conveners and all the members of the 

organizing commi�ee for their commendable efforts to organize the event and I wish the 

conference a great success. I also welcome all the par�cipants and delegates present on the 

event.

Dr. Deepak Bha�a

Rajasthan Technical University, KOTA

MESSAGE FROM GENERAL CHAIR
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MESSAGE FROM GENERAL CHAIR

I am pleased to know that the Arya College of 

Engineering & Research Centre, Jaipur is organizing 

Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design 

(ICED-2021) on 25 and 26 June 2021. This conference 

is Technically Sponsored by IETE, Rajasthan 

Centre, Jaipur. On this occasion, the ins�tute is 

planning to release a proceeding of the conference 

with ISBN: 978-81-954037-0-7.

The theme of the interna�onal conference is 

very relevant in the present context. The conference 

will provide a pla�orm to experts, Intellectuals and 

scholars of interna�onal stature to have detailed 

discussion and exchange useful ideas in brain 

storming sessions. I am sure that the symposium will see meaningful discussion and yield 

construc�ve results.

I extend my best wishes to the organizers of the interna�onal conference as well as to 

the par�cipants.

Dr. Harish Sharma

Rajasthan Technical University, KOTA
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I am delighted that the Arya College of 

Engineering & Research Centre, Jaipur is organizing 

Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design 

(ICED-2021) that is Technically Sponsored by IETE, 

Rajasthan Centre, Jaipur on 25 and 26 June 2021. The 

ins�tute is planning to release a conference 

proceeding with ISBN: 978-81-954037-0-7.

I  strongly bel ieve that,  research and 

development in the domain of electrical, electronics, 

c i v i l ,  m e c h a n i ca l ,  co m p u te r  s c i e n c e  a n d 

communica�on is the key driving force behind the 

transcendental growth of the industry. Therefore, 

conference like “ICED – 2021” is aptly essen�al to 

bridge the gap between industry and academia. Hence, the step taken by Arya College of 

Engineering & Research Centre, Jaipur is noteworthy.

I am sure that this conference would provide an ideal pla�orm for that academicians, 

scholars and experts from different parts of country and abroad to present and exchange 

their research findings and ideas.

         I convey my best wishes for the success of conference.

Dr. Dinesh Yadav

Manipal University, Jaipur

MESSAGE FROM GENERAL CHAIR
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MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR

I  am very much pleased to organize 

Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design 

(ICED-2021) on 25-26 June 2021. Undoubtedly, it is a 

praiseworthy a�empt. We all know that informa�on 

is knowledge and knowledge is power. Therefore, it is 

very essen�al to have informa�on and share it with 

all. I am sanguine that this conference will offer a 

pla�orm to exchange the vast and rich experience 

among its par�cipants, scholars and researchers and 

to provide them ample opportuni�es for frui�ul 

discourses on the concerned subject area during the 

span of these two days. As Director of Arya Group of 

Colleges, it will be my  endeavour to hold such type of events regularly in future to enhance 

the exper�se of the scholars, academicians and par�cipants.

I am very happy to know that a large numbers of research papers have been received 

from various authors which is real outcome of the efforts put in by Dr. Hiamnshu Arora, 

Principal and Ms Shilpi Mishra convener of the conference, who has taken the lead along 

with their dedicated and hardworking organizing members of the commi�ee. I congratulate 

each one of them and express my best wishes for the resounding and successful conduc�on 

of the conference.

I convey my warm gree�ngs and good wishes to all the par�cipants on this Mega-

Technical event.

Prof. Surender Sharma

Director
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MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL

I  a m  ex t re m e l y  h a p p y  t h at  t h e  t h e 

Interna�onal Conference on Engineering & Design 

(ICED-2021) being organized by Arya College of 

Engineering & Research Centre on 25 to 26 June 

2021, Technically Sponsored by IETE, Rajasthan 

Centre, Jaipur Rajasthan, with publica�on partner 

ISBN:  Conference Proceeding.978-81-954037-0-7

The theme of the interna�onal conference is 

very relevant in the present context. I hope the 

conference will provide an excellent opportunity to 

all the par�cipants, academicians, technocrats and 

scholars to learn about the latest technological developments and will quench the thirst of 

informa�on seekers from all over the country and abroad. I am sure that the symposium will 

see meaningful discussion and yield construc�ve results.

I extend my hear�est congratula�ons to the conveners and all the members of the 

organizing commi�ee for their commendable efforts to organize the event and I wish the 

conference a great success. I also welcome all the par�cipants and delegates present on the 

event.

Dr. Himanshu Arora

Principal
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MESSAGE FROM CONVENOR

It is great pleasure and an honor to welcome 

the dis�nguished guests, authors and delegates with 

open heart to the Interna�onal Conference on 

Engineering & Design (ICED-2021) being organized by 

Arya College of Engineering & Research Centre on 25 

to 26 June 2021, Technically Sponsored by IETE, 

Rajasthan Centre, Jaipur. It is very exci�ng to note the 

overwhelming response to our invita�on from all the 

authors.

At the outset, I would like to pay my sincere 

gra�tude to our chief patron Dr. Arvind Agarwal, 

President, Arya Group of Colleges and Dr. Puja 

Agarwal, Vice-President, Arya Group of Colleges, 

General Chair Dr. Deepak Bha�a, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, Dr. Harish Sharma, 

Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, Dr. Dinesh Yadav, Manipal University, Jaipur for 

providing us the opportunity to organize ICED-2021 and extending their support and 

guidance to make the dream of organizing the conference come true.

I earnest thanks to all the members who have consented to be the member of our 

Advisory and Technical Review Commi�ee and also to them who have contributed to 

provide the technical sponsorship to this conference.

I would also like to thank Prof. Surendra Sharma, Director, Arya Group of Colleges and 

Dr. Himanshu Arora, Principal, Arya College of Engineering & Research Centre, Jaipur for 

their moral support and guidance. Our special thanks go to my Core Team Members and 

others who have sincerely and dedicatedly completed their assigned task to make the event 

victorious.

At last thanks to everyone.

Ms. Shilpi Mishra

                                                                                  Convener ICED-2021
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Protection Coordinatin of Over Current Relay in 

Distribution System 

1Vikash Jhuria,  2Mr. Rakesh Sharma, 3Mr. Tapendra Tailor 

1B.Tech Student, Department of Electrical Engineering, Arya College of Engg. & Research 

Center, Jaipur. 
2,3Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering, Arya College of Engg. & 

Research Center, Jaipur 

vkjhuria727@gmail.com, ersharma22rakesh@gmail.com, tapendratailor@gmail.com 

Abstract: The rated capacity of the distributed power transformer has been exceeded due to 

the continual rise in power consumption, and a replacement with a larger power transformer 

is being considered. The larger power transformer, on the other hand, has a lower impedance, 

which increases short circuit current and surpasses the circuit breakers cut-off ratings in a 

distribution system. Because it has no power loss in normal time and can restrict the fault 

current swiftly without additional devices to detect the fault current, the superconducting fault 

current limiter (SFCL) has been identified as a viable way to reduce short-circuit current in a 

power system. As a result, it is critical to calculate and suggest relay setting methods in order 

to reduce relay operating time while simultaneously avoiding mal-operation. When a fault 

occurs, SFCL minimizes the amplitude of short circuit current and, as a result, maintains 

coordination among several directional over current relays. 

Keywords: Distributed Generator (DG); Over current relays (OCRs); Superconducting Fault 

current limiter (SFCL), Distributed Generation, Relay Coordination. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Protection relaying is an important part of any power system's function. Since coordination 

techniques should guarantee speedy, particular, and solid transfer activity to detach the faulty 

spaces of the force framework, hand-off coordination is a significant piece of assurance 

framework plan. A force framework's defensive transferring is arranged as a feature of the 

general framework plan. Defensive handing-off distinguishes a strange state in a segment of 

the force framework and either sounds an alert or segregates that segment of the framework 

from the remainder of the framework. Current transformer, likely transformer, defensive 
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transfers, time defer transfers, trip circuits, circuit breakers, and different segments cooperate 

to give defensive handing-off. We can get the capacity to island generators and loads together 

in the event that we have the right hand-off coordination[1]. At present because of quick 

development in load interest. The most broadly adjusted type of insurance in power 

framework is over current security. In the force framework each hand-off ought to be 

controlled with different transfers ensuring the adjoining device. At the point when essential 

insurance can't clear the shortcoming, the reinforcement assurance initiates to its activity. At 

whatever point transfers are not appropriately organized, Mal - activity may happen. A strong 

security framework ought to be capable to seclude least piece of the force framework on the 

marvel of deficiency, for keep away from the useless interference of force of regions 

unaltered by the flaws[2].For assurance coordination of over current transfers in circulation 

framework with Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCL) can be put on to lessen the 

issue current in a miniature matrix in light of its fast reaction time to diminish the 

shortcoming current utilizing its extinguish properties. Superconducting Fault Current 

Limiters are arrangement associating gadgets, during typical activity they are imperceptible 

to the framework yet decline the short out current under flawed condition. For accomplishing 

assurance coordination of such framework by ideally setting the directional over current 

transfer in blend with Superconducting Fault Current Limiters, which is in arrangement with 

each Distributed Generator. A circling dispersion framework's coordination is refined by 

designing directional over current transfers as well as could be expected. The expansion of 

SFCL changes the framework induction lattice, which impacts the short out current size. This 

will affect the Time Delay Setting (TDS) and Pick-up Current (IP) values, which are 

fundamental for transfer coordination. Thus, the transfer working timereaction is an element 

of the impedance given by SFCL [3-6]. 

II. OVERCURRENT RELAY 

Overcurrent relays (OCRs) are a form of safety relay that activates when the load current 

exceeds a certain threshold. Current setting multipliers on overcurrent relays typically range 

from 50 to 200% in 25% increments, referred to as plug setting (PS). The lowest fault current 

and the maximum load current are the two parameters that define the PS for each relay [4]. 

The deficiency current computation is utilized to develop the coordination of this defensive 

transfer all through the framework configuration stage. Each defensive transfer should 

organize with other defensive transfers situated on all close by transports to accurately clear 

blames inside a particular time span. Their participation is a basic segment of the insurance 
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framework's plan [5]. The transfer coordination issue is deciding the hand-off activity 

succession for each possible issue area to seclude the blemished segment with adequate edges 

and negligible time delays. The objective of the overcurrent hand-off coordination issue is to 

distinguish the time setting multiplier (TSM) and attachment setting multiplier (PSM) of each 

hand-off with the goal that the essential transfers' generally working length is effectively 

limited. These settings should satisfy all restrictions in the quickest possible time for optimal 

coordination [7]. 

III. RELAY COORDINATION 

In defensive frameworks, spiral frameworks (circulation) ordinarily use nondirectional over-

current transfers (converse or clear time), recloser, and switch wires. These gadgets may 

fizzle whenever appropriated generators (DGs) add to the issue since they don't consider 

stream bearing. The investigation of the time versus current bends of the gadgets occupied 

with the space of the organization where the issue happened is one strategy for estimating 

hand-off coordination. The framework's essential assurance is the one nearest to the difficult 

area, while reinforcement insurance is the one nearest to the source (substation or circulated 

generator) [2]. Just when the essential assurance falls flat can reinforcement insurance be 

utilized to interfere with the issue. Recollect that the's utility will probably keep the heap 

supply running as far as might be feasible, while the free's generator will probably shield its 

hardware from harm brought about by the outer framework, so they should go to a 

concurrence on issues like low recurrence/load shortening or framework reclosing. Much of 

the time, dispersion frameworks are planned in an outspread course of action with just one 

source, and they have an exceptionally essential insurance framework, which is ordinarily 

executed with wires, reclosers, and over-current transfers [4-6]. At the point when a 

disappointment happens in a framework, both essential and reinforcement insurance see it's 

anything but an over-current hand-off. Since the essential transfer has a more limited running 

span than the reinforcement hand-off, it is quick to work when a flaw happens [8]. The 

working of all insurance gadgets along the shortcoming current way between the sources and 

the issue site ought to be tried to check the coordination of a dissemination framework's 

assurance. The substation or feeder, just as the dispersed generator, are these sources [9]. 

IV. SPECIFICATIONS OF SFCL’S 

The SFCL is an electrical gadget that diminishes the flaw flow during the main pattern of the 

deficiency flow. The nonlinear conduct of SFCL to temperature, current and attractive field 
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vacillation decides its present restricting attributes. A progress among superconducting and 

ordinary directing characteristics can be brought about by an adjustment of any of the three 

components. In light of the greater current, a segment of the superconductor can turn out to 

be safe, forestalling the warmth created from being scattered locally [3]. Because of the extra 

warmth being shipped along the conductor, the temperature of adjoining parts rises. Due to 

the benefits of quick reaction, repeatability, and absence of recognition, the Superconducting 

Fault Current Limiter (SFCL) can possibly beat the issue of extreme current. Standard 

exploration and model improvement had taken a great deal of time [5]. 

V. IMPACT OF DISTRIBUTION ON COORDINATION OF OVER CURRENT 

RELAYS 

The addition of many Distributed Generator sources to micro grids connected to the 

distribution system increases short circuit capacity. Besides, in light of the fact that silicon 

gadgets have a limited current rating, the flaw current of electronically interfaced Distributed 

Generators should be kept to a limit of multiple times their ostensible current. Subsequently, 

for is-landed converter-based miniature networks, the norm over-current assurance system is 

not, at this point appropriate. Blinding of insurance and bogus/thoughtful stumbling are two 

primary assurance troubles identified with the presentation of conveyed age (DG) to a 

dissemination organization [4-5]. 

A. Blinding of protection: 

At the point when an over current hand-off identifies a shortcoming current in a dispersion 

framework, the issue current is diminished by the amount of Distributed Generator associated 

with the framework. OCRs fizzle because of the drop in current. At the point when 

Distributed Energy Resources are connected anyplace between the taking care of substation 

and the difficult area, the present circumstance can happen. The flaw current recorded by the 

feeder transfer, which is by and large situated toward the beginning of the feeder, brings 

down because of the DER commitment, contrasted with when no DER is associated with the 

organization. 

B. False/sympathetic tripping: 

This stumbling alludes to a situation wherein a feeder inserted with DER trips because of a 

disappointment outside the zone of assurance. The DERs are adding to the issue by means of 

its feeder in this situation, and the flaw current is streaming upwards on the feeder. Therefore, 

the sound feeder's non-directional transfer may mistakenly recognize an issue and disconnect 
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the feeder, which is undesired. The more noteworthy the short out limit, the more prominent 

the impact on hand-off execution. Fig. 1 demonstrates that for a shortcoming F1, electrical 

switch CB3 should act, anyway because of the commitment of flow IDG from DG, electrical 

switch CB4 will act, possibly causing superfluous feeder interference [6-7]. 

 

Fig. 1.Mal-activity of Relays at various deficiency area [3] 

VI. CRITICALTHINKING METHOD FOR OCR PROTECTION COORDINATION 

The short out current going through an OCR is conversely corresponding to its functioning 

time characteristics(t). Hand-off get current (Ip) and time defer setting are the two boundaries 

that influence the operational qualities. 

t = A
( )  

           (1) 

Iscrepresents hamper. The worth of An and B is controlled by the kind of OCR utilized. The 

positive upsides of An and B are taken to be 0.14 and 0.02 individually, expecting that 

reverse distinct OCRs are used. Therefore, condition 2 can be utilized to communicate the 

activity season of OCRs. 

t = A
( )  

                                  (2) 
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PSM represents plug setting multiplier, and it could be determined for a realized arrangement 

by adding the upsides of Sic and Ip. The amount of all hand-off coordination times T, is the 

target work that should be limited and is communicated as follows: 

min T = ∑ ti, i                               (3) 

For a close end shortcoming, time signifies the operational season of essential transfer I. 

Therefore, condition 2 becomes, 

t = C (TDS)                                    (4) 

Where,   

C =
( )

            (5) 

Therefore equation 3 becomes, 

 

min T = ∑ Ci (TDS)I                     (6) 

where, is the steady and for ith transfer whose incentive for various shortcoming area is to be 

resolved[8-10]. 

VII. SIMULATION RESULT 

PSCAD reviewed the proposed impedance after running the simulation. Setting the rule to 0.1 

[Sec] resulted in a three-phase short circuit defect in simulation, which lasted a long period. 

When the capacity of transformers is equivalent, the waveform of fault current without SFCL 

is shown in Fig. 2. 

The OCR capacities typically before the primary transformer is supplanted. Subsequent to 

changing the transformer to one with a greater limit, the flaw current has expanded, making 

the OCR run before. The impacts of introducing the SFCL on the optional side of the 

transformer to decrease the deficiency current are displayed in Fig 3. Accordingly, the issue 

current that might be looked at without the SFCL is restricted. Regardless of the way that 

higher impedance is more compelling, the OCR activity time is restricted by a setting 

guideline. The outcomes exhibit that Fig. 3 (a) in Fig.3 has j0.7 [ω], and that the issue current 

is very likely limited by the deficiency current and the activity time of the OCR. The impact 

is displayed in Fig.3 (b) if the impedance is bigger than the proposed esteem. 
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Time 

Fig. 2. Waveform of fault current without SFCL in the case that the setting parameters 

of OCR are equal [4] 

Superconducting Fault Current Limiter has a greater influence than (a), although operation 

duration has a greater influence on regulation. Because the fault current is interrupted 

accurately within operating time under the setting rule, the chosen magnitude of 

Superconducting Fault Current Limiter's impedance can validate accurate impedance. 

Superconducting Fault Current Limiter has a greater influence than (a), although operation 

duration has a greater influence on regulation.Because the fault current is interrupted 

accurately within operating time under the setting rule, the chosen magnitude of SFCL's 

impedance can validate accurate impedance. 
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Fig. 3. Waveform of fault current with SFCL in case of impedance (a) j0.7[Ω] (b) 

j0.8[Ω] [4] 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

An examination of OCR coordination for various issue areas in the presence and 

nonappearance of DG is shown. This investigation talks about the impact of DG infiltration 

on the two basic assurance coordination challenges, to be specific, security blinding and 

bogus/thoughtful stumbling, which is upheld by reenactment information. In this 

examination, the effect of SFCL on OCR coordination is likewise analyzed and shown, and it 

is noticed how coordination is kept up in any event, when there is a disappointment. It very 

well may be finished up from the various contextual analyses that SFCL keeps up OCR 

coordination even within the sight of deficiencies since it's anything but an inborn nature of 

lessening the size of current under strange conditions. The idea of DG is innately unsteady. 

Slave plans (transfers) ought to have their settings refreshed for the duration of the day. The 

proposed versatile security methodology could be utilized to settle the hand-off coordination 

challenge that has emerged because of DG expansion. For the utilization of the SFCL into the 

force conveyance framework, the OCR utilizing the voltage part was suggested. Since the 

flaw current pertinent to trip time is diminished when the SFCL is utilized in the conveyance 

framework, the OCR encounters an outing delay. 
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Abstract: In the today going on technology, for the data exchange the Internet is the most 

popular and important medium. With advances of the internet and data innovation, the 

computerized media has gotten perhaps the most popular data transfer apparatuses. This 

digital data includes text, images, audio, video and software transferred via the public 

network. Most of this digital media takes the form of images and is an important element in 

various applications such as chat, news, website, e-commerce, e-mail and e-books. In this 

paper given the detailed overview about the digital image processing and its different 

application in the real word. 

Keywords: Digital image, Steganography, Cryptography, Image Enhancement, Image 

Restoration, Image Segmentation.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the communication system from the coming of the internet the information security or data 

security has been a serious challenge. Steganography and cryptography are the most popular 

techniques or method to protect the digital data through the unauthorized person. For making 

the secure communication introduced the cryptography algorithm and various different 

techniques are developed to encrypt and decrypt the secret data or information so as to stay 

the data confidential. Unfortunately, it's insufficient to remain the information private, it 

ought to try and be important to remain the information classified. The procedure acclimated 

execute this is regularly alluded to as Steganography [1]. 
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The Steganography word comes from the two Greek word that are stegos, which mean by the 

cover and second is graphic that means meaningful writing that designates it as a cover 

writing [2]. In the picture Steganography, text information is covered up exclusively in 

photographs. The workmanship and study of the secret data correspondence is 

Steganography. It's a follow to encode present delicate data in such the manner that the 

presence of information is undetectable. Supply records could likewise be raised as cowl text, 

cowl craftsmanship or cover workmanship. Once embeddings a mysterious message, it's 

known as Stego medium. The stego mystery's utilized for disguise to restrict the location or 

recovery of inserted data [3-4]. 

Image Encryption is a secure picture move over the system with the goal that no unapproved 

or obscure client can unscramble the picture. Picture Encryption and Video Encoder have 

applications in numerous territories, including on the web correspondence, transportation, 

military interchanges, and that's only the tip of the iceberg. The improvement of encryption is 

moving towards a future with boundless prospects. Picture information contains uncommon 

properties, for example, generally limit, high recurrence, and high connection between's 

pixels. Encryption advances are exceptionally helpful apparatuses for the assurance of 

classified data. Encryption is characterized as the change of a typical message into scrambled 

content that nobody can peruse without unscrambling the encoded content. Unscrambling is a 

cryptographic procedure that changes over encoded content into plain content with the goal 

that it very well may be perused. Information encryption has become a significant method for 

ensuring private information assets accessible on the Internet, on inside and outer systems, 

and on a system. Cryptography includes the use of unique scientific calculations and keys to 

change over computerized information into coded code preceding sending. The essential 

objective of security the executives are to furnish clients with the confirmation, uprightness, 

precision, and respectability of information assets [5-6]. 

In the period of data innovation, the Internet is the main piece of data trade. With propels in 

data innovation and the Internet, advanced media has gotten outstanding amongst other 

realized data move instruments. This digital data includes text, images, sound, video and 

software transferred over the public network. Most of these digital media take the form of 

images, an important element in different applications such as chat, news, websites, 

ecommerce, e-mail and e-books. Content is as yet confronting various difficulties, including 

issues of verification, modification, copyright protection. Numerous procedures like 
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encryption, authentication, Steganography etc. can be utilized to ensure these computerized 

information. The latest advanced encryption techniques are the most effective answer to a 

wide range of problems. In recent years, researchers have focused on detecting the operation, 

protection and documentation of image content [7]. In encryption and network security, 

image encryption is an important research topic for digital communication applications. Here, 

using text, the plain text becomes an encrypted text. Send to the receiver via the 

communication channel. Therefore, the encryption algorithm must be strong enough to 

protect intruders against intruders. The image is the communication model most commonly 

used in various fields such as medical, research, field, army, etc. Important images will be 

transferred to an unsecured Internet. Therefore, appropriate security is required for the image 

to prevent the unauthorized person from accessing important information. The benefit of the 

picture is that it covers more sight and sound information and requires assurance [9].  

 

II. DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

The digital image processing is the system of growing a virtual gadget that processes digital 

photos. In technology, the virtual image technique includes victimization algorithms the 

usage of the virtual photo technique's private computer. As a subcategory or area for virtual 

sign processing, virtual photograph processing has many blessings over photograph 

processing by analogy. It permits you to use additional data report algorithms and avoid 

troubles like noise buildup and sign distortion in the course of the process. Since pix are 

identified through 2 dimensions (perhaps more), the approach of digital picture is formed via 

3D systems. 

Digital image processing by a digital computer by interested in getting a digital image and 

treating it. We can perform a series of tasks such as improving visual information of human 

perception and image processing for machine-independent application, storage and efficient 

transmission. Under human perception, the following applications of Digital Image 

Processing are: medical imaging, remote sensing, weather forecasting, atmospheric study and 

astronomy. Under machine vision, the following applications of Digital Image processing are: 

automated inspection, boundary information and video sequencing processing. Finally, image 

compressions are useful for storage and transmission. 
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III. BASIC STEPS OF DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

1.3.1. Image Acquisition (IA): IA is the 1ststep or procedure IA could be as simple as 

individually specified a picture that's previously in digital kind. Particularly usually, the IA 

step involves preprocessing. The image acquisition system works in various application of 

DIP like remote sensing (RS). 

1.3.2. Image Enhancement (IE): IE is one of the easy and greatest fascinating areas of 

DIP. Truly, the idea following enhancement tactics is to carry out detail that is covered, or 

without problems to spotlight targeted points of interest in a photograph. A used to sample of 

enhancement is after we expand the distinction of a picture because “it appears improved.” 

it's significant to maintain in intellect that enhancement is an extraordinarily individual field 

of IP. 

1.3.3. Image Restoration: IR is a subject that also offers with making improvements to the 

appearances of a picture. However, in contrast to enhancement, which is particular, IR is the 

goal, in the experience that restoration tactics are typically founded on mathematical or 

probabilistic models of picture degradation. Enhancement, however, is situated on human 

person preference concerning what constitute “excellent” enhancement outcomes. 

1.3.4. Color Image Processing: Color IP is an extent that has been in advance in value due 

to the fact that of the vastly expand in the usage of DI above the internet. Color IP covers a 

number of main ideas in shading units and typical shading handling in an advanced region. 

Shading is utilized additionally as the reason for removing highlights of enthusiasm for a 

picture. 

1.3.5. Wavelet and Multi-Resolution Processing: Wavelets are the basis for in lieu of 

portraits in quite a lot of degrees of decision. Pictures subdivide consecutively into smaller 

areas for expertise compression and for a pyramidal picture.  Discrete wavelet processing 

divides an image into multiple resolutions. 

1.3.6. Compression: Compression as the label indicates, offers with tactics for lessening the 

storage required to avoid wasting plenty of a snapshot, or the bandwidth obligatory to 

transmit it. Despite the fact that storage knowledge has accelerated largely over the last 

decade, the equal cannot be acknowledged for broadcast ability. That is suitable exceptionally 

in makes use of the net, which may also be characterized by means of giant pictorial content 
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material. Graphic density is acquainted (extra probably inadvertently) to most purchasers of 

pc programs in the type of snapshot file formats, such as the jpg file format used in the JPEG 

image compression (IC) ordinary.

1.3.7. Morphological Processing:

priceless in the illustration and explanation of

transition as of procedures that output portraits to approaches that output snapshot attributes.

1.3.8. Segmentation: Segmentation methods dividing a picture into its major components or 

items. Mostly, self-sufficient segmentation is likely one of the greatest intricate duties in DIP 

Strong segmentation approaches convey the way some distance toward triumphant resolution 

of imaging difficulties that need objects to be famous personally.

1.3.9. Representation and Description:

output of a segmentation step, which most of the time uncooked pixel data constitute both the 

boundary of an area or all of the elements in the area itself.
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the handiest portion of the answer for altering raw knowledge right into a procedure 

compatible for subsequent PC processing. Explanation additionally referred to as attribute 

decision offers with takeout qualities that impact in a number of quantitative expertise’s of 

curiosity or are common for a discriminate single class of items from one individual. 

1.3.10. Object recognition: It is the system that allocates a label, equivalent to, “vehicle” to 

thing founded on its descriptors. Essentially the item realization is eager about the opting for 

the identity of an object being located in the picture from known labels. 

1.3.11. Knowledgebase: Abilities regional of difficulty subject is coded into an IP method in 

the form of an expertise database. This competency could also be so easy as specifying areas 

of a photograph the situation the competencies of curiosity is famous to be situated, for that 

reason limiting the hunt that desires to be performed in looking for that understanding [10]. 

IV.  APPLICATION OF IMAGE PROCESSING 

1. Intelligent Transportation Systems: This technique can be used to automatically identify 

the keypad and identify the traffic light. 

2. Remote Sensing: For this application, the sensors catch the pictures of the Earth's surface 

in distant detecting satellites or in the multi-unearthly scanner introduced on the airplane. 

These pictures are prepared by sending them to the earth station. The techniques used to 

decipher articles and zones are utilized in flood control, metropolitan arranging, asset 

activation, control of horticultural creation and so forth. 

3. Moving object tracking: This application can quantify the movement boundaries and get 

a visual record of the moving article. The various kinds of ways to deal with follow an 

article are: 

 Follow the existing movement 

 Identification based on the follow-up 

4. Defence surveillance: Air perception strategies are utilized to screen the eyes and seas 

ceaselessly. This application is likewise used to decide the sorts and development of sea 

vessels on the outside of the sea. The significant errand is to separate the various articles in 

the body part of the water. Different boundaries like length, width, territory, sea and stack 

are set up to characterize every one of the isolated articles. It is essential to distinguish the 

conveyance of these items in various ways from east, west, north, south, north-east, 

northwest, southeast, and south-east. Where is. We can decipher the whole sea situation 

from the spatial conveyance of these objects. 
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5. Biomedical Imaging techniques: For medical diagnosis, different types of imaging tools 

are used, such as X-rays, ultrasound, computed tomography (CT), and so on. X-ray 

graphics, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are presented below. 

 

Fig 2: MRI and X-ray Technique 

Some of the most important applications of biomedical imaging are as follows: 

 Heart Disease Identification: Important diagnostic features, such as the size and 

shape of the heart, are needed to determine the categories of heart disease. To improve 

the diagnosis of heart disease, photographic analysis techniques are used in 

radiographs. 

 Lung Disease Identification: In X-beams, zones that seem dim show up noticeable 

all around while lighter zones are strong tissues. Bones are all the more ambiguously 

missing from tissues. The ribs, heart, thoracic spine and stomach that different the 

thoracic hole from the stomach cavity plainly show up in the radiographic film. 

Computerized Mammography: This is utilized to recognize a bosom tumour. 

Mammography can be dissected utilizing picture handling procedures like parcelling, 

shape examination, contrast upgrade, include extraction, and so forth. 

6. Automatic Visual Inspection System: This app improves product quality and 

productivity in industries. This involves checking the manufacturing process of the 

lamp. Due to the asymmetry of the wire temperature in the lamp, the lamp wires are 

installed quickly. In this application, a bitmap slice is created for threads made from a 

silhouette. The silhouettes are analyzed to identify the inconsistency of the wire layer 

in the lamp. This system is used by GE. 

 Automatic surface inspection systems – In metallurgy, it is important to 

distinguish absconds on the surfaces. For instance, it is important to identify 
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any sort of redirection on the outside of the moved metal in hot or cold moving 

plants in a steel plant. Picture preparing procedures like surface choice, edge 

identification, fractal investigation, and so on are utilized for discovery. 

 Faulty component identification – This application recognizes broken parts 

in electronic or electromechanical frameworks. A bigger measure of nuclear 

power is produced by these imperfect parts. Infrared pictures are delivered by 

the appropriation of warm energies in the get together. Flawed segments can 

be recognized by infrared picture investigation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper given an overview about the digital image processing techniques, process in 

digital image processing and application of the digital image processing in real word 

application. This paper help us to understand about the processing of the digital image using 

different steps and use of the digital images in real word and its applications. 
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Abstract: With the electric industry getting change, increased attention towards on power 

supply reliability and power quality.The prime objective of a power theft monitoring and 

indicator system at a local substation is to recognize the region where power is being stolen 

employing wireless technology. The power theft is main problem in INDIA so power theft 

detection essential. This will provide the manager of the system to know about the theft or 

any kind of default in the system. The goal is to get improvement over the previous 

surveillance systems. This type eliminates the need for human manipulation and theft 

prevention. To correctly integrate the many portions together, we must first understand how 

the significant components to be merged together work. 

Keywords: Wireless technology, theft detection, integrated, indication system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As power transmission is finished by expanding the voltage levels for significant distances, a 

step up transformer is utilized. Which communicate this capacity to the distribution circuit 

through long transmission. A portion of the power loss happens in transmission framework 

due to electrical equipment's, as specialized loses. Power burglary is the main consideration 

causing nontechnical loses. Power  robbery is really distinction between how many units are  

devoured by clients and what they have paid for their   utilization power distribution 

organizations have introduced various sorts of energy meters which can quantify the  

utilization rate.  Theft of power is the criminal act of taking electrical force. As per an 

investigation the world loses US$89.3 billion every year to power robbery. The most elevated 

loses were in India ($16.2 billion), trailed by Brazil ($10.5 billion) and Russia($5.1billion) 

[1]. 
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Broadly, complete transmission an

misfortunes more than 50 percent [2]. The ordinary practice for power robbery is to short 

circuit terminals or to put magnet on the wheel if there is an occurrence of old meters. In this 

framework a miniature regulator is interfaced with an energy metering circuit current 

detecting circuit, RF correspondence and a contractor to represent the deciding moment 

power line. Assuming consumed power and the reading shown by meter are same than no 

power is theft has been done. If power consumed by end user and the reading shown by 

Meters are not same, in this case energy theft has  done, So micro controller trip the output 

utilizing transfer data is shipped off to authority of substation utilizing remote 

correspondence. 

Reference [8] describes a solution for dealing with vulnerabilities that are addressed by 

India's power distribution structure, such as electricity burglary and transmission system 

flaws. Several smart remote sensor hubs 

This work has a significant disadvantage in that it necessitates the execution of a sensor 

network, which results in a high early execution cost. This framework chiefly gives a basic 

ongoing system to distinguish power theft. It likewise points the accompanying goals
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misfortunes more than 50 percent [2]. The ordinary practice for power robbery is to short 

circuit terminals or to put magnet on the wheel if there is an occurrence of old meters. In this 

iniature regulator is interfaced with an energy metering circuit current 

detecting circuit, RF correspondence and a contractor to represent the deciding moment 

power line. Assuming consumed power and the reading shown by meter are same than no 

ft has been done. If power consumed by end user and the reading shown by 

Meters are not same, in this case energy theft has  done, So micro controller trip the output 

utilizing transfer data is shipped off to authority of substation utilizing remote 

Fig1: Electric Circuit 

Reference [8] describes a solution for dealing with vulnerabilities that are addressed by 

India's power distribution structure, such as electricity burglary and transmission system 

flaws. Several smart remote sensor hubs and a zigbee change module make up the structure. 

This work has a significant disadvantage in that it necessitates the execution of a sensor 

network, which results in a high early execution cost. This framework chiefly gives a basic 

nguish power theft. It likewise points the accompanying goals
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Reference [8] describes a solution for dealing with vulnerabilities that are addressed by 

India's power distribution structure, such as electricity burglary and transmission system 

and a zigbee change module make up the structure. 

This work has a significant disadvantage in that it necessitates the execution of a sensor 

network, which results in a high early execution cost. This framework chiefly gives a basic 

nguish power theft. It likewise points the accompanying goals. 
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 Indicate precise zone and circulation line on which unapproved taping is finished. 

 Enabling far off openness of utilization information which diminishes labor 

 Enabling far off openness of utilization information which lessens labor and 

operational expense. 

 To augment the overall revenue of energy supplier organization. 

II. METHOD OF STEALING POWER 

The following general categorization applies to the methods used to commit theft: 

 Energy provision without the use of a metre. 

 It desired into the supply side of the metering installation by bypassing the energy 

metre with a cable (i.e. the metre terminals, the metering cables, the cut-out or the 

service cable) 

 Interfering with the metre to delay or stop the disc, including the usage of electricity. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Detection of theft at a domiciliary meter site: 

In this approach, an end-user energy meter is equipped with a comparison module (see Fig. 2) 

that receives meter data on the measured power used by a customer (Pconsumed) as well as 

delivered power data, which includes meter data on the power provided to the customer 

(Psent). 

If power that has been sent is more than the power that has been consumed or predetermined 

value of power or value that has been shown by energy meter. Then in such kind of situation 

end user identification ID and differences between power has been taken by the 

microcontroller in the comparator and then sends an indicating theft message to the authority 

of electricity substation through GSM (global service for mobile) based wireless network to 

communicate. The basic figure in Fig. 2 shows the conceptual components of this system is 

mentioned. 
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Fig2: Theft 

Theft Detection For Pole Side Tapi

For recognizing pole site tapping given technique can be utilized. Let consider a distribution 

side framework appeared in Fig. 3 as a fundamental graph. There are two single stage loads 

L1 and L2 are provided from two unique stages. Here M1 and M2 are 

are utilized to gauge power devoured by these heaps throughout a specific time frame. This 

Pole based framework (P) have a motivation behind recognize force or energy burglary. Let 

that there is tapping done unlawfully on the line to

period there will be uniqueness between meter perusing and post based perusing. 

Microcontroller that has been utilized will separate these two qualities and if the deliberate 

worth on shaft is more than esteem se

robbery is done on the line. This robbery signal created on post framework is sent to power of 

substation by power line correspondence method, generosity ought to be given to misfortunes 

of line, in light of the fact that over a significant stretch there will be Because of the loss of 

line in the midway of the shaft and the burden, there is a divergence in meters perusing on the 

load side and the shaft side. As a result, kindness should be bestowed via t

a tiny regulator. Single stage loads (L1, L2) Digital energy meter (M1, M2) P Framework 

based on poles (introduced on a distribution pole).
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Theft Detection Model for House Hold Meter Reading

Detection For Pole Side Taping: 

For recognizing pole site tapping given technique can be utilized. Let consider a distribution 

side framework appeared in Fig. 3 as a fundamental graph. There are two single stage loads 

L1 and L2 are provided from two unique stages. Here M1 and M2 are 

are utilized to gauge power devoured by these heaps throughout a specific time frame. This 

Pole based framework (P) have a motivation behind recognize force or energy burglary. Let 

that there is tapping done unlawfully on the line to associate his utilization. Over a specific 

period there will be uniqueness between meter perusing and post based perusing. 

Microcontroller that has been utilized will separate these two qualities and if the deliberate 

worth on shaft is more than esteem send by meter by some charity then, at that point power 

robbery is done on the line. This robbery signal created on post framework is sent to power of 

substation by power line correspondence method, generosity ought to be given to misfortunes 

ht of the fact that over a significant stretch there will be Because of the loss of 

line in the midway of the shaft and the burden, there is a divergence in meters perusing on the 

load side and the shaft side. As a result, kindness should be bestowed via t

a tiny regulator. Single stage loads (L1, L2) Digital energy meter (M1, M2) P Framework 

based on poles (introduced on a distribution pole). 
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For recognizing pole site tapping given technique can be utilized. Let consider a distribution 

side framework appeared in Fig. 3 as a fundamental graph. There are two single stage loads 

L1 and L2 are provided from two unique stages. Here M1 and M2 are the energy meters that 

are utilized to gauge power devoured by these heaps throughout a specific time frame. This 

Pole based framework (P) have a motivation behind recognize force or energy burglary. Let 

associate his utilization. Over a specific 

period there will be uniqueness between meter perusing and post based perusing. 

Microcontroller that has been utilized will separate these two qualities and if the deliberate 

nd by meter by some charity then, at that point power 

robbery is done on the line. This robbery signal created on post framework is sent to power of 

substation by power line correspondence method, generosity ought to be given to misfortunes 

ht of the fact that over a significant stretch there will be Because of the loss of 

line in the midway of the shaft and the burden, there is a divergence in meters perusing on the 

load side and the shaft side. As a result, kindness should be bestowed via the programming of 

a tiny regulator. Single stage loads (L1, L2) Digital energy meter (M1, M2) P Framework 
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IV. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS

Losses brought about in electrical

 First is Technical losses

 Second is Non-technical

Technical Disruptions: 

Technical misfortunes will consistently emerge as the physical science of power transport 

implies that, no influence fram

client. 

The Nontechnical Losses

Losses brought about by gear

These incorporate losses from

isregard. Most power organizations

nd basically all organizations

ns of business misfortunes

 Non-installment of

 Errors in specialized

 Errors in calculation
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Fig 3: Energy Theft at Pole Side 

MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS 

electrical influence frameworks have two parts

losses 

technical losses (Commercial losses) 

Technical misfortunes will consistently emerge as the physical science of power transport 

implies that, no influence framework can be amazing in its conveyance of energy to the end 

Losses (Commercial Losses): 

gear breakdown are very uncommon. 

from equipment struck by lightning, hardware

organizations don't permit equipment to breakdown

organizations keep up some type of support strategies. Other

misfortunes are: 

of bills by clients. 

specialized misfortunes calculation. 

calculation and record keeping that contort specialized
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parts: 

Technical misfortunes will consistently emerge as the physical science of power transport 

ework can be amazing in its conveyance of energy to the end 

hardware harmed by time and d

breakdown in such a manner a

Other likely explanatio

specialized data. 
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At whatever point input power is passing from provider to the recipient, around then in the 

event that the aggregate sum of force isn't gotten by the collector, there is plausibility of 

robbery of energy. 

Power sent = Power consumed + Loss ........No stealing 

Power sent ≠ Power consumed + Loss ........stealing Occur 

Here, Power sent = Power estimated by shaft side energy meter. 

Power consumed = Power estimated by consumer side energy meter 

V. CONCLUSION 

Electricity robbery (or take of energy) prompts commercial misfortune including: change of 

energy meters to deceive or making mistake in bill data and direct associations with electrical 

cables. It's difficult to peruse the Commercial loses by utilizing ancient power framework 

examination procedures in light of the absence of data of commercial and the genuine loads 

in the power framework, which isn't adequate for any significant and actual calculations of 

persisting losses. The hard endeavors to discover commercial misfortunes are in precise since 

the figures are repetitive in the records of recognized cases, instead of by real estimation of 

the electrical power framework. Work of proposed framework may prompt the advancement 

of force usage. Every one of the regular citizens are influenced by power pilferage where, the 

location and revealing ill conceived exercises may definitely give a hand to diminish the cost 

paid which would be fullfilled effectively by the proposed framework including 

'computerized mes age alarm' and 'burden cutoff' at whatever point altering endeavors are 

made to energy-meters. 
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Abstract: The rapid social and economic development of any country stimulates a high 

demand for both quality and quantity of transportation services to meet the ever increasing 

needs of customers in order to travel. Passenger rail transport is currently in use as a vital 

component of a country’s transportation system as it is safer, economic and more efficient in 

contrast to another measurement. For such a vast transport a, non –renewable energy is used 

to supply power to train compartments but it can be possible for train power system to adopt 

renewable energy source in replacement to non-renewable. Hence, anovel and innovative 

method of generating energy by approach of moving train could be possibleby using two 

methods to generate energy which are windenergy, solar energy a renewable method. In this 

paper, an idea is their which will elaborate hoe we can supply power to train compartments 

by generating power through moving train using renewable resources. 

Keywords: Renewable Energy, Non-Renewable Energy, Train Power system, Wind Energy, 

Solar Energy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A non-renewable resource, also known as a finite resource. These resources are derived from 

sources that will run out or will not be replenished for thousands or even millions of years, 

namely fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas, oil, nuclear energy, and so on. Non-renewable 

resources are finite and cannot be used indefinitely. [1] Furthermore, the use of these 

resources is detrimental to nature and the biological sphere. But all human activities 

necessitate the use of energy: food to sustain us and allow us to move, gasoline for our 
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automobiles and transportation, and electricity for lighting, heating, and air conditioning. The 

quantity and sources of fossil energy are dwindling and being depleted at an alarming rate. As 

a result, conservation, tapping new sources of energy and harnessing the same from various 

non-conventional sources, is an important aspect of energy production/ conservation and 

utilisation around the world. 

Thus we need to switch to renewable energy resources for development of energy for 

generation of electricity for fast and one of most important transportation on any country 

which is railway transport. As renewable energy resources and technologies share the 

property of not being depleted or replenishable. Renewable energy is useful energy derived 

from renewable resources that replenish themselves on a human timescale, such as sunlight, 

wind, tides, waves, biomass, and geothermal heat. [1] The use of renewable energy sources 

contributes to the more efficient use of their own potential in power generation, the decline of 

greenhouse gas emissions, the reduction of fossil fuel imports, the development of local 

industry, and the creation of jobs. Renewable energy technologies are environmentally 

friendly and have a lower impact on the environment than traditional energy technologies. 

Also, wind and solar renewable energy is sustainable without increasing emissions of carbon 

dioxide. The idea that a train can make use of its own electricity infrastructure is very 

fascinating. A new idea is to generate energy by using the wind energy generated by quick-

moving trains.There is no sophisticated mechanism involved and this process guarantees total 

safety [2]. 

 Easy wind induced in transit or operation by moving train. Some other object of the 

invention is to provide a technique and scheme for generating electricity through high wind 

pressure generated by moving vehicles using that free renewable input, i.e. air and regardless 

of the fluctuations of wind in season, with the change in direction and wind speeds when 

flowing and that, too. Applied not widely to railways, photovoltaic technology that converts 

solar power into a usable source. The train's roof is also utilised [2-4]. 

II. GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY IN RAILWAYS 

Currently, in Indian Railways mainly four types of generation methods are there for 

supplying power to all the compartments. They also have their own power grid for generation 

of power and supply power to all the coaches of trains. Sometimes, during their peak time or 
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in some zones they also get power supply from government power supplies. Thus power 

supply to compartments depends on zone and mode of generation. 

The four types of generation modes are as:- 

 

Fig.1: Flow Chart of Power Generation in Railways 

Head-On Generation: 

In this, power for the locomotive hotel load is drawn directly from OHE via a separate 

pantograph mounted on a power car, or via a special separate hotel load winding tap provided 

in the locomotive's main transformer. As shown in figbelow,the generation from this .The 

hotel load tap is already available on locomotives such as the WAP-5 series. When using the 

locomotive tap for hotel load power, a power supply car is still required because a 

transformer must therefore step down the power drawn for distribution to the coaches. 

[5]When a separate power car with a pantograph is used, the power car will most likely be 

placed at the rear of the rake to ensure adequate inter-pantograph distance between itself and 

the locomotive's pantograph(s) while also minimising coach shunting for rake formation. To 

raise and lower the pantograph from the locomotive cab, pathways such as Locotrol must be 

used.For certain if power is drawn from the OHE or the locomotive tap, it must still be 

transformed to 415V 3-phase / 110V 1-phase for the compartment air-conditioning and 

lighting systems, as shown if below fig.2. [5], [6]. This can be done in the power-Bulk car's 

Coach Converter or in individual coach converters provided in each coach (or every two or 

three coaches). 

Train Lightning System

Head-On Generation Mid-On Generation End-On Generation Self Gen.
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Fig.2: Head On Generation Power Supply Diagram 

End-On Generation: 

At either end of the rake, EoG coaches (also known as Luggage Brake and Generator Car) are 

attached. Specifically, one immediately following the locomotive and one at the end of all 

passenger coaches. These EoG coaches can also be found on ICF rakes, where all coaches are 

air conditioned. In the below fig. 3s, shown the chart how this type of generation works [5]. 

 

Fig.3: End On Generation Circuit Diagram 

 

Mid-On Generation: 

The power is supplied by 110V via one power car in the centre, which has two 230kVA 

diesel generator sets. Used for a train that frequently makes breaks. Appropriate for slow-

moving passenger trains [5]. 
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Self-Generation: 

The DC generator is connected mechanically to the wheel trainer.The voltage is induced by 

the generator due to the residual magnetic field and the variable magnetic flux. The generated 

volt is then transmitted to the dc batteries. Every compartment’s generation is self-sufficient, 

as shown in below fig. 4. [5] 

 

Fig.4: Circuit Diagram of Self Generation System 

This was all about generation of power through non-renewable resources. 

III. INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

Wind Energy: 

The technique of using wind to generate electricity is known as wind energy (or wind power). 

The kinetic energy of the wind is turned into mechanical power, which is then turned into 

electrical energy via wind turbines. Wind energy is abundant, inexhaustible, widely spread, 

clean, creates no emissions of greenhouse gases during operations, requires little freshwater, 

and utilises little land as an alternative to burning fossil fuels. However, because there isn't 

enough wind to go around, this isn't an option. As a result, using wind generated artificially 

by bodily movement may be advantageous. The charged particles are everywhere around us, 

and if their orientation is disrupted and directed in a specific direction, these air molecules 

can be used extremely effectively. When a train begins to move in one way, the air molecules 

surrounding the train and ahead of it become oriented in the opposite direction of the train's 

motion. So we may generate electricity by capturing and utilising this influx of air flow.The 
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optimum energy can be generated if the wind goes properly 

turbine. The preferred wind direction is achieved by channelling wind towards the wind 

generator. Wind can be channelled in a desired direction by at least one cone or pyramid

shaped housing or a pair of planar bodies, which 

Using Wind Energy To Generate Electricity:

Energy may be generated from the wind using two fundamental basic processes. These are 

accomplished by creating either a lift or a drag force (or through a combination of 

Another very obvious means of propulsion is drag forces, which are the forces felt by a 

person (or object) on exposure to the wind. Lift forces are the most effective strategies of 

propulsion, although they are less well understood than drag forc

subtle. Bernoulli's Law, a physical phenomenon, is responsible for the major cause of lift.

According to this scientific phenomenon, when the speed of an air flow over a surface 

increases, the pressure decreases

while  walking or cycling in a headwind, when the pressure usually increases as the wind 

increases. This is also accurate when you see air fluid directly over a surface, but when air 

flows over a surface it's not. T

should in the direction of train movement for generation. We have therefore developed new 

turbines to collect wind energy from the train. It almost makes different use of the helix shape 

of turbine blades. This is why we say that technology is not a tool; it is a manner in which it 

works. The above-mentioned turbines are mounted on the train's roof. The generator is 

included. This has no equipment for the generators rotating

Fig.5

Wind 
Turbine

Charge 
Regulator
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optimum energy can be generated if the wind goes properly towards the blades of the wind 

turbine. The preferred wind direction is achieved by channelling wind towards the wind 

generator. Wind can be channelled in a desired direction by at least one cone or pyramid

shaped housing or a pair of planar bodies, which converge in wind turbine blades [3], [4]

Energy To Generate Electricity: 

Energy may be generated from the wind using two fundamental basic processes. These are 

accomplished by creating either a lift or a drag force (or through a combination of 

Another very obvious means of propulsion is drag forces, which are the forces felt by a 

person (or object) on exposure to the wind. Lift forces are the most effective strategies of 

propulsion, although they are less well understood than drag forces because they are more 

subtle. Bernoulli's Law, a physical phenomenon, is responsible for the major cause of lift.

According to this scientific phenomenon, when the speed of an air flow over a surface 

increases, the pressure decreases [7]. This law contradicts what most people are experiencing 

while  walking or cycling in a headwind, when the pressure usually increases as the wind 

increases. This is also accurate when you see air fluid directly over a surface, but when air 

flows over a surface it's not. This is true, as process shown in fig. 6 [7], the direction of wind 

should in the direction of train movement for generation. We have therefore developed new 

turbines to collect wind energy from the train. It almost makes different use of the helix shape 

turbine blades. This is why we say that technology is not a tool; it is a manner in which it 

mentioned turbines are mounted on the train's roof. The generator is 

included. This has no equipment for the generators rotating [8],[9]. 

Fig.5: Power Generation through Wind Turbine

Charge 
Regulator Battery Inverater
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According to this scientific phenomenon, when the speed of an air flow over a surface 

adicts what most people are experiencing 

while  walking or cycling in a headwind, when the pressure usually increases as the wind 

increases. This is also accurate when you see air fluid directly over a surface, but when air 

his is true, as process shown in fig. 6 [7], the direction of wind 

should in the direction of train movement for generation. We have therefore developed new 

turbines to collect wind energy from the train. It almost makes different use of the helix shape 

turbine blades. This is why we say that technology is not a tool; it is a manner in which it 

mentioned turbines are mounted on the train's roof. The generator is 
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Fig.6: Wind Flow Direction with Train Direction 

Solar Energy: 

Solar energy is the radiant light and heat from the Sun that can be captured using a variety of 

ever-evolving techniques like radiant heat, photovoltaic, solar thermal energy, solar 

architecture, molten salt power plants, and artificial photosynthesis. Solar cell modules, of 

which many are presently employed for power generation, are essentially divided into two 

groups based on the cellular components: crystal silicon and amorphous silicon. The crystal 

silicon solar cell module is often shaped like a panel. Tempered glass is used to cover the 

cell's front surface. The rear surface is covered with a weatherproof tetra resin film, and the 

roof is made of fireproof boards. Amorphous silicon solar cell modules, on the other hand, 

have a structure that is considerably different.[7] These cells are made out of a piece of 

stainless steel foil coated with amorphous silicon, fastened to a plate material (such as steel), 

and covered with a durable film. Despite these variations, amorphous silicon solar cell 

modules share the same panel-like structure as crystal silicon solar cells (i.e. the front surface 

of the cell is covered with tempered glass and the rear surface is enclosed with a tetra resin 

film) [7]. 

Benefits of Using Solar Power: 

The module for solar cells is lighter than cells with a tempered glass panel-like structure 

when integrated in the roofing material. The photovoltaic module with framework parts has a 

mass per unit area of 7.2 kg/m2, which is nearly half the density of a comparable tempered 

glass type panel construction. As a result, incorporating modules into the roof material allows 

roofs to be rebuilt without requiring the existing roof support structure to be reinforced.[10] 
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Temperatures in the surface of the roof can be between 60 and 80°C in summer.[7] In 

general, a dramatic negative temperature relation is shown to the output power of the crystal 

silicon solar cell. When the amorphous silicon cells are exploited by anile effect this negative 

relation is less pronounced. Therefore, in the summer and in winter, the photovoltaic capacity 

of the cells is considerably higher. 

The crystal silicone solar cell is characterised by improved conversion efficiency in 

comparison with the characteristics of the amorphous Silicon Solar cell type, which are 

described herein. 

 

Fig.7: Solar Plates over Train Coaches with Working Process 

Below, fig showing the process showing the generation of power using solar plates. 
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Fig.8:

IV. POWER GENERATION

Wind Energy Generation

If a train moves at 125mph, a wind speeds of 60 feet /second is generated. A conventional 

wind generator can capture approximately 350

pace. The electricity created by the track turbine over this little duration will be 2.6 kW if 

there are 656 metres, going at 187mph, and moving around a 0,62 miles track in roughly 18 

seconds [7],[8]. 

Kinetic energy produced by wind:

Wind's kinetic energy is the source of a wind turbine's driving force.
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Fig.8: Solar Energy Generation Process 

Fig.9: Inside Photovoltaic Plate 

POWER GENERATION 

Wind Energy Generation: 

If a train moves at 125mph, a wind speeds of 60 feet /second is generated. A conventional 

wind generator can capture approximately 3500w of power when wind blows with such a 

pace. The electricity created by the track turbine over this little duration will be 2.6 kW if 

there are 656 metres, going at 187mph, and moving around a 0,62 miles track in roughly 18 

produced by wind:-  

Wind's kinetic energy is the source of a wind turbine's driving force. 
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there are 656 metres, going at 187mph, and moving around a 0,62 miles track in roughly 18 
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Kinetic Energy can be calculated by:-   

𝑬 = 𝑭 × 𝑺𝒎 × 𝑽𝟑 

Where, E = Kinetic energy 

f = Calculation factor having constant value 

Sm = Specific mass of air 

v = Velocity of air  

Power = Density of air ×area× (velocity) 3 

𝑷 = 𝝁 × 𝑨 × 𝑽𝟑 

Where, 

P = Power (in Watts) 

µ = Density of air (in kilogram/meter3) 

A = Area of rotor (in meter square) 

V = Speed of wind (in meter/sec) 

Solar Energy Generation: 

Modern solar panels (PV) will provide 8 - 10 watts per square foot in average (as a general 

'thumb static rule'). A roof size of 20 feet by 10 feet, for example, is 200 square feet (20 ft. x 

10 ft.). This would generate around 9 watts per square foot, or 200 sq. ft. x 9 watts/sq. ft. = 

1,800 watts (1.8 kW) [7]. 

V. ADVANTAGES 

Three methods are used for energy production and for the production of clean energy and for 

waste stabilisation in trains. On 63,000 kilometres of railway in India, there are 14,300 trains 

operating a day. This technology would produce 1,481,000 megawatts of electricity (MW) in 

India alone. Direct conversion of the sun to electricity and efficient use of sun-free train 

roofs. Eco-friendly environment, manure, waste, unprofessional mechanism can be used by 

product which is sludge. In comparison with others, this setup uses less space. Advanced 

Technology Automation (PLC) that reduces failures and leakage [7]. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

To reduce reliance on diminishing fossil fuel supplies, a transition from petroleum-based 

energy systems to renewable energy systems is urgently needed. With a focus on portraying 

the true picture of India's huge renewable energy potential, foreign investment may be enticed 

to usher in a Green Energy Revolution. In a train, the roof represents a space that is rarely 

used but has a lot of potential to be put to good use. Photovoltaic power generation systems 

atop train roofs are expected to become more common if the cost of solar cell modules 

combined with roof materials falls more in the future. The potential for producing electricity 

from renewable sources is enormous. So far, 10406.69 MW has been achieved, compared to a 

global installed capacity of renewable electricity generation of around 200000 MW. This 

technology allows the entire machine to be powered for lights, fans, and other purposes. The 

technique is supposed to improve the environment by reducing carbon emissions and 

assisting the government in reducing fuel consumption. 
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Abstract: Because of its usefulness in a variety of industries, wireless power transmission 

(WPT) has become an active research area. Introducing high-tech in our everyday life the 

power of wireless transmission will be expected in the not-too-distant future because this 

technology allows electrical energy to be transmitted from one location to another. A power 

source connected to an electrical load over an air gap without wires that link to each other. 

The development and implementation of battery-powered devices is limited by restrictions 

including the low power density, high cost, and heavy weight, among others. Unprecedented 

technical difficulties as a new type of pattern, when it comes to energization, wireless power 

transfer (WPT) is a great option. A new approach to energy acquisition for electric-powered 

vehicles results in reduction of over-dependency on fossil fuels. This paper examines 

different possible wireless sensing system concepts and effective implementations. It also 

explores possible future developments for portable smart radar systems with the next 

generation. We also highlight future research directions that we believe will be fruitful. 

Keywords: Inductive power transfer, Wireless power transmission, Qi technology, A4WP 

technology, Applications.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cords are used to carry electricity energy to the distribution lines. Losses that occur during 

transmission are one of the most serious issues in power transmission. Due to the energy 

distribution process of electrical power, the conductor as well as the tools that were employed  

dissipation transmittance as the need grows, so does the power supply. The amount of energy 

generated and the amount of energy lost have both grown. Furthermore, the cost of producing 

electricity has a negative impact on the environment. Cell phones, laptops, digital cameras, 
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and other electronic gadgets are typically powered by batteries, which have limited energy 

storage capacity and hence require charging. To be recharged or replaced on a regular basis 

with the growing use of batteries during the last decade, there has been an increase in the use 

of portable electronic gadgets powered mostly by the fast-growing smart phone sector. There 

are also tablets, wearable electronic gadgets, and other types of electronic devices. An ever-

increasing interest in wirelessly powered gadgets WPT technology is critical for space solar 

power stations and deep-space exploration, and it has the potential to push the boundaries of 

capability. Satellite operations and make the satellites much lighter, smaller, more flexible, 

and long-lasting. It was revealed that 60W power was delivered with 40 percent and 90 

percent efficiency over 2 and 1 metre distances, respectively [1]. This incredibly effective 

system technique can be used to power a variety of devices in a variety of situations ranging 

from low-power devices to high-power once charging the batteries of electric vehicles are 

examples of power applications. Vehicle that don’t require the utilization of wires. Several 

scientist demonstrated various techniques of transferring electricity with no physical 

connection from source to the instrument  in the early period. There are various bytypes of 

wireless transmission. The properties and uses of power transfer are exclusive [3]. Wireless 

power transmission via energy that not radiated created by two articles that are closely 

connected. This approach basically based on the notion that two things with the same name 

have the Energy can be efficiently exchanged when resonance frequencies are the same in the 

medium-distance range. 

 

Fig.1: Basic principle of Wireless Power Transmission 
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II. WIRELESS POWER TRANSMISSION 

Wireless power transmission(WPT) can be known as inductive power transmission, is  used 

over small  or large distances in absentia the usage of wires. This technology is effective, 

quick, and easy to use as compared to traditional technologies. In comparison to prior 

systems, the maintenance costs are cheap. It additionally enables portable electronics to 

charge themselves without the need for a wall outlet being constantly hooked into the 

universal power cable. On the other side, this technique has a very low power loss when 

compared to other technologies to the transmission of electricity over a wire. Wireless power 

transfer's main purpose is to permit electric equipment to be charged indefinitely without 

need for an electricity cable. Nikola Tesla, the father of AC power, was the first to 

experiment with WPT. His concept was based on the premise that the ground itself is a 

conductor capable of carrying a signal, a charge that spreads across the entire surface. On the 

other hand, the trials were not designed to generate electricity, but rather to transfer it. It, and 

his ideas, can be used to address our current energy dilemma. Instead of using sequential 

cables, the WPT technology can transmit electricity from the supply source to the objective 

from air.  

 

Fig.2: Wireless Power Transmission System 

This is a totally new method of gaining access to energy- The far field technique and near 

field technique are most prevalent types of WPT. The far field WPT comprises of acoustic, 

laser, and microwave as electricity sources[3]. Inductive coupling is used in the near field 
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approach [4]. It contains the impact of non-radiative electromagnetic fields, such as 

Mechanisms that are capacitive and inductive, which is the main point in this article [5]. 

The different types of wireless power transmission are as follows:- 

 

Fig.3:- Types of WPT System 

A.  Near-field Technique  

Near-field procedures include measurements using an appliance that is close to the electricity 

source. It is divided into three categories- Magnetic resonant coupling, Inductive coupling, 

and Electromagnetic radiation are the three types of Near-field techniques. These are the 

method can be used to solve problems caused by the weather or security cause. 

a) Electromagnetic(EM) Radiation 

In the following, we'll suppose we have a Wireless Communication Network N with m 

wireless power devices or wireless chargers that function inside an area of interest A. As a 

result, every point on the inside is A gets subjected to Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR), 

which is a type of electromagnetic radiation. It is loosely described as the quantity of the 

“electromagnetic level” [3]. 

Assume N is a Wireless Communication Network that operates in a region A and x ∈ A is a 

point. If PN, x(t) is the power of PN, x(t), then If N causes x to be exposed to Electromagnetic 

Radiation at time t, then the Electromagnetic Radiation x is exposed to at t is given by 

RN, x(t) = .PN, x(t) 

Where  is a constant that is determined by the hardware of N wireless devices as well as 

the surrounding environment. 
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b)  Inductive Coupling Wireless Power Transfer 

 

Inductive coupling is summarized as the coupling of two LC circuits with the same resonant 

frequency. It works on the principle of mutual induction. As electricity moves via wire, this is 

a natural element of the process, a primary coil with an alternating current as an example, 

when implemented to a supply, a changing magnetic field can be produced that causes a  

inductive voltage to be generated between the ends of a secondary coil aimed toward  

receiver. These two coils are two different types of coils in this type. They were all connected 

without wires because of the ease, comfort, security. This induction coupling is well-known 

and often used technique. The technology that allows power to be transferred without the use 

of wires. When these two coils are separated slowly from one another or the alignment of 

these coils isn’t ideal, power transfer gradually decreases in inductive coupling. These kind of 

issues usually emerge when it isn't properly maintained. It is most effective when the device 

is used in charging node. Normally, the gadget and the power receiving node are in close 

proximity, the extent can be lesser than the diameter of a coil. For instance, this extent can be 

in centimetres, as well as the charging direction must be aligned [3].  

 

Fig.4: Inductive coupling 

c) Magnetic Resonant Coupling 

Magnetic resonant coupling is the crucial range of wireless power transmission in the part of 

near field approaches. Kurs et al. created technology that allows them to make the 

interactions between two items highly interesting in inductive coupling and resonance [3]. 
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The receiver and the transmitter side of a WPT system are separated. A high frequency AC 

voltage is provided by a function generator, which is used in the transmitter. A helical type 

transmitting antenna is fed by this voltage [6]. A similar configuration can be found in the 

receiving antenna as the one who is broadcasting. The impedance matching system reduces 

the reflected power by matching the characteristic impedance and the load impedance. 

Because the quality factor is low in  electromagnetic(EM) method, that uses the 50KHz 

frequencies in range and can only be employed in few millimeters of range, in resonance 

enhanced electromagnetic coupling. 

 

Fig.5: Magnetic Resonant Coupling 

B.   Far-field Technique 

The electrical load is measured far away from the power source using far-field techniques. 

These approaches require line of sight and aim for great power transfer. This technique is 

divided in two parts- Laser and Microwave power transmission [7]. 

a) Microwave Power Transmission(MPT) 

The purpose of a microwave power transmission (MPT) system is to send microwave power 

from one site to another wirelessly, DC electricity is converted, where it is received and 

processed. MPT is efficient in converting energy, although it is a little stiff to concentrate on 

ray in tiny area. Furthermore, this method might readily move via the environment [8]. This 

conversion is the initial phase in the power transmission process. Microwave energy from 

electrical energy, and then rectenna will be used to capture microwave energy. Alternating 

Currents (AC) can’t be transformed directly into microwave power in this technology. As a 

result, air conditioning must be maintained. Firstly, the current is transformed into Direct 
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Currents (DC), and after that this DC is converted into microwaves using a magnetron[9]. 

The transmission Rectennas receive waves and then correct microwaves more effectively 

converted into electricity. It will return DC as the result. The result, DC will then be 

converted back to AC in the last stage [10]. 

 

Fig.6: Microwave Power Transmission 

b) Laser Power Transmission(LPT) 

This transmission technique is somewhat apart from microwave power transmission in that 

this uses a mirror to focus power in a limited region. In addition, this technology delivers 

high, coherent, and non-dispersed powers. The laser driver provides a constant electric 

current and operates a high-power semiconductor laser that emits an 808nm laser beam. Then 

it is collimated and transported into space by a transmitting optical antenna. The APT unit 

determines which direction is controlled. After passed the space links, the laser beam arrives 

at the receiving optical antenna through space connection. It is mostly concerned with solar 

cells. The laser beam is then converted into electrical energy. On the other hand, when the 

power management system is turned on, it will provide electricity to payloads [11] [12]. 
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Fig.7: Laser Power Transmission 

III.   RECENT TECHNOLOGIES 

In recent years, the use of resonance to improve the wireless power transmission efficiency in  

large range of experiments has exploded. Furthermore, electronic enterprises are developing 

the essential basic Electronic product equipments to assist in quick implementation of 

specialized usage  using wireless power transmission technology.  

A.    Qi Technology 

Over higher frequencies to transfer the electricity the tiny inductors are used in this 

technology and supports a couple of centimeters upto a distance of charging. Several 

resonator arrays are used by the Qi equipments to provide much powerful signal because of 

the charging area limitation. The charging area is astronomically large. However, this 

technology exists but it doesn’t solve this issue and wastes time a great deal of electricity to 

switch particular coils, the Users must maintain a strong connection in order to stay 

connected. As a result, they must exactly line their devices with magnetic fields [13]. 

B. Alliance for Wireless Power Transfer Technology (A4WP)  

This technique is a future descent wirelessly electricity transmission protocol that allows for 

more efficient power delivery to electronics and electrical equipments. This is basically baed 

upon resonators that transmit or receive reference power with no use of inter-connecting 
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cables [14]. This technique is revolutionary sanctioned a number of ruses to get charged via 

varying electricity necessities from one transmitter at any time. Since this technique makes 

use of a larger amount of data, a large electromagnetic field rather than a small one is used. 

As a result of the inductor coils, it is possible to charge contrivances without having to match 

up with the coil perfectly [15]. 

C. PMA Technology 

Power Matters Alliance is another new technology known as PMA. This is the non-profit 

organization dedicated to advanced considering in universe, non-profit, industries for 

wireless electricity pattern for all battery-powered gadgets. The technology of charging  has 

collaborated to a number of companies. Pacemaker of research groups which contains 100 

plus members from the variety of industry that includes furniture, telecommunications, 

surfaces, ratails, automotive, consumer devices, and others, have recently joined. More 

people are experimenting with this new standard, science and technology. 

IV. Applications of Wireless Power Transfer Technology 

 

In domain of wireless power transfer technology, the deviation between receiver and 

transmitter, which has been the subject of recent research, can be enormous, making a 

visualization come real in various aspects of human existence. This usage focus on the use of 

that devices that consumes low power. Wihtout wired sensors and other equipments can be 

used as contrivances in electronic automobile equipments, electricity limit and high-powered 

instruments in the industry sector, in a wide range of power [16]. 

A.  Electronic Equipments 

Wireless power transmission find the application in the field of as wireless charging systems, 

with wireless power sources being used in electronic items such as laptops deployed in front 

of the notice board. Over 20 watts of capacity can be distributed in this scheme. Upto the 

distance of 40cm it can handle the charges from wirelessly charged source [16]. 

B. Electrical Automobile 

Wireless charging systems can immediately power rechargeable hybrid and battery electric 

automobiles. These devices are capable of delivering 3.3 kW at a higher efficiencies across a 

range up to 20 centimetres. This technology allows for the easy and reliable delivery of 
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power to electric appliances without using cords. Furthermore, wireless charging is projected 

to become more prevalent. Astronomically improve the EV charging experience owners, 

adding to the allure of such conveyances to customers [16]. 

C. Medical or Health Equipment 

Implanted medical equipments such as LVAD heart-lung machines, infusion pumps and 

pacemakers have all benefited from wireless power transmission. The electricity can be 

proficiently delivered to health equipment profoundly comprised in the human body utilising 

this technique [16]. The wireless power transmission is widely used in medical and health 

equipments in recent days. 

D. Military Actions 

Wireless charging in military system improves the safety and economics of electrical 

equipment, and designers are developing innovative designs for future military systems. 

Helmet mounted electricals with night sight and radio equipments that can be powered, are 

another application of defense systems, remotely by a battery packet worn by the soldiers. 

Neither disposable batteries nor a power cord are required for attaching the helmet to the 

power pack on the vest [16]. 

E. LED Lighting 

We may charge LED (light emitting diode) lights and other electrical equipments directly by 

utilizing wireless electricity transfer, which eliminates the need for wires, under-cabinet job 

lights with batteries [16]. 

F. Solar Power Satellites (SPS) 

This is an extensive use of wireless power transmission, using spacecraft with massive solar 

parades that are placed in Geosynchronous Earth Orbit. And these solar power satellites have 

an important contribution to play crucial role in generating and transmitting power 

microwaves to the surface of the earth [11] [17]. 

V.    CONCLUSION 

A wireless power transfer concept is offered. present technology usage that make human life 

in the modern world more useful have been examined. Basically, there are three main 

technologies of wireless power transmission and that standards are being developed. One of 
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the discussions is that they are already competing with each other. When other more 

standards are developed, the matter will be revisited in the near future. The last decade has 

seen fast advancements in radio frequency sensing and detection technologies, driven by the 

demand for improved uses in the area of medical health, vehicle navigation, and smart 

human–computer interface. The basics, technical problems, metamaterials, and typical 

applications of WPT techniques are discussed in this work. In terms of the fundamentals, the 

functioning mechanism of IPT systems was initially introduced in this publication, four 

typical capacitive compensation networks were compared.  The magnetic resonant coupling 

phenomenon was then elaborated on, as well as the mechanism of the CCPT. 
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Abstract:  MANET is used in various applications weather tactical applications or everyday 

device network. The reason behind the increasing popularity of magnets is the easy 

availability of portable devices. The mobile Ad Hoc Network is not only easy to deploy but 

notes can be added or removed dynamically form it. As there is no need of nay fixed 

infrastructure. The above mention make magnet highly desirable in a variety of applications 

but on the cost of increased vulnerability to Cyber-attacks. The most critical attacks in 

magnet are wormhole attack and jellyfish attack.  The literature lacks in the approaches that 

can detect both of these attacks simultaneously. In this research we have proposed an 

integrated approach which is able to detect both wormhole and jellyfish attack using same 

parameters. 

Keywords: MANET, Wormhole, Jellyfish Attack, DTD Technique. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mobile adhoc network can be defined as a system of wireless mobile nodes that have the 

capability to arrange themselves dynamically in arbitrary and varying network topologies. In 

other words magnet is a system of large number of mobile nodes that can dynamically enter 

and leave the network. This type of network is highly decentralized one and does not have a 

fixed infrastructure. The above mentioned characteristics makes  MANET a highly desirable 

network but these characteristics are also responsible for making MANET highly susceptible 

to a number of Cyber attacks. In today's era of increasing information transfer privacy is the 

main concern in any network and cannot be compromised. But with the advent information 

Technology, attackers are now able to launch attacks both from inside as well as outside the 

network. The traditional security measures are not sufficient for ensuring security in MANET 

due to its dynamic behavior. Security in manet relies heavily upon the collaboration of the 
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nodes[1].The two most critical attacks in MANET are wormhole and Jellyfish attack, these 

are summarised below. 

1.1 Wormhole Attack:  

During a wormhole attack, attackers create a topological illusion in the network. And least 

two malicious nodes are required to launch this type of attack. The first step in this process is 

the creation of wormhole tunnel. Wormhole tunnel represent the path between the attackers. 

The Wormhole tunnel can be created by two modes, name d out of Band channel an invention 

null. The out-of-band channel represent higher energy connection between the false nodes 

whereas in invent channel the normal Tunnel is formed by using other nodes in the network. 

The Wormhole loss trick the casualty nodes in believing that the destination node can be 

reached in a less in less time by following a different communication path. When the victim 

nodes decide to take the above-mentioned communication Path it becomes a part of 

wormhole tunnel. The Wormhole attack is demonstrated in figure 1. It can be easily seen that 

the notes N1 and N2, which are not neighboring nodes appeared to be just one half away due 

to the influence of wormhole attack. In other words, wormhole tunnel makes different modes 

in network believe that there is a shorter way to reach the end node. Thereby, the route 

between the source node S and destination node D get influenced. The nodes choose the path 

with fewer hops. For instance, in figure 1 the source note chooses the path created by 

Wormhole attackers WH1 and WH2 as this has a smaller number of hops then the path S-N1-

N2-D. After gaining trust of the notes s and d the Wormhole attackers WH1 and WH2 can 

modify, delay or forge the packet. The attackers may also launch denial-of-service (DOS) 

attack. 

1.2 Jellyfish Attack:  

Detecting jellyfish attack is a strenuous task because this type of attack complies with all the 

routing procedures. The Attacking nodes, launching jellyfish attack will always be active 

both in packet forwarding and root Discovery in order to avoid detection. The jellyfish attack 

nodes can disrupt the normal working of the network by packet modification, packet 

dropping for increasing jitters. To find a jellyfish attack in a TCP network is much more 

complex as the behavior of jellyfish attack is often mistaken for network congestion. Many 

approaches have been presented in the past years to identify and mitigate wormhole and 
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jellyfish attacks. But to the author’s knowledge there are only few studies, that have proposed 

a methodology which are able to counter both wormhole and jellyfish attack.  

The main focus of this research paper is to give a way for an integrated approach for 

detecting wormhole and jellyfish attack in MANET. Different sections of paper includes: 

Section II provides literature review, in section III the implementation details are there, 

section IV handles the result and conclusion part. 

 

Figure 1: Wormhole attack [5] 

 

Figure 2: Jellyfish delay variance attack [7] 
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II. BACKGROUND 

Preventing this type of attacks has remained a primary research concern over the past two 

years. Both hardware and software based approaches can be found in the literature. In this 

section the research was related to the proposed work is highlighted. Action of the Watchdog 

protocol malicious behavior of nodes is presented in [7]. In this approach the notes which 

denied forwarding the packets to the destination nodes are considered to be malicious. 

Acknowledgement and packet drop ratio are the performance mattresses used in this 

approach. The use of a 1 bit to detect wormhole notes is presented in [8]. In this protocol 

whenever the note x receives a request to connect from a node y, its sense a 1 bit to y. The 

authors have used a special type of hardware for calculating the time to response or the delay. 

If the delay is beyond a threshold value it can be interpreted that it the node y is a malicious 

node. Another use of the Watchdog protocol for identifying malicious nodes in the network 

can be found in [9]. In this research work the performance of the notes purchase delay in 

forwarding and dropping packets is used as the indicator. Authentication based mechanism 

that uses the location of nodes to identify presence of malicious nodes in the network is 

presented in [10]. Protocol based on finite state machine and observes prototype is presented 

in [11]. Two stages detection for diagnosis of wormhole attack is presented in [12]. In this 

approach throughput and packet delivery ratio are used for detection and isolation of the 

attack. A secure routing protocol called WARP is developed in [13]. WARP offers multipath 

routing and can be considered an extension of AODV protocol. In this protocol if the link 

between two notes exceeds a threshold value then search nodes are treated malicious and are 

discarded from the network. Although many solutions have been proposed in context of Jelly 

fish attacks, but still there is a need of effectiveness and efficiency. There is no such solution 

found which works well in both less and large number of nodes setup. The adverse effect of 

jellyfish attack on throughput of the network is demonstrated in [14] with help of simulation. 

It was shown that jellyfish attack is difficult to diagnose as it closely follows the protocol 

behavior, however the simulation was performed on very few notes. Two Novel methods for 

identification and prevention of jellyfish attack are demonstrated in [15]. The schemes are 

called cluster based intrusion detection and prevention technique (CPIDT) and super cluster 

based intrusion detection and prevention technique (SPIDT). As the name indicates these 

techniques utilizes the principles of clustering for monitoring the network. In this technique a 

plaster had monitors the sequence of packets in the buffer. CPIDT is used when an 

intermediate node is launching jellyfish attack whereas SPIDT details used when the cluster 
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head itself behaves maliciously. The authors in [16] demonstrated that reading certain 

parameters of Transmission control parameters such as to stop fast retransmission and to start 

selective ACK can help in detection of jellyfish attack. In such approach a cluster head is 

assigned the work of forwarding ratio calculation based on the time value of the packet. 

Genetic algorithm is used for preventing jellyfish attack in [17]. A novel metric call reorder 

density is used in [18] to prevent jellyfish attack. Reorder Density is been calculated by 

Receive index. However the research work is limited to detection and no appropriate 

technique is presented for prevention of jellyfish attack. Modified SHA -1 algorithm and time 

space KEY cryptography is demonstrated in [19]. The scheme is based on Hash Function but 

it inflicts overhead in transmission of dummy packets. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

3.1 Parameter initialization:  

The process starts with parameter initialization. In this a network of 100 nodes setup is 

generated by using characteristics like Bandwidth, Frequency, receiving threshold. The 

values of these parameters are there in Table1. In the next step of node definition coordinates 

(x, y, z) are defined. Each node is given a location in a 2D area of 700*700. In this network 

100 nodes are authentic nodes and 10 nodes are attacking nodes. The block diagram of the 

proposed algorithm is shown in Figure3. The process flow is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 3: Jellyfish delay variance attack [7] 

3.2 Wormhole Attacks detection 

Dynamic source routing(DSR) is a widely used reactive protocols in ad Hoc networks. There 

two types of messages usedby DSR routing protocol for discovering route, namely, route 
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request(RREQ) and route reply(RREP). The RREQ message is used only if the route-cache. 

The process of route Discovery commences once the RREQ packet is sent. Step is route 

Discovery which takes place whybroadcasting RREQ message. The message is forwarded to 

the next Note after the previous node has successfully defended its ID tothe message. The 

RREP message is send by the intermediate nodes. The implementation of wormhole attack 

can be seen in Fig 3 and Fig 4. Nodes 12 and 13 can be seen launching a wormhole attack in 

Fig 3 by compromising the communication between nodes. TheBogus RREQ will be used to 

carry out the sinkhole attack. If the originalRREQ is less than the bogus RREQ , then the 

intermediate notes will discard the original RREQ and the communication will bediverted to 

the malicious notes. It can be said that the Wormhole attack leads to fragmentation and 

consequently removal of the route.The response to wormhole attack by the proposed protocol 

can be seen in Fig 4, here it can be seen that the nodes are coming closer or in other words 

reducing their communication range. 

3.3 Jellyfish Attack Detection 

Identification and prevention of jellyfish attack is demonstrated in this section. For this 

purpose direct trust based detection(DTD) algorithm is used. The algorithm is structured in 

such a way that it can prevent all three variants of jellyfish attack namely periodic discarding, 

packet reordering and delay variance. The proposed approach is deployed in ns2 simulator on 

a TCP based MANET. The algorithm start by creating a trust table for all nodes present in the 

network. In our model, each node n creates a trust table Yn[1..N],N s the number of nodes 

present in the network. Yn[k] is the trustvalue for node k given by node n. Control messages 

(mn) are used by node n to do any modification in the network. Only the changes in the last 

update are conveyed in order to minimize the communication overhead. The trust table is 

updated when the node receives the control message m. If the trust value assigned to a note 

by its neighbors is less than the predetermined threshold value then search a note is termed as 

jellyfish note or malicious node. A timer is attached to the suspicious note. The timer 

increments itself whenever the node is suspicious by the the neighboring nodes. Is the node is 

marked as suspicious regularly three times then such node is black listed from the network for 

lifetime. 
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Figure 4: Flow chart of proposed algorithm 

 

Figure 5: Initiation of wormhole attack 
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Figure.6: Elimination of wormhole attack.

Parameter

Area

Ban

Frequency

Receiving threshold

Antenna.

Authentic Nodes

Attack Nodes
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Table 1. Experimental Settings 

 

 

Figure.6: Elimination of wormhole attack. 

 

Figure 7: Initiation of Jellyfish attack. 

Parameter Value 

Area 700*700 m2 

Bandwidth 512 KB 

Frequency 2.4GHz 

Receiving threshold 4.5KHz 

Antenna. Omni directional antenna.

Authentic Nodes 90 

Attack Nodes 10 
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Omni directional antenna. 
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Figure 8: Elimination

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The initiation of jellyfish attack 

that at this stage many nodes are getting

shown in figure 7. Wireless Mesh network of hundred notes is developed in ns2 simulator. 

The area of the wireless sensor network is 700 into 700 square. Notes can transmit

in a range of 250 meters. In order to ensure the node mobility random waypoint model is 

used. The data payload is set to 512 bytes. Firstly  the network  is analyzed influence of warm 

hole attack. Packet delivery ratio and end to end delay are the  performance parameters used 

in this research.The End to End delay with and without wormhole attack ca

It can be observedthat End to end delay increase upon the onset of attack The dynamic 

response of the network against wormhole attack can be observedin Fig 

line shows the packet transfer rate when there 

and green line shows the packet transfer rate after the proposed algorithm 

removes all the false nodes. Figure8

inside the network.The end to end delay 

isdemonstrated in Figure 11

attack by the proposed algorithm decreasesthe end to end delay to a great extent. The 

throughput obtained in case 

12.It can be observed that the proposed algorithm enhances throughput of the system by 

eliminating malicious nodes.
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Figure 8: Elimination of jellyfish attack. 

DISCUSSIONS 

The initiation of jellyfish attack with hundred node setup is shown in figure 6. It 

any nodes are getting infected . The response of the proposed algorithm is 

Wireless Mesh network of hundred notes is developed in ns2 simulator. 

The area of the wireless sensor network is 700 into 700 square. Notes can transmit

in a range of 250 meters. In order to ensure the node mobility random waypoint model is 

The data payload is set to 512 bytes. Firstly  the network  is analyzed influence of warm 

hole attack. Packet delivery ratio and end to end delay are the  performance parameters used 

in this research.The End to End delay with and without wormhole attack ca

It can be observedthat End to end delay increase upon the onset of attack The dynamic 

response of the network against wormhole attack can be observedin Fig 

the packet transfer rate when there are no false nodes, red line 

the packet transfer rate after the proposed algorithm 

nodes. Figure8 shows the dynamic response of jellyfish attack present 

.The end to end delay with and without detection of jellyfish attack 

11.It can be concluded that the detection and prevention of jellyfish 

attack by the proposed algorithm decreasesthe end to end delay to a great extent. The 

throughput obtained in case of decreasing number of jellyfish attackers can be seen inFigure 

.It can be observed that the proposed algorithm enhances throughput of the system by 

eliminating malicious nodes. 
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is shown in figure 6. It is analyzed 

infected . The response of the proposed algorithm is 

Wireless Mesh network of hundred notes is developed in ns2 simulator. 

The area of the wireless sensor network is 700 into 700 square. Notes can transmit messages 

in a range of 250 meters. In order to ensure the node mobility random waypoint model is 

The data payload is set to 512 bytes. Firstly  the network  is analyzed influence of warm 

hole attack. Packet delivery ratio and end to end delay are the  performance parameters used 

in this research.The End to End delay with and without wormhole attack can be seen in Fig 9. 

It can be observedthat End to end delay increase upon the onset of attack The dynamic 

response of the network against wormhole attack can be observedin Fig 10. In this case, blue 

nodes, red line shows the attack 

the packet transfer rate after the proposed algorithm successfully 

shows the dynamic response of jellyfish attack present 

with and without detection of jellyfish attack 

.It can be concluded that the detection and prevention of jellyfish 

attack by the proposed algorithm decreasesthe end to end delay to a great extent. The 

of decreasing number of jellyfish attackers can be seen inFigure 

.It can be observed that the proposed algorithm enhances throughput of the system by 
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Figure 9: Packet delivery ratio with and without wormhole attack.

Figure 10: End to end delay with and without    wormhole

Figure 11: End to end delay with increasing number of JF attackers.
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Figure 11: End to end delay with increasing number of JF attackers.
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Figure 9: Packet delivery ratio with and without wormhole attack. 

 

re 10: End to end delay with and without    wormhole Attack. 

 

Figure 11: End to end delay with increasing number of JF attackers. 
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Figure 12: TCP throughput with decreasing number of JF attackers.

V. CONCLUSION 

In this research an integrated approach is pre

and jellyfish attack in MANET.The

to many attacks. Wormhole and Jellyfish are the most 

we have studied many approach

terms ofalgorithms that can prevent both of these simultaneously. A major reason behind this 

is that the prevention strategies for bothof these attacks work on different parameters and 

network configuration.In this paper the authors have presented an integrated approach for 

detecting and preventing both wormhole andjellyfish attack.

proposed approach is effective in detecting and

works satisfactorily with increasing number of nodes..
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is that the prevention strategies for bothof these attacks work on different parameters and 
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proposed approach is effective in detecting and preventing both the above cited attac
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Abstract: In the world of Technology, Biometrics plays a very important role to identify 

Human beings. By this project, we will develop a unique system that can identify students for 

attendance purposes using their fingerprints and mark their presents in College premises, and 

it will send a message to their parents that “Your Student Entered into College” or “Your 

Student left from College”(1). 

In this project, we are going to design a Fingerprint Sensor Based Biometric Attendance 

System using Arduino In this project, we used the fingerprint Module and Arduino to take 

and keep attendance data and records as well as count and keep track of student active present 

time in the college (2). 

Keywords: Attendance System, IOT based Attendance System, BiometricSystem, 

Fingerprint matching System. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The main objective of the project is to automate the process of attendance and make it 

possible to check attendance in real time (3). 

All the students will apply their fingerprints in this system, we will compare them with the 

stores fingerprints which would be taken previously and if it matches then will increase the 

attendance counting by one and attendance will be marked (4). 
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Fig 1: Arduino Based Biometric Attendance System 

It also provides the facility to send messages to the parents of the students about their arrival 

and exited timing (5). 

As biometric attendance system makes it easier to take attendance as well as maintain it in an 

easy way. 

II. MAJOR PROBLEM IDENTIFIED 

There are different concern areas for which a unique and effective model is needed. The 

major problems that are identified are such as :-  

False Attendance: This project will help us to reduce the false attendance marking by other 

students on behalf of someone else in school. As now a days there is a trend of “proxy 

attendance” between the college and universities’ students, it will reduce that [6]. 

Focused Learning : In colleges teachers have to invest a major part of their lectures to count 

number of students. It will reduce that time and study will be more focused without any 

intervention [7]. 

Security and Assurance: This system will provide the information of child to  parents, via 

this they can make sure their wards is safe and reached in school or is not doing bunk in case 

of college students [8]. 
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III. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

The main objective of the project is to automate the process of attendance and make it 

possible to check attendance in real time (9). 

In this system we will send message to their parent when they will enter in college and while 

leaving college like, “Your Student Entered into College” or “Your Student Left from 

College”. 

 

Fig 2: Block Diagram 
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IV. TECHNICAL DETAILS 

A. Hardware Required –  

 Arduino Uno 

 Fingerprint Module R307 

 Push Button 

 LED 

 GSM Module 

 Power Supply 

 Connecting Wires 

 6*2 LCD 

 Breadboard 

 RTC Modules DS3231 

 1K Resistor 

 2.2K Resistor 

 SD Card 

B. Software Required –  

 Arduino IDE 

 Thinkboard 

 SD Card Module 

 Adafruit Fingerprint Sensor Library 

. 
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V. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION 

To Implement the Biometric attendance system model, initially we will take the fingerprint of 

all the students using a fingerprint sensor and store it into the sensor itself (10). 

While entering or leaving from the college premises whenever students apply their 

fingerprint, these will match the stored fingerprints and identify the students id and keep track 

of their attendance with the help of counting the records present in SD card which we are 

using to store attendance data (11). 

It also send a message to their parents that “Your ward entered into the college premises” 

when   student enter into the college and “Your ward exited from the college campus” when 

student exit from college premises (12). 

VI. SOLUTION IMPLEMENTED 

To implement and make this model there are certain steps which are –  

1. Taking Fingerprints and Store them – Initially we will take fingerprints of all the students 

who enrolled in the college using a fingerprint sensor and stored in the sensor itself and gives 

a unique student id (13). 

 

Fig 3: Attendance data in SD card 
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2. Match ID and Keep Track – Then whenever any student will enter or exit the college 

premises he/she has to enter his/her fingerprint. These will match the stored fingerprints and 

identify the student id and keep track of their attendance (14).  

 

Fig 4: Enrollment Process 

3. Send Text on Specified Contact Number – Also send text to the specified contact number 

at the time of arrival as well as exit (15). 

VII. ADVANTAGES 

1. Use only a single sensor for taking fingerprints for both time (enter and exit) (16). 

2. Add a counter function to keep track of the total number of students present on a daily basis 

(17). 

3. Use a SD card to store the data on a daily basis (18). 

CONCLUSION 

By this project we will automate the whole attendance process and save time that will avoid 

the intervention during the lectures and also ensures safety of student and parents also will be 

able to know that their ward is present in college or not (19). 
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Abstract:  In this era of modernization and technological advancement, people are getting 

more indulge with the technologies. More and more people are now using computing powers 

to support their business. In order to get computing Services, they are using cloud computing. 

Cloud computing has now rose as a basic need for providing IT services, computation 

facilities, storage facilities and application hosting and delivering services.  Cloud computing 

is beneficial for business owners as it eliminates the need of setting up large servers and 

computing resources as well as it is helping organizations to emphatically add and subtract 

resources in real time. In this paper, we will discuss about cloud computing necessities, it's 

key concepts, services that cloud provides as well as security services. We will also discuss 

about difference between grid computing and cloud computing. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Grid Computing, Service Models, Deployment Models, 

Security. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the emergence of new technologies as well as due to increase in availability of internet, 

the need of storage has increased a lot. Now a days, computing resources are available 

everywhere and anywhere. Cloud computing has made it possible, which has become a main 

asset for providing computing infrastructure, platform and software as a service. 

Cloud computing provides the computing resources for example: CPU, storage, networking 

components, applications etc. that can be used by user through the internet according to their 

demand. In a cloud computing environment, there are five actors namely, cloud consumer, 

cloud provider, cloud broker, cloud carrier and cloud auditor where each actor may be a 

person or an organisation that take part in working of cloud computing. 
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Figure 

In cloud computing, the conventional part of service provider is now partitioned into two 

parts: one is infrastructure provider, who is responsible for managing cloud platforms and the 

other is service provider, who works as a broker to provide computing resources to end users 

from one or more than one infrastructure providers.

II. CHARACTERISTICS

Without a doubt, cloud computing holds essential characteristics, as given below:

No in advance payment: 

infrastructure to get benefits of computing services. Cloud consumer can use cloud 

infrastructure and application services on rent basis and he has to pay for the services as long 

as he is using them. 

Pay-as-you-go model: cloud computing provides resources on the basis of pay per use that 

means cloud consumer need to pay only for the services that he/she is using.Thus, cloud 

computing provides the economical services.

High scalability: cloud service prov

are easily accessible to cloud users. Cloud users can easily increase or decrease the amount of 

service as per their need. Cloud computing provides the rapid elasticity as consumer can 

easily provision or de-provision any number of infrastructure and applications.
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parts: one is infrastructure provider, who is responsible for managing cloud platforms and the 

der, who works as a broker to provide computing resources to end users 
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Without a doubt, cloud computing holds essential characteristics, as given below:

 In cloud computing, a user doesn't need to put their money in the 

infrastructure to get benefits of computing services. Cloud consumer can use cloud 

infrastructure and application services on rent basis and he has to pay for the services as long 

cloud computing provides resources on the basis of pay per use that 

means cloud consumer need to pay only for the services that he/she is using.Thus, cloud 

computing provides the economical services. 

cloud service providers pool resources from data centres in big quantity that 

are easily accessible to cloud users. Cloud users can easily increase or decrease the amount of 

service as per their need. Cloud computing provides the rapid elasticity as consumer can 

provision any number of infrastructure and applications.
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Easy and quick access: cloud services are ubiquitous that means through the use of internet 

cloud consumer can use cloud infrastructure, storage and applications anywhere and 

everywhere. 

Cost efficient: cloud provides cost effective services as it saves maintenance cost and 

operational cost for an individual or an organization. Cloud uses metering facility to analyse 

resource utilisation and charge accordingly. 

III. DEPLOYMENT AND SERVICE MODEL 

Deployment Model: 

Cloud computing services are deployed in many respects which provides essential knowledge 

of how cloud provides the services and about the nature of the cloud. There are four models 

for deploying cloud services, they are public, private, community and hybrid cloud. 

Public Cloud: Public clouds are available to everyone. In public clouds, infrastructure and 

other services can be used by general public or organizations. These services are bestowed by 

the third party organizations that sells their cloud services. Cloud consumer can provision 

infrastructure and storage according to pay per use approach. The major benefit of public 

cloud is, it provides a variety of resources. Google, Amazon are some examples of public 

cloud providers. 

Private cloud: In private clouds, cloud infrastructure and services are open only for private 

organization and their members. These clouds often reside in the enterprise premises. In 

private clouds, services and infrastructure used by a small range of users. Thus, maintenance 

and security are much better than public clouds. As well as testing software’s and 

applications are economical in private clouds. The key advantages of private clouds are that it 

keeps the core business operations within the organization premises and provides protection 

to customer information. 

Community cloud: According to the National Institute of Standards and Technologies(NIST), 

Community clouds are in which the cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations 

and supports a specific community that has shared concerns (e.g., mission, security 

requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). The architecture of community cloud 

is implemented by several organizations such as private organizations, federal and 

government agencies and public cloud providers. This means they brought their infrastructure 
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together to create community cloud infrastructure. Community cloud provides rapid 

scalability and elasticity as it is based on a collective approach. 

Hybrid cloud: A hybrid cloud is implemented by merging the services of more than one 

cloud (public, private and community) that tries to overcome the disadvantages of one 

another. The fundamental component of hybrid cloud is dynamic provisioning. 

Service Model: 

The cloud service model consists of three type of  services. The cloud service model can be 

viewed as a layered architecture in which higher layer services can incorporates the services 

of their underlying layer. 

 

Figure 2 Cloud Service Model Layered Architecture 

Infrastructure as a Service: IaaS provides the cloud consumer to use physical resources 

through virtualization. It allows the consumer to provision servers, processor, storage, 

networking components and other computing resources. It also provides facility of deploying 

software’s and applications to the consumer. Amazon EC2 and S3, Go Grid, Nirvanix are 

some example of IaaS providers. In case of IaaS, cloud consumer is allowed to control 

operating system, database, and deployed software and applications. IaaS model offers 

various services such as backup and recovery, content delivery network, processing power, 

computing server etc. 

Platform as a Service: PaaS provides flexibility to cloud consumers for deploying and 

developing their software’s and applications. PaaS providers let the consumer to use their 

platform for creating and running their products. Cloud consumer also provided with the 
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development tools such specific high level programming languages (e.g. JAVA, Python, 

Ruby etc.) and frameworks. Consumer is not allowed to control underlying infrastructure but 

has the authority to handle deployed softwares and applications as well as to configure the 

environment in which applications are deployed. Microsoft Windows Azure, Google-Google 

App Engine, Salesforce.com Heroku are some examples of PaaS providers. 

Software as a Service: SaaS provides the facility to cloud consumer to use the prebuilt and 

vertically integrated applications running over cloud infrastructure. These applications are 

provided on pay-per-use basis. Billing is based on time period of service usage. It provides 

the on-demand software service. Cloud user can operate the applications and softwaresby 

using web browser like client interface. In SaaS, cloud consumer is allowed to customize and 

configure applications. SaaS model provides a broad variety of services from billing 

softwares to Enterprise Resource planning (ERP) solutions. It also provides the services like 

Accounting Software’s, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tools, Sales and OLTP 

systems etc. Oracle On Demand CRM, Google Google Apps, Google Docs, Amazon AWS 

are some well known SaaS providers. 

IV. CLOUD SECURITY AND SECURITY ISSUES 

Cloud computing consists of several technologies and terms to save valuable information. 

The level of cloud security depends on the individual cloud service provider and its security 

policies. These security concepts are designed to protect various kind of services, data, and 

applications in the cloud from internal and external threats. 

1.   Access control: Access Control is one of most important security components in cloud 

computing. Access control decide the access permissions on the different part of data. This 

concept makes sure that the one who is accessing the data have the rights to access it. 

2.  Threat detection: A threat is a kind of virus that has the power to harm the system and its 

data. Threat detection is a technique by which one can detect the threats on his system and 

network as well. Cloud security provides some technique to detect the threats and cloud 

access security broker is one of them. 

3. Redundancy: Redundancy in cloud security is an important concept used to make the data 

available all the time. In Redundancy duplicating, copies of the data are created on another 

location so that in case of a disaster or when the server is down, the data should available on 
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the different servers and is available for clients and their customers so that business runs 

smoothly. 

4.  Disaster recovery: This strategy is used for backup and recovery purpose. Disaster 

recovery provides help in restoring applications and business data. It is different from 

traditional disaster recovery which is performed manually. It provides the facility for storing 

data and files over a remote cloud based platform from which data can be recovered smoothly 

and quickly. 

Security issues in Cloud Computing: Cloud computing provides a wide variety of security 

services but there also exists some security issues as mentioned below: 

1. Deprivation of Data: Cloud computing provides the facility to store data anytime. In cloud 

environment, backups are also created at regular intervals but the problem of data deprivation 

still exist. Due to server crashing or failure of hardware, user files may be lost. Data may also 

be deleted by hacker. 

2. Internal Threat: Internal attacks are most dangerous as it is hard to detect them. Usually 

cloud providers does not check the background of their customers. Anyone with a valid credit 

card and email id can create an account. Attackers and hackers can use false accounts to 

perform malevolent activities. Company workers should not share their account details with 

other employees. In order to prevent these problems, proper security related education should 

be provided by the organizations to their employees. 

3. Reveal data in unauthorized way :In cloud, data is stored in a large amount. Due to this 

increase amount of data, data breaching become a major problem. Due to lack of proper 

access control and account hijacking problem, data is accessed by unauthorized person. 

V. GRID COMPUTING 

.Grid computing is a computing architecture that combines computer resources from various 

domains to reach a main objective. In grid computing, the computers on the network can 

work on a task together like analyzing huge datasets or simulating situations which require 

high computing power. Grid Computing works as a Distributed computing architecture, In 

which computing resources are used in collaborative pattern. All computers on that network 

work under the same protocol to act like a virtual supercomputer. For controlling the network 

and it’s resources a networking protocol is used known as Middleware. 
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Difference between Grid Computing and Cloud Computing: 

       Grid Computing Cloud Computing 

Grid Computing is used for 

Virtualization of data as well as 

various computing resources. 

Cloud Computing is used for providing 

the various resources like Storage, 

Infrastructures and Software  to the 

clients as per their demands. 

Grid computing provides Low 

level of abstraction. 

Cloud Computing Provides High level of 

abstraction. 

In grid computing an individual 

task can be further divided into 

subtasks and then assigned to the 

particular machine. 

In cloud computing resources are 

allocated based on the business 

requirement of the organization. 

Grid computing basically operate 

by using distributed system 

architecture. 

Whereas Cloud Computing operates on 

Client Server based architecture. 

It provides maximum computing. It provides on demand computing. 

It is not economic to store small 

files on grid. 

It is economic to store small files on 

Cloud. 

It operates within a corporate 

network. 

It can also operate through the internet. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing is now coming into view as a fascinating paradigmfor providing and 

managing computing infrastructure, platform and software as a service. This growth in cloud 

computing is changing the perspective of organizations and enterprises. Because of cloud 

computing, organizations don't need to pay much attention to capital cost as they can borrow 

infrastructure from cloud providers on pay-per-use basis.  
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Cloud offers a variety of benefits but still there is need to work on cloud security. Cloud 

Computing possess a lot of distinct attributes that need risk analysis in areas such as 

availability, reliability, data integrity and data privacy. In current scenario, there exists a 

number of security techniques but there is need for more effective techniques. 
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Abstract: In this paper I will describe about emotional intelligence but, before emotional 

intelligence, it is necessary to discuss general intelligence or intelligence. In general 

intelligence, we use prudence, logic in making decisions in day-to-day work, we use 

discretion at the time of sudden disaster. IQ depends on how intelligent a person is 

intellectual, it depends on his IQ, based on ability, IQ label is different for every person, 

 EQ to Emotional Intelligence, After modern reserch it is known that IQ determines 20% of 

success in a person's life but EQ determines 80% of a person's life. How will a person react in 

normal situation, it is possible only by the measurement of EQ, it is possible by who has how 

much EQ, the person whose EQ is high, he achieves success in life faster. Those IQ label was 

high, they could not achieve great achievements in the society, they could not make good 

interpersonal relationship, this lack is due to emotional deficiency, while the person of normal 

IQ label went to the heights. Most of the world leaders were of normal IQ but EQ was also 

present in them in a balanced way. That is, every person has characteristics other than IQ, by 

which he is able to make an important place in the individuals, society, which is called 

Emotional Intelligence. Imagine a world in which feelings and emotions have no place, no 

knowledge, how does it feel now when a friend is feeling sad and the other one is very angry 

but we are not even able to recognize these feelings Psychologists refer to intelligence as the 

ability to recognize emotions.  

Keywords: EQ EI, Learning strategies, Intellectual quotient, Work behavior. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The first use of emotional intelligence (EQ) was done by Aristotle in 350 BC. I just did it. 

But at that time this word did not come into common use. Peter Salaway and Meyer first 

coined the term Emotional Intelligence (EQ) in 1990. 
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Daniel Goleman concluded it in 1995 after researching all kinds of people in the world and 

described it in his book "Emotional Intelligence: Why it can matter more than IQ". According 

to Kiya, the definition of emotional intelligence is "emotional intelligence or emotional 

understanding, the ability to know and manage a person's emotions, to motivate one's own 

ego, to recognize the feelings of others, and to manage relationships with others."is . Human 

relations can be made healthy and better through emotional intelligence, as well as EQ helps 

in solving life's problems, that is, a better life, happy life can be lived with emotional 

intelligence.  

Emotional intelligence is the ability to understand, express and control one's own and others' 

feelings or emotions. Emotional understanding is to understand your feelings, emotions, and 

manage them properly. One can use his 'emotional sense' to communicate better with the 

person in front and get much better results.  

 

Figure 1: Emotional Intelligence 

A person with good emotional understanding never takes unreasonable steps in excess of 

anger and happiness.  

A philosopher named Aristotle has said that it is easy to be angry with anyone, but it is very 

difficult to be angry with the right person, to be angry in the right amount, and to be angry for 

the right reason and to get angry in the right way. 

Emotional intelligence involves knowing and being sensitive to feelings and emotions. 

Understanding the different emotions of other people, changes in their body, their feelings, 

showing empathy towards others and trying to increase the quality of life by keeping control 
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over their emotions. In other words, it is the ability to recognize the feelings of others. A 

person with a good IQ or a good IQ can achieve good success, but to reach the top, it is 

necessary to have emotional intelligence, it has been found by various researches that 

individuals with high emotional intelligence have greater mental health and powerful 

leadership skills goes. 

Knowing your feelings and emotions, being sensitive to them,  Knowing and being sensitive 

to other people's different gestures, such as body, language, voice and other expressions. 

Understanding the powerful effect of the nature and intensity of your emotions. Controlling 

your expressions when dealing with others can lead to peace. So we can say that emotional 

intelligence is that capacity by which human tries to lead a better quality life. In emotional 

intelligence, if there is no emotion, there is no intellect and if there is no emotion in the 

intellect, then only a partial solution of our problems will be found, for the complete solution 

of the problems both heart and mind are needed. 

II. TYPES OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

1- SELF AWARENESS: 

In our country it is said that one who has known himself has come to know Brahman. That is, 

identifying your inner strength, identifying your inner weakness, identifying your goal. 

When you increase the ability to understand your emotions, only then you will be able to 

separate your positive and negative emotions separately, and the negative emotions coming 

inside you, which make you angry, you will create sorrow, you will also make these negative 

emotions slowly with your ability. You will also be able to calm down slowly. Thus the 

ability to understand one's own feelings is a core part of emotional understanding. 

Individuals with high self-awareness can accurately measure their mood, are free to seek their 

own opinion from others for continuous improvement, and are able to make tough decisions 

in spite of various pressures. 

2- SELF MANAGEMENT: 

Self-management means that how well we control our emotions and impulses, for this we 

have to keep an eye on those impulses which are destructive, people who are not able to 

control self, they are dependent on the mercy of emotions. Those who do not have control 

over anger, they cannot have a sweet relationship with other people of the society. 
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That's why it is said that- 

Never take decision when you  are angry, 

Never promise when you are happy 

If after the death of a family member, you leave everything and go into depression, then it 

means that they do not have emotional control. It is necessary to maintain honesty and 

integrity, seize the opportunities that come near and remain optimistic even after failure, a 

person with high self-management does not take the decision of sacking his team person 

suddenly or to work with the workers according to his own set plans. If not walking, red does 

not turn yellow due to anger. 

That is, in conclusion, if a person suffers mental pain due to loss in business or job, or pain 

due to breakup due to any relation, mental pain due to death or accident of a family member / 

loved one, etc. The sooner he energizes himself and gets himself into work by re-motivating 

himself, the more he is called a person of good EQ. 

3-SELF MOTIVATION: 

 

Figure:-2. Unit of Emotional   Intelligence 

Self motivated people are always motivated by themselves and do every work with full 

dedication and passion, their every work starts with a lot of happiness and enthusiasm. When 

such people work, their chances of success increase and they achieve success in less effort. 
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Self motivation refers to being result oriented and pursuing the full goal that is necessary, a 

self motivated person sets challenging goals for him and for others. He always tries to do 

better than his own past performance by progressively improving his work, a person who is 

self motivated sets challenging goals for himself and for the members of the organization 

with his own motivation, he is passionate about being successful. employs, he always tries his 

best to be successful and always dreams of success, does not panic with the nightmare of 

failure, accepts challenges boldly and is ready to meet them with stamina. 

4- SOCIAL SKILLS: 

Social awareness means understanding and being sensitive to others' feelings, thoughts, 

situations, understanding others' feelings, knowing the needs of others. 

Understanding the mental state of others and adapting oneself according to their situation, 

such ability is called empathy. . And don't spoil your relationship and keep them. 

5- EMPATHY: 

Relationship management refers to directing the feelings of others, motivating the beliefs and 

feelings of others, developing the abilities of others, resolving conflicts, building strong 

personal relationships, supporting group work, good manager helping others with their vision. 

Becomes successful in explaining better and succeeds in increasing his own network through 

better relationships. 

Such a person is very popular in public, and he enjoys this popularity a lot, such a person 

enjoys meeting different people and making good relations and people also enjoy meeting 

that person very much. Such people remember the names of many people by word, such 

people have leadership qualities. 

III. APPLICATION OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

A person with emotional intelligence can resolve his issue through dialogue with any person, 

whether it is a colleague, a partner in a business, a customer, or an officer. Nowadays, 

through networking, personal relations are made with different people, people associated with 

different professions, this chain chain can be expanded only when people with better EQ join 

in peace, at present. Big problems can be solved through networking. When employees are 
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recruited in Personnel Administration, the EQ measure is used to select a qualified person 

according to the qualification of the post. 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE & WORK ATTITUDE 

In the behavior of a person, his attitude can be detected, by measuring certain types of 

behavior, his attitude can be ascertained from his attitude, about which area the person is 

inclined towards, what is he Has the qualities of a manager and how many qualities of 

leadership are there in him. Emotional intelligence is associated with the following types of 

attitudes and behaviors. 

Job Satisfaction- A person with an emotional intelligence is satisfied with the job in which he 

lives and maintains a positive attitude. 

 
Figure 3: Work In Emotional Intelligence 

People with high EQ tend to be optimistic, this is the quality that such people are honest in 

their work, not busy in finding faults of others, which increases their commitment towards the 

organization. 

Separation from personal life to professional life--- 

A person with emotional intelligence does not allow everyday business tasks to dominate 

personal life, keeping office or business work completely separate from home problems, he is 

also successful in this way, he maintains a balance between the two. Also they have the 
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ability to keep their emotions and emotions under control. Elements of emotional intelligence 

according to Daniel Goleman. 

         According to Daniel Goleman, there are five types of elements in emotional 

intelligence.  Keeping track of your emotions. In emotional intelligence, which is aware of 

our emotions, only then we control them before time. 

MANAGING EMOTIONS 

The second element of emotional intelligence is self-management of one's emotions, that is, 

emotions themselves can be increased or decreased, can be directed in the desired direction, 

in this way a person able to control his emotions can be well prepared for the challenges that 

come in life at all times. able to cope in any way. Just like one should be aware of his 

feelings, whenever anger comes, recognize it before it comes, control it. 

Motivating yourself in an optimistic way------ 

    The third element of emotional intelligence is to motivate ourselves in an optimistic way, 

to motivate ourselves, we should read good literature, motivational books, listen to 

motivational videos daily. 

RECOGNIZING THE EMOTIONS OF OTHER 

The fourth element of emotional intelligence is to recognize the emotions of others, because 

each person has their own characteristics and nature, we can help them by recognizing their 

emotions, we understand their thoughts and appreciate their thoughts, stand by them, because 

Everyone will stand by you actively only when you are actively engaged with the other. At 

the time of sorrow of others, if you completely ignore the cause of his sorrow, then there is 

antipathy inside you, if you spend time with him and take comfort, then that is sympathy, if 

after knowing the reason of that person's sorrow, his grief is removed. If you actively engage 

with him in his help, then it is called ampathy. 

Conducting the emotions of others, the fifth element of emotional intelligence, helping others 

physically, mentally, by recognizing the emotions of others, taking measures to reduce the 

frustration when the other person is sad, recognizing the other person's emotions (anger, 

sadness, happiness, despair) and managing them Doing this, not only strengthens 

interpersonal relationships, but also develops leadership qualities in a person. 
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In the management of emotions, understanding the feelings of others, analyzing their feelings, 

that is, many things are hidden in the feelings, feeling those things and understanding for 

what those feelings are manifesting, some events behind them can also be responsible and 

then responding appropriately. 

LEADERSHIP MAKERS 

 The role of emotional intelligence is seen when the head of a department or organization has 

to provide leadership to his team, when every member in this team has to carry out his work 

to achieve a certain goal, at that time many members are under pressure. They get frustrated 

and frustrated, in this situation it becomes necessary for the manager or the head of the 

department to know the feelings of their members. He empowers the members to move 

forward by infusing them with positive thoughts by reading the problems of turmoil inside 

them to improve and encourage the performance of the work. 

         #leadership ki bhumika Emotional contact in the organization can be established only 

when all the members and team leader organize a meeting to analyze and accomplish a goal 

at one place. 

 
Figure 4: Future Implications 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

We will end this summary with a dialogue People with Well Emotional Skills are more 

content and effective in their life They have complete control in their mind habits which 

enhance their productivity even more People who are unable to control their emotional life 

They have to fight with themselves throughout their life which supports their ability to work 

and clear thoughts. 

The importance of emotional understanding lies in the fact that through it human 

relationships can be improved healthy and it helps in solving problems by dealing with 

challenges related to life and developing a positive attitude towards them. 
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Abstract: This paper presents a Vehicular Child Trap Alert System to help in preventing 

tragic child death caused by heatstroke and suffocation using detection and control system 

inside a hatchback car. The number of victims of heatstroke is increasing each year due to 

increased temperature and suffocation in the locked car. The increase in the number of 

victims has raised the issues of safety of child in the car. This safety feature addresses deadly 

situation of children getting locked in the car. An efficient system is presented here which can 

monitor the presence of a child whenever he is accidently locked inside the carand can also 

communicate with the driver when the condition of the heatstroke arises. Initially, it sends a 

message to user’s registered mobile number and if no one comes and opens the car, it alerts 

via a phone call to the registered users. It is expected that this module could help in reducing 

the vehicle heatstroke cases among children that keep on increasing lately. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The project focuses to help preventing heatstroke poses/suffocation for children left in 

vehicle (hatchback) in the locked car. The increase in the number of victims has raised the 

issues of safety of the child in the car. This safety feature addresses deadly situations of 

children getting locked in the car [1]. An efficient system is presented here which can 

monitor the presence of a child whenever he is accidently locked inside the car and can also 

communicate with the driver when the condition of the heatstroke arises. Initially, it sends a 

message to user’s registered mobile number and if no one comes and opens the car, it alerts 

via a phone call to the registered users. It is expected that this project could help in reducing 

the vehicle heatstroke cases among children that keep on increasing lately. Hyperthermia 

(heatstroke) is one of the most common dangers that can affect children lives [2] [3]. It is 

considered the third cause of children deaths inside cars around the world. It occurs when 
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body is not able to cool itself quickly enough and body temperature rises to a dangerous level. 

Heatstroke can damage the brain as well as other organs, and can have long-term damages. 

II. WORKING 

The module starts working when the driver comes out of the car and locked the car [7]. The 

sensor starts working to monitor CO2 and temperature values. The CO2 and temperature 

value inside the car is then compared to a preset threshold(critical) value. Critical value is set 

when the child starts suffering from suffocation and heatstroke [4]. If the measured value is 

higher than the critical value, then a message will be sent on user’s pre-registered mobile 

number using GSM module [5]. The module continuously monitors the data to check if a 

child is left inside the car or not. If there is no variation in CO2 and temperature value then it 

means that there is no one present inside the car and module will not perform any further 

action.If the CO2 gas and temperature value increases, it will send an alert message and 

continues the monitoring task. If the user is not giving any response and the value of 

temperature and CO2 gas is still increasing continuously then module will send message 

again and then call the registered user’s number. 

In this project, coding comes to handle all hardware like detectors and sim module by 

nodeMCU. In coding part loop check value of CO2 concentration every time, the next 

statement will be proceeding if the value of CO2 continues to increase and send alert to the 

user by using SIM Module. 

A. Initialization 

When the car is locked, the module switches on and starts working. And critical value for 

CO2 concentration and temperature are set in this stage [9]. 

1. CO2 concentration level: 550 ppm 

2. Temperature level: 40°C 

B. Monitoring 

The module starts taking value from gas sensors and temperature sensor. Then module starts 

comparing preset critical values with CO2 concentration and temperature value. And module 

monitors these values in this stage [4]. 
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C. Action 

The module mainly depends on CO2 concentration because if human being presents in locked 

car, CO2 level starts increasing while increment in the temperature level does not depend on 

whether there is a human present in the car or not. If the CO2 value is not more than the 

critical value, the module will return to its monitoring stage. While an alert message will be 

sent to the user if the value of CO2 gas is greater than the critical value [1]. After sending 

alert message to the user, the module will wait for a few minutes and again compares the 

CO2 value and critical value, and it again send a message to a user if measured value is more 

than the critical value. If these values have more difference then module will call the user. 

D. Procedure 

The whole project methodology will be done in phases 

Phase 1: Selection of compatible devices 

 Project Board (Arduino UNO): Arduino UNO is a type of Single-board 

microcontroller based on the ATmega328P(datasheet). Arduino UNO store data in 

Flash and EEPROM [6]. 

 GSM Module: it is a wireless module that works with a GSM wireless network, this 

technology was developed for communication purposes using TDMA (Time Division 

Multiple Access) technique [5]. 

 Gas Sensor: it is used to measure the concentration of any particular gas in the 

atmosphere. 

 Temperature Sensor: it is a simple instrument that evaluates the degree of hotness or 

coolness and converts it into a readable unit. Working of this sensor is depends on the 

voltage across the diode terminals [7]. 

 SIM: sim card is being used send an alert messageto registered user. 

Phase 2: Assembling and Burning Code 

 Assembling and Connecting the devices. 

 Burning code to Micro Controller. 

 Placing antenna and Sensors. 
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Phase 3: Calibration and Testing 

 Calibrating CO2 Sensor and Temperature Sensor. 

 Testing of CO2 and Temperature Sensor. 

 Final Testing in real time environment. 

 

Equipment Required 

Hardware Requirements: 

 Arduino 

 Atmel Microcontroller 

 Express PCB 

 Gas sensor (MQ-135) 

 Temperature sensor (LM35) 

 GSM module 

 

Software Requirement: 

 Arduino IDE 

The flow chart shown in figure 1 represents the presentation of the above working of this 

module. 

 

III. RESULT 

Its Scope is, in case of emergency, this device can be connected to car circuitry [8]. So, after 

calling the registered user, if the value of temperature and gas is still rising then the fan of car 

will be automatically switched ON through relay switch. The fan will maintain the 

temperature and atmosphere of car by passing the inner air to outer side. If this feature is 

implemented practically, then the problem of heat stroke and suffocation can be easily 

removed and cases of child deaths can be decreased [10]. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

As in many cases children are locked and die due to suffocation and rise in temperature ins

the car when they are accidently left over in it. Objective of this project is to prevent such 

accidents by sending a message to the user when such situation arises. If user does not 

respond in a pre-decided time period, another message will be sent an

call is sent to the user. To overcome this situation, we would make a device that will check 

the concentration level of CO2 gas and temperature and will send a message and call to the 

registered user(s). 

International Conference on Engineering & Design (ICED) 
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Figure 1: Flow Chart. 
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decided time period, another message will be sent an

call is sent to the user. To overcome this situation, we would make a device that will check 
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As in many cases children are locked and die due to suffocation and rise in temperature inside 

the car when they are accidently left over in it. Objective of this project is to prevent such 

accidents by sending a message to the user when such situation arises. If user does not 

decided time period, another message will be sent and then an automated 

call is sent to the user. To overcome this situation, we would make a device that will check 

the concentration level of CO2 gas and temperature and will send a message and call to the 
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Abstract:  It has always been difficult to communicate between a mute and a regular person. 

Manufacturers all across the globe have created several systems using American Sign 

Language [1,2]; however, they are not universally flexible or less-costly. We developed a 

smart system with a speaker that allows unhearing people to interact with hearing people 

using hand motions and gestures. The system includes flex sensors, a hand motion reading 

system, and a speaker unit. 

For mute people, in this project, the hand gesture, commonly known as sign language, will be 

transformed into voice. Trying to speak with a silent individual who is travelling among new 

individuals gets tough during an emergency.The Raspberry Pi is used to operate the system 

and process the data. The system is fueled and run by a battery-driven circuit. A text to 

speech conversion block is included in the system. This block disrupts the matching signs, i.e. 

text to speech out. A database and other components make up the system, which helps mute 

people communicate fundamental messages. This ensures that the system remains silent. It 

looks for messages that match the collection of sensor values. Once the message has been 

recovered from memory, it is shouted aloud using the interfaced speaker. 

Keywords: Smarts Peaking Systems, Raspberry Pi, Flex Sensors. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In most of the country, we find people (9000M) who are dumb [3]. If we want to 

communicate with them, it will create a huge problem because they cannot listen to us. It can 

be solved by sign language but for normal people, it is difficult to remember and 

communicate. When compared to communication between a blind and a normal person, 
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communication between a deaf and a normal person is extremely difficult.Sign language is a 

nonverbal mode of communication used by the world's deaf population [4]. Ordinary people 

find it difficult to understand and communicate this sign language because it lacks a common 

root. But devices that can translate these sign languages into text and make other people 

understand. Will have some basic messages like seek help or finding the address. If a person 

is moving hand impulsively system makes sure it should speak nothing. It processes the 

gestures which are constantly received. The Raspberry Pi CPU, the system's brain, processes 

the continuously incoming sensor information. The messages for the set of sensor values 

received have now been matched. Once the message has been discovered, it is retrieved from 

memory and read aloud through the speaker utilizing the text to voice process. As a result, a 

fully working smart speaking system that helps deaf people communicate with normal people 

utilizing a wearable technology is beneficial [5]. This research paper gives a view of how it 

can be implemented in the real world. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This study is aimed at developing a system that will assist mute people in communicating in 

their surroundings. This research proposal is based on a very simple concept: we need a way 

to capture the various sign languages that are available in order to use them to solve the 

challenge given above, i.e., to translate them into speech so that people with hearing 

impairments can communicate. 

As a researcher, I've worked on numerous studies involving simple communication with 

dumb people [6,7]. For instance, in the study of Sign language, a language that allows 

communication without the need of acoustic noises. It is also a helpful tool for mute people 

to communicate with their non-mute peers. On the other hand, Hand gestures are not the 

easiest way of communication, and non-mute people are still finding it tough to adjust to 

audio-free discourse [8]. 

A system that enables individuals through a glove-based largely deaf-mute communication 

interpreting system has been developed, as well as in the development of electronic voice to 

deaf & dumb people employing flex sensor. Five flex sensors are installed on the inside of 

the glove. The flex sensor or detector monitors the hand's orientation and gives a relative 

change in resistance for each predefined move. Raspberry-Pi completes the process of 
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creating those hand motions. The system also includes a Text to Speech (TTS) block, which 

reads the matched gestures and converts text to speech output [9]. 

III. AIM AND OBJECTIVE 

Speaking system's major role is to fulfill the basic speaking requirement for aphonic people. 

Its aim is to make sure that aphonic people communicate their basic messages, for example, 

greeting someone, finds an address, etc. 

IV. METHDOLOGY 

The suggested speaking system for aphonic persons utilizing Raspberry Pi has the system 

architecture shown in fig 1. The Raspberry Pi controller board, speaker, flex sensor, LCD 

display, and accelerometer are all included [10]. 

 

Fig 1: System Architecture 

In this scenario, flex sensors are used to detect hand posture. Carbon resistive elements are 

used in flex sensors. The output resistance is proportional to the bend radius when the sensor 

is bent. The value of resistance is changed between 10K and 30K ohms. The resistance of a 
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sensor bent at 90 degrees increases to 30K ohm, while the resistance of an unfixed sensor 

decreases to 9K-10K ohm. The flex sensor measures approximately 4.5 inches long and 14 

inches wide [2,11]. The user's five fingers are fitted with five flex sensors. The flex sensors 

are folded when the user performs a hand gesture to represent a certain phrase. Because each 

finger's posture varies, so does the resistance value of each flex sensor [12]. 

 

Fig 2: Data flow diagram 

V. WORKING 

In this suggested system, it detects various hand gestures by reading the person's hand 

motion. It uses flex sensors to detect hand movement. The Raspberry Pi has a built-in sign 

language to acquire the proper information from the user. Each movement of gesture is 

processed by flex sensors fitted in a glove [2,13]. It searches for messages that match the set 

of flex sensor values and has built-in functions in the system code. These messages are 

received by the processor and transmitted to the audio driver on the Raspberry Pi, which uses 

a speaker connected to the processor [14]. 

The Raspberry Pi processor is continually receiving and processing sensor data. It now looks 

for messages that match the list of sensor values. This message is recovered from memory 

and spoken aloud through the interfaced speaker utilizing text to speech processing. As a 
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result, we have a fully functional smart speaking system that uses a basic wearable 

technology to assist mute persons in communicating with regular people. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Sign language will be more useful in this project for facilitating communication between 

silent and non-silent people. The main purpose of the project is to close the communication 

gap between mute and non-mute people. The methodology converts aphonic signs into 

speech in this case. This system addresses the challenges that mute people face and assists 

them in improving their demeanor. When compared to existing systems, the proposed 

system is very easy to transport to any location. To assist the deaf, the language is 

transformed into text format and exhibited on a digital display screen. The personwho is 

unable to communicate with ordinary people, this technique is extremely beneficial to deaf 

and dumb individuals. The project's main feature is that it will be used in public spaces, and 

the gesture recognizer might be a stand-alone system. 
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Abstract: A discipline of computer science devoted to the development of supercomputers 

and supercomputer software. The development of parallel processing algorithms and software 

is a major focus of this discipline. For the first time in 1993, a list of the top 500 

supercomputer sites in the world was made public. The Top500 list enables a far more in-

depth and well-founded examination of the state of high-performance computing. The 

Top500 statistics are used to describe some of the most important observations concerning 

HPC in this research. The completion of a technology transition to commodity 

microprocessor-based highly parallel systems, as well as a growth in industrial use of 

supercomputers in sectors that were previously unrepresented on the TOP500 list. The 

scientific community has long relied on the Internet for email, software, and paper 

distribution. Until recently, the network was rarely used for actual computations. With a 

variety of solutions available for grid-based computing, the situation is fast changing. 

Keywords: High performance computing, Cluster computing, Parallel supercomputers, 

Efficient, Scalable integration through HPC networking, Software and expertise, 

Computational grids. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Originally, high-speed computing was mainly used in supercomputers for scientific study. 

 Tools and systems for implementing and developing high-performance computing 

systems are now accessible. 

 It's used in both scientific study and computer science. 
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 The main focus of the field is on developing parallel processing techniques and 

software so that programmers can be broken down into small, independent chunks 

and run on several processors at the same time. 

Grid computing is the subject of numerous research projects. A book on computational grids 

was recently published with a number of contributors. Vendors, designs, technology, and 

system utilization have all changed dramatically in the previous 50 years in the field of 

scientific computing. Despite these changes, the evolution of large-scale performance appears 

to be a highly stable and ongoing process. Moore's Law is frequently referenced in this sense. 

If we plot the top performance of several computers over the last five decades in graph form, 

we can see that Figure 1 shows how well this law holds for virtually the entire history of 

modern computing, which may have been called "supercomputers" at the time. Every decade, 

we witness an increase in performance of two orders of magnitude. The emergence of vector 

computer systems in the second half of the 1970s signaled the beginning of modern 

Supercomputing. 

 

Figure 1: Super-computer 

The main goal was to overcome the hardware scalability limits of shared memory systems. 

The basis for the 'Attack of the Killer Micro' was the improvement in performance of 

conventional microprocessors following the RISC revolution, along with the economic 

benefit of large-scale manufactures. 
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As a result of the change from ECL to CMOS chip technology, MPPs now use off-the-shelf 

microprocessors rather than custom-designed CPUs. 

The acceptance of the MPP system not just for engineering applications but also for new 

commercial applications, particularly database applications, highlighted various market 

success criteria such as system stability, manufacturer continuity, and price/performance. 

Commercial success has become an increasingly critical condition for a successful 

Supercomputer enterprise. Hierarchical systems built with components meant for the larger 

commercial market are currently replacing homogeneous systems at the very high end of 

performance due to these characteristics and the consolidation of the number of 

manufacturers in the industry. 

II. HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING  

The application of parallelization and distribution methods or techniques to connected 

computer units to do more complex jobs quicker than a single unit could do alone is known as 

high-performance computing (HPC).HPC operation speeds have improved significantly 

during the last two decades. As a result of this increase, HPC is gradually becoming a 

common answer to a wide range of future telecommunication technologies, while continuing 

to improve in its traditional domain of theoretical science and software development. 

 

Figure 2: 10 Supercomputer For HPC 
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high-performance computing, which was first used in supercomputers for scientific research. 

Tools and systems for implementing and developing high-performance computing systems 

for scientific research and computational science are now available. The main focus of the 

field is on developing parallel processing techniques and software so that programmes can be 

broken down into small, independent chunks and run on several processors at the same time. 

The term "high-performance computing" (HPC) has evolved from "supercomputer" to 

"computing cluster." 

There is no precise meaning of the term:- 

1. Computing on high-performance computers 

 Using computer models, simulations, and analysis to solve problems and conduct 

research. 

 Computer modeling, simulation, and analysis are used in engineering design. 

2. According to my Understanding 

 There are a lot of computational and memory requirements. 

 PC cannot be of afforded in cost-effective manner. 

 The important words are speed and feeding. 

3. Those Who Make Use of High Performance Computing Include 

 Universities, and government laboratories are some of the places where you can 

conduct research. 

 Research on weather and climate, biology, energy, and the military, among other 

things. 

4. Almost Every Thing We Use Is Created By Engineers 

 Automobiles, aircraft, oil and gas exploration, digital media, and financial simulation 

are some of the industries that use financial simulation. 

 Mechanical simulation, packer designs, silicon production, and other related topics are 

covered. 

Embedded, mobile, and networking contexts need high-performance computing. Networking, 

management, and analytics for high-performance data. High-performance computing theory 
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and modelling is related. Communication systems and networks that are both high-

performance and environmentally friendly HPC network administration including a lot of 

data In a network with a lot of problems, data collection and analysis are crucial. The 

importance of visualisation in transforming enormous amounts of data into useful 

information. 

Analysis and optimization are both possible using Net Solve. Edge-to-Cloud integration and 

protocols Heterogeneity of edge systems Protocols and difficulties with communication 

Opportunistic communication and computation, as well as delay-tolerant networks 

Simulations with high fidelity High-performance computer systems modelling and 

assessment for computing systems, new applications and communication protocols are being 

developed.  

III. CLUSTER COMPUTING 

Clusters are frequently used to improve the performance and availability of a single computer 

while being significantly more cost-effective than single machines of equivalent speed and 

availability. 

  

Figure 3: Cluster for HPC 

Computer clusters arose as a result of the convergence of several computing developments, 

notably the availability of low-cost microprocessors, high-speed networks, and high-

performance distributed computing software. They can be used in a wide range of situations, 

from small business clusters with a few nodes to some of the fastest: - 
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 Workload is distributed to computers on a HPC network by the master node ( or 

central coordinator). 

 Individual computers that process data from the master node are known as computer 

nodes. 

 A cluster is a collection of machines that are linked together in such a way that they 

function as a single unit 

Terminology: - 

 Node: -A single machine in a cluster. 

 Head/ Master node: -They are used to access a cluster and are connected to both the 

cluster's private and public networks. Provides a working environment for users and 

distributes tasks across other nodes. 

 

Figure 4: Switch and node combination 

 

 Compute Nodes: They are often used to run jobs assigned to them by the head nodes 

and are linked to the cluster's private network exclusively. 

Types of Clusters 

1. Storage:  

 A consistent file system image is provided by a storage cluster.  

 Using a single shared file system to read and write at the same time. 

2. High availability [HA]: 

 Eliminate single points of failure to ensure continuous service availability. 

 Demand balancing distributes network service requests across different cluster nodes 

in order to evenly distribute the load. 
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3. High Performance:  

 To do parallel calculations, use cluster nodes. 

 Allows multiple apps to run at the same time to improve performance. 

 Computational clusters or grid computing are other names for the same thing. 

Benefits of Cluster 

Reduce Cost:  

In recent years, the cost of off-the-shelf consumer PCs has dropped dramatically, and this has 

coincided with a significant rise in processing power and performance. Today's desktop 

computers are hundreds of times more powerful than the first mainframe computers. 

Processing Power: 

 In many circumstances, the parallel processing capacity of a high-performance cluster can be 

more cost effective than a mainframe with comparable processing power. This lower cost-

per-unit-of-power allows businesses to receive a higher ROI (Return on Investment). 

 Scalability:  

 The scalability that computer clusters provide is perhaps their biggest asset. While 

mainframe computers have a set processing capacity, a computer cluster may quickly grow as 

needs change by adding more nodes to the network. 

Improved Network Technology: 

Computers in a cluster are usually connected by a single virtual local area network (VLAN), 

which treats each computer as a separate node. Information may be transmitted between 

nodes in these networks with extremely minimal lag, ensuring that data does not bottleneck. 

Availability:  

When a mainframe computer dies, it brings the entire system down with it. If a node in a 

computer cluster fails, its operations can simply be shifted to another node in the cluster, 

ensuring that service is not disrupted. 
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IV. PARALLEL COMPUTING  

From a computation in which multiple computations are performed at the same time, based 

on the premise that huge problems may often be broken into smaller ones, which are then 

solved concurrently, i.e. "in parallel."  

As a result, we'll have to rebuild serial programmers to make them parallel. 

 

Figure 5: Parallel Computing in HPC 

Create translation programmes that transform serial programmes into parallel programmes 

automatically.  

 This is very difficult to do 

 Success has been limited. 

Why We Need Ever-Increasing Performance 

As computing capacity grows, so do the difficulties that arise from it. 

Some examples: 

Case 1:-reduce the time it takes to execute a time-consuming task 

 I'm an automobile engineer, and I'm trying to come up with a way to make a car that 

uses less gas. 

 I'd rather have the design finished in six months than two years.  

 Instead of building expensive prototypes and crashing them, I'd rather test my design 

using computer simulation. 
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Case 2: meet a tight deadline by completing an operation 

 I work for a weather forecasting company. 

 I use data from weather stations and sensors. 

 Today, I'd want to make a forecast for tomorrow. 

Case 3: Perform a large number of operations in a short period of time. 

 amazon.com employs me as an engineer. 

 1000 hits per second are received by my web server. 

 So those consumers do not experience significant delays, I'd like my web server and 

database to handle 1000 operations per second. 

Many calculations are performed at the same time, based on the premise that a major problem 

may often be broken into smaller ones, which are subsequently solved concurrently, i.e. "in 

parallel." 

As a result, we'll have to rewrite serial applications in parallel. 

Automatically convert serial programmes to parallel programmes with the right translation 

software. 

 This is a challenging task. 

 Only a few have succeeded. 

 An automatic programme generator can detect and transform some coding constructs 

to parallel constructs. 

 However, the end result is likely to be a software that is inefficient. 

 To solve the problem, take a step back and create a completely new algorithm. 

 It's more difficult to build parallel computer programmes than sequential ones. 

Potential Problems 

 Situation of the race (output depending on sequence or timing of other events) 

 The different subtasks must communicate and synchronise. 

Computational Grids  

In the world of computer science, two things are constant:  
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a) We always require more processing power than we have, and  

b) We always want the simplest, yet most complete and easy-to-use interface to our 

resources. 

The field of Grid Computing has received a lot of attention in recent years. The electrical 

power grid serves as an analogy. The ultimate goal is that one day, just as we plug our 

appliances into electricity sockets now, we will be able to plug any and all of our resources 

into this Computational Grid to access other resources without worry. We're working on a 

Grid Computing method called "NetSolve. 

 

Figure 6: Data Analysis 

Simple access to computing resources that are geographically and ownership-distributed. We 

also explain a parallel simulator that operates on workstation clusters and shows how we 

utilised Net Solve to create an interface that allows users to use the simulator without having 

to download the simulator software or visualisation tools. 

V. CONCURRENT COMPUTING 

Parallel computing and concurrent computing are commonly confused and used 

interchangeably, but the two are distinct: parallelism can exist without concurrency (such as 

bit-level parallelism), and concurrency can exist without parallelism (such as multitasking by 

time-sharing on a single-core CPU). A computational work is often split down into many, 

often many, extremely similar sub-tasks that can be executed individually and whose results 
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are combined later, after completion, in parallel computing.In contrast, in concurrent 

computing, the individual processes seldom address linked tasks; when they do, as is 

common in distributed computing, the separate tasks are typically diverse in nature and 

require some inter-process communication during execution. 

Multi-core and multi-processor computers have many processing parts within a single 

system, whereas clusters, MPPs, and grids employ multiple computers to complete the same 

task. Sometimes, in addition to standard processors, specialised parallel computer 

architectures are utilised to speed up specific operations. 

In some cases, such as bit-level or instruction-level parallelism, parallelism is transparent to 

the programmer, but explicitly parallel algorithms, particularly those that use concurrency, 

are more difficult to write than sequential algorithms, because concurrency introduces several 

new classes of potential software bugs, the most common of which are race conditions. 

Communication and synchronisation between subtasks are often the most difficult aspects of 

achieving excellent parallel programme performance. 

VI. NETWORK ENABLED SOLVERS 

The Net-Solve project, under development at the University of Tennessee and the Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory, has been a successful venture to actualize the concept of Computational 

Grids. Its original motivation was to alleviate the difficulties that domain scientists usually 

encounter when trying to locate/install/use numerical software, especially on multiple 

platforms.  

 

Figure 7: Nodes Network Solver 

Net Solve is a client/agent/server system in which the client sends requests to agents, who 

assign servers to those requests; the server(s) then receives the problem inputs, performs the 

computation, and sends the output parameters back to the client. The Net Solve client user 
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obtains access to an unlimited number of software resources without having to deal with the 

hassles of installation and upkeep. In addition, Net Solve provides complete opacity for 

remote access to computer hardware, including high-performance supercomputers. 

That is to say, to utilise Net Solve, the user does not need any prior understanding of 

computer networking or similar topics. He or she doesn't even have to be aware that remote 

resources are engaged. The Net Solve solution is further enhanced by features like as failure 

tolerance and load balancing. 

We'll take a quick look at the three components described above at this time. The Net Solve 

agent is the Net Solve system's entry point. It keeps track of server capabilities (hardware 

performance and software allocation) as well as use statistics. It makes use of this data to 

determine how much server resources should be allocated to client requests.The agent 

balances load among its servers through its resource allocation method, and it is also the 

major component concerned with fault tolerance. The Net Solve server is the system's 

computing backbone. It's a daemon process that sits around waiting for requests from clients. 

The server has been converted to work on practically any architecture and can run on all 

popular strains of the UNIX operating system. Single workstations, clusters of workstations, 

or shared memory multiprocessors can all run the server. It gives clients access to software 

resources and also provides means for integrating other software with Net Solve servers. 

The Net Solve client sends and receives requests (potentially simultaneously) to and from the 

system using the API supplied for the implementation language. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This special issue seeks unpublished original research in all areas of high-performance 

computing in developing edge computing networks and telecommunication technologies. The 

theory, design, modelling, prototyping, implementation, and literature evaluation of future 

HPC telecommunication systems and applications are all covered in this issue's broad 

breadth. 

Simply put, it enables you to handle larger issues more quickly and with better results. 

How? combining several processors, memory, and storage devices into a single powerful 

system. 
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Parallel processing is used to run complex application programmes rapidly, efficiently, and 

reliably. The phrase refers to systems that operate at speeds greater than a teraflop, or 1012 

floating-point operations per second. Although the word HPC is sometimes used 

interchangeably with the term supercomputing. 

Email, software, and articles have long been exchanged among scientists via the Internet. 

There has been little usage of the network for actual computations until lately. This scenario 

is fast evolving and will have a significant impact in the future.Net Solve is a networked 

computing environment with the purpose of bringing the power of computational grid 

systems to people that require processing power but are not computer scientists. With its 

three-part client-agent-server design, it achieves this purpose. 
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Abstract: - In last few years many credit rating models are created for getting the credit score 

of loan applicants. Traditional methods have involved the utilization of records and 

mathematical development technologies such as discriminant analysis, linear and logistic 

regression, linear and quadratic programming, or decision trees. however, the assessing of 

credit ratings is very important for the financial institutions, and moving into the use of 

evolutionary computation. this paper is concentrating on the application of evolutionary 

computation in scoring. this paper aims to discuss the new evolution in use of evolutionary 

algorithms to credit scoring. 

Keywords: Credit Scoring; Evolutionary Computation; Genetic Algorithms; Classification;  

Variable Selection; Parameter Optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays the credit score allows to reach toward the resources with an agreement to repay in 

a period of time, generally, in a regular time period. The sources can be financial, any product 

or services. in present time the credit is very important component of our daily life. the credit 

card is mostly used form of credit in present time, other credit plans are vehicle loans, small 

business loans, trade financing and bonds, residential mortgages etc. 

The main risks come to the banks and institutions to find out the firms or people who might 

be not capable to repay the amount. recently the world financial crisis makes the attention of 

banks and financial institution on credit risk analysis and their prediction. they make the 

decision to grant acredit on the basis of humanexperts’ views and some rules. 
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Fig 1:  Credit Score 

Due to this shortcoming the conventional and accurate techniques to examine the risk of 

default are raised. and the computerized credit scoring has become the primary tool for 

financial organization to calculate credit risks, and making managerial decisions. credit rating 

is a group of decisions and their methods that helps to gain that we should approve the credit 

or not. the aim in credit scoring is to find the risks of banking frauds. the advantages of credit 

scoring are: -  

a) The cost of credit evolution and risk of bad loan is reduced. 

b) Less time and efforts are used. 

c) Consistent recommendations based on objective information. 

d) Facilities to incorporate modify in policy and economy to the system. 

e) Performance can be tracked. 

II. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION 

Computational insights are characterized like investigation of adaptive parts to empower or 

use astute conduct within intricate and evolving conditions. These instruments incorporate 

fake knowledge ideas, standards, calculations, and implementations that display a capacity to 

learn or adjust to new circumstances, to sum up, conceptual, find, and partner. To handle 

complex genuine issues, researchers have been investigating regular cycles and animals, both 

as model and illustration. Enhancement is at the core of numerous normal cycles including 

Darwinian advancement, social bunch conduct, and searching techniques. In the course of the 

last hardly any many years, there have been developing interest in the area of organically or 

nature-enlivened goal and improvement calculations. As of now these methods are applied to 

an assortment of issues, going from logical exploration to money, industry, and trade to give 

some examples. The two principle groups of strategies that basically contain this field are 
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developmental processing and multitude insight. Specifically, developmental calculation 

establishes a subfield of computational insight, which includes combinatorial improvement 

issues. In this way transformative computing is the nonexclusive term for a bunch of critical 

thinking procedures dependent to Darwinian standards of regular perseverance and 

advancement. It is propelled by organic cycles of legacy, change, normal choice, and the 

hereditary hybrid that happens at the point when guardians mate to deliver posterity. It 

utilizes the idea of natural selection by logically tolerating better answers for the issue.  

The fundamental hidden thought at the rear of all variations of evolutionary calculations is 

the fact, given a human population, the climate is cause of regular determination and this 

produces an ascent in the wellness of the populace. We can construct a lot of up-and-comer 

arrangements (a collection of IF-THEN governs) and use the quality capacity as a theoretical 

wellness metric if we have a quality capacity to improve. As a result, by utilising 

determination, transformation, and hybrid administrators, a part of the best candidates is 

chosen to seed the cutting edge. These administrators attract a slew of fresh candidates who 

compete with the old for a future position. This cycle can be repeated until a high-quality up-

and-comer is discovered or a freshly determined computational breaking point is reached. 

Overall, transformational calculations are stochastic search calculations that are applied to a 

large number of candidate configurations. They usually refer to four artificial intelligence 

classes. Marque's et al.—Literature review on the use of developmental processing to credit 

scoring 1385Fogel, 2000): hereditary calculations, developmental methods, evolutionary 

programming, and hereditary programming. The hereditary calculations and hereditary 

programming techniques have been the most often used in credit scoring applications out of 

all of them. 

III. GENETIC ALGORITHMS AND GENETIC PROGRAMMING 

Genetic algorithms give methods for conducting a random global search in a solution space. 

they work to produce a better and better approximation to a solution, by applying survival 

principles of fittest.Individual selection results in the development of populations of 

individuals who are more adapted to their environment than the individuals from whom they 

were born. generally, The process begins with the random N number of candidate solutions, 

represented in a string internally. A fitness function evaluates the quality of each string X in 

the population (x), three aspects of genetic algorithm are: 
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a) Fitness Function. 

b) Implementation of Generic Representation. 

c) Implementation of Generic Operators. 

Then again, The Koza's (1992) generic programming is an addition to the initial notion of 

generic algorithms. Hereditary programming consists of tree-like factor length applications, 

the dimensions, the shape and the complexity of which can dynamically vary throughout the 

interaction. Every one of that person up-and-comers, called program, may have utilitarian 

hubs, empowering the answer for perform self-assertively huge activities. generic 

programming likewise utilizes hybrid and change as the change administrators to change 

applicant arrangements into new competitor arrangements as generic calculation do. 

  Difference between the algorithm and programming is representation of the solution: 

the solution in the form of computer programs and programming language expressions is 

generic programming. and general algorithms return a string of integers indicating the answer 

The benefit is that the fitness function represents the problem to be resolved does not have to 

indicate in advance the details of the problem. 

IV. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTING IN CREDIT SCORING 

The evolutionary computing plays a most important role in credit scoring. 

Classification: Credit scoring may be regarded as a classification or prediction issue in which 

a new client can be categorized into one of established classes based on observable features 

of the sample. the input of classifier has plenty of information to describe the economic 

condition of candidate, like: - name, age, gender, loan purpose, occupation, annual income 

etchant creditworthiness is the result of the credit score methodology. the most common goal 

of finding credit score is to categories in two parts: 1. good costumer and 2. bad costumer 

good costumers are those who have good credit score and can repay the credit on time, and 

bad are those who have bad credit score and probably cannot repay on time. 

Variable Selection: variable or feature selection is most important field in evolutionary 

computation. it is the process of finding the best set from given data. it is important in 

designing of score cards. It is beneficial to choose the most important factors and determine 

the appropriate credit score, which provides more forecasts and lower risks. the credit analyst 
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will gain more relevant model to decide the credit approval.Qualities derived from 

information components are more discriminative, and they may reveal cross-data between 

those credits. The creators propose a cross breed technique with hereditary programming and 

human cooperation to decide the determined factors with the most functional importance, 

because the interaction to choose these kinds of qualities can be seen as a combinatorial 

enhancement issue of mathematical images and unique ascribes. These characteristics are 

then used in a direct discriminant investigation credit scoring model, with the hypothesis that 

this will reduce the risk of credit forecast. 

Parameter Optimization: As we know that the generic algorithms and generic programming 

are optimization improver. in RBF, implementation is superior to other ways in credit scoring 

applications. and another technique's parameters defined by a trial-and-error approach. and 

the general techniques look for RBF neural network parameters automatically. 

Wang et al created a hybrid network by combining generic and back-propagation algorithms, 

and used it to commercial bank personal credit rating. The initial weights of a neural network 

are optimised using generic coding and algorithms. As a consequence, the model was found 

to be capable of improving learning capacity. 

The usage of a neural approach to do a quantum-roused hereditary computation for a credit 

evaluation application is presented. In particular, the hereditary calculation is utilized to 

totally design a feed forward neural organization as far as choosing the significant 

information factors, as well as the number of neurons in the hidden layer and each synaptic 

weight. Examining the Australian data set demonstrates the new model's suitability in respect 

to various methods., giving great grouping exactness and serious level of adaptability. 

V. PROBLEMS COVERED BY EVOLUTIONARY TECHNIQUES 

Due to lack of transparency of the support vector machine, there are some difficulties to 

apply the model of credit risk analysis. To overcome these issues, some rules may be derived 

from trained computers that are readily communicated with people and have the highest level 

of accuracy. In comparison to the SV machine, Martens et al found that the rule extraction 

approach utilising generic programming had many less limitations. 
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Tthere is one more problem for many financial institutions and banks that many times the 

variables and data is missing, it may produce a risky decision or credit score. the generic 

programming can be used to handle that situation. 

Finlay compares predictive models of consistent monetary behaviour to paired (good/bad 

payer) models of client default, concluding that using consistent models for buyer risk 

assessment outperforms the traditional parallel arrangement. This work likewise recommends 

that scoring capacities created to explicitly improve the benefit commitment, utilizing 

hereditary calculations, outflank scoring capacities got from advancing more broad capacities 

like the amount of squared blunders. Hens and Tiwari investigate the computing time 

required by two assist vector machine executions (one relies on hereditary calculations, while 

the other uses various testing methods), a fake neural organisation, and hereditary 

programming. The creators presume that the neural organization and the developmental 

models can turn out to be too exorbitant in light of the fact that they need to improve various 

boundaries all together for accomplishing exactness rates like those of the help vector 

machine dependent on delineated testing. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

According to the situation of Present scenario the need of computerized credit scoring models 

will increase. in present time many companies also using the computerized scoring 

techniques but also, they need some betterments.by the help of quick, analysis of credit scores 

the financial institutions can make a consistent and quick decision that the credit will be 

approved or not.  

This study presents a review of evolutionary computing's applicability in credit scoring. and 

acknowledged that generic algorithms and programming models are effective in obtaining 

accurate credit reports. one important thing that we have transparency in these models but 

before it we do not had any kind of transparency in our credit score. 

The current audit has additionally uncovered a few shortcomings also, impediments that ought 

to be considered in the future: (I) Due to the lack of openly accessible credit information 

bases, it is difficult to undertake extensive correlations between methods; as a result, only a 

few publications have incorporated testing over the German and Australian benchmarking 

informational indexes.; (ii) There are several execution evaluation approaches that have been 

used in the publications, however some are insufficient due to the various misclassification 
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costs and also imbalanced class distributions that are frequently encountered in credit scoring 

difficulties; (iii) Most authors' goals have not been supported by quantifiable tests to 

demonstrate the meaning of experimental results, and in other circumstances, the 

measurement used is incorrect as a result of their erroneous assumptions; (iv) despite the fact 

that information pre-processing is a very significant assignment in classifier demonstrating 

and includes a ton of issues or flaws in information (eg. missing information, Man-made 

intelligence Marque's et al—Literature survey on the use of transformative registering to 

credit scoring 1395population float, boisterous models, low-default portfolio), it has been seen 

that variable choice is the as it were issue that has generally been handled with developmental 

procedures. 
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Abstract: These days, machinery and robotic design become significant in aiding human. 

Fire fighting robot is designed to find location of fire using fire sensor which will sense the 

smoke or extremely high heat in environment before it seethes wild, could one day work with 

firemen incredibly diminishing the danger of injury to casualties. Once the main work that is 

extinguishing the fire will be done then robot stop sprinkling water. The hardware 

components and programming are the two main components of robot creation. To estimate 

the robot action gain from the sensors input, the C programming language is employed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A robot is an automated device that performs tasks that would normally be performed by 

humans or machines and is tasked with a series of repeated or flexible behaviours. 

Extinguishing damaging flames is the act of firefighting [1]. A firefighter should have the 

option to stop fire rapidly and securely stifle the fire, forestalling further harm. Innovation has 

at last overcome any issues among firefighting and machines taking into consideration a more 

proficient and successful technique for fire battling. Robots were intended to discover a fire, 

before it seethes wild. The robots could one day work with fire fighters in lessening the 

danger of injury to casualties. 

The security of home, laboratory, office, factory and building is important to human life [13]. 

In our daily lives, we design an intelligent multi-sensor based security system that includes a 

firefighting robot. The highest source is the devastating burning caused by electricity. It's 

because our security system is incapable of detecting unusual or harmful situations and 

alerting us. 
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Fig.1: Fire Fighting Robot 

Furthermore, the user had difficulty detecting minor burns caused by electrical equipment. 

When it comes to extinguishing a fire, the user may take a long time to do it, such as finding 

a water source. The robot also needs to investigate itself in the maze without problems [2]. 

The fire has difficulty detecting little charred areas and locations that are difficult to access by 

the user. Sometimes stubborn fires are extinguished, such as regions that are difficult to 

notice. So we came up with the idea of a firefighting robot. 

The main purpose of this to construct a vehicle developed to search and extinguishes fire [11, 

12]. There are numerous sorts of vehicles for extinguishing fires at home and in the forest, 

but our goal is to build a self-contained robot. Fire detection and extinguishment may be done 

with maximum security utilizing such robots, without putting firefighters in a risky scenario. 

II. HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

The hardware component is a crucial aspect of the Fire Fighting robot's construction. It 

includes the several types of sensors, push button, power supply, Servo Motor, connecting 

wires, pump, wheels etc. The major used materials for making this robot are PCB board for 

the primary construction to ensure the robot's construction is sturdy and the weight does not 

surpass 5kg. These materials are light and simple to work with. 
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Fig.2: Block diagram of Arduino Based Fire Fighting Robot 

1. Arduino Uno :  

 

Fig.3: Arduino Uno 

Arduino is an open-source electronics platform that uses simple hardware and software to 

make it easy to use. Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P 

[5]. Arduino boards can take inputs - such as light from a sensor, a finger on a button, or a 

Twitter tweet - and convert them to outputs - such as turning on an LED, triggering a motor, 

or posting anything online. By providing a set of instructions to the board's microcontroller, 
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you may tell it what to do. To do so you use the Arduino programming language (based 

on Wiring), and the Arduino Software (IDE), based on Processing [5]. 

In this project, we'll learn how to use an Arduino to create a small robot that can travel 

towards a fire and pump water around it to put it out. It's a very basic robot that will teach us 

the fundamentals of robotics and prepare us to create more advanced robots. 

2. Flame Sensor : 

 

Fig.4: Flame Sensor 

A flame-sensor is a type of detector that is primarily designed for detecting and responding to 

fires or flames. The reaction of the flame detector might be affected by the way it is installed. 

A flame sensor is a sensor that is most sensitive to ordinary light. This is why flame alarms 

employ this sensor module. 

This sensor detects flame if the light source emits a wavelength between 760 nm and 1100 

nm. When exposed to extreme temperatures, this sensor is quickly destroyed. As a result, this 

sensor may be placed a set distance away from the flame. The fire detection system works by 

detecting increasing degrees of heat, ultraviolet radiation by flames, and gas leaks [7]. The 

flame detection may be done from a distance of 100cm with a detection angle of 600 degrees. 

This sensor's output is either an analogue or a digital signal. These sensors are utilised as a 

flame alert in fire fighting robots. 

So, we place three such sensors in three directions of the robot to sense on which direction 

the fire is burning. 
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Fig. 5: Flame Sensor in Three Directions 

There are two sensor outputs: 

i) Digital – sending a zero if no detection was made or a one if a positive detection was 

made. 

ii) Analog – A PWM enabled input must be used to convey values in a range denoting 

flame likelihood, size, and distance. 

3. Ultrasonic Sensor: 

 

Fig.6: Ultrasonic Sensor 
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An ultrasonic sensor is an electronic device that measures the distance of a target object by 

emitting ultrasonic sound waves, and converts the reflected sound into an electrical signal [8]. 

Ultrasonic waves move quicker than audible sound waves (i.e. the sound that humans can 

hear). The transmitter (which generates sound using piezoelectric crystals) and the receiver 

are the two primary components of ultrasonic sensors (which encounters the sound after it has 

travelled to and from the target). 

The ultrasonic sensor (also known as a transducer) functions in the same way as a radar 

system does. Electrical energy may be converted into sound waves and vice versa using an 

ultrasonic sensor. The acoustic wave signal is a high-frequency ultrasonic wave that travels 

over 18kHz. The HC SR04 ultrasonic sensor produces ultrasonic waves at a frequency of 

40kHz. 

4. Servo Motor : 

Servo motors often have a control circuit that provides feedback on the present position of the 

motor shaft; this feedback allows them to rotate with remarkable accuracy. A servo motor is 

used when you wish to spin an object at a specified angle or distance. It consists of nothing 

more than a basic motor connected to a servo mechanism. A DC servo motor is one that is 

powered by a DC power source, whereas an AC servo motor is one that is powered by an AC 

power source. 

 In this project, we utilise a basic DC motor to rotate the wheel that is responsible for the 

robot's mobility. DC motors, on the other hand, transform electrical energy into mechanical 

energy. 

5. Pump : 

A pump is a mechanical device that is used to extinguish a fire by pumping water onto it. It 

pumps water with a basic motor. 

III. SOFTWARE USED 

The Arduino project provides an integrated development environment (IDE) for 

programming microcontrollers based on the Processing programming language, which 

additionally supports the languages C and C++. The open source Arduino IDE makes writing 

code and uploading it to the board a breeze. 
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IV. WORKING 

When there is a fire, the fire sensor will produce a HIGH, and when there isn't, it will produce 

a LOW. As a result, we must continually checking these sensors to see whether a fire has 

erupted. If there is no fire, we instruct the motors to remain stopped by raising all of the pins. 

Similarly, we may ask the robot to move if there is a fire. Then ultrasonic sensor will sense 

the object and will output a HIGH when there is object and will output LOW when there is no 

object [15].  

If we locate an object, it will travel in that direction by spinning the motor in that direction. 

The left and right sensors will not detect the fire once it reaches it since it will be standing 

straight before 40cm ahead of the flames. When the variable fire is set to true, the arduino 

code for the fire fighting robot will call the put off fire function until the fire is out. 

Firstly robot will be in do not move mode then there are three flame sensor which are having 

IR receiver  which is used to detect fire where IR receiver is Infra-red light which will receive 

the light emit from flame. When flame sensor will detect fire it will send signals to Arduino 

board to start ultrasonic sensor and motor driver module to start servo motor then our robot 

will start moving in forward direction. Now ultrasonic sensor will check if there is obstacle in 

between it will measure the distance and change direction of our robot and start moving again 

towards fire then after reaching a point before fire it will stop. Then water pump will pump 

water from water tank towards the direction of the fire and will completely extinguish fire 

[14]. Also we placed can and pump at the top of the servo motor so that we can control the 

direction of the water sprayed. 

V. DISCUSSION 

This project focuses on the developing a fire fighting robot which will detect and extinguish 

fire. In this section, the robot control sequence will discussed. From the results, this project is 

achieved which are: 

 In this when flame sensor is activate motor and ultrasonic sensor will not activate and 

vice-versa. 

 Fire and ultrasonic sensor is connecting with DC motor. 

 The motor is connecting with driver motor Arduino Uno [3]. 
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VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The Fire Fighting Robot will have future scope that it can work with firefighters which 

greatly reduce the danger of injury to victims [10]. It is a innovative work in the field of 

robotics that operates towards a sensible and obtainable access to save the lives and prevents 

the danger to property. We can have improve and add many things in future reference in Fire 

Fighting Robot: 

 Camera and video transmission can be added in our future prospect with the robotic 

vehicle. 

 We can improve the weight capacity of the robotic vehicle. 

 It can be extended to real fire extinguisher by increasing robot size and configuration. 

 We can use rechargeable battery in future scope. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The Fire Fighting Robot is design to extinguish fire, control the directions of the robot and 

avoid obstacles [6]. We developed a fire detection system that uses a flame sensor capable of 

recognizing flames with wavelengths ranging from 760 to 1100 nm, with detecting ranges 

ranging from 10cm to 1.5 feet depending on sensitivity. The robot can function in 

environments that are out of human reach in a very short amount of time, with very little 

delay. The robot properly and effectively locates the fire, and it is doused in the shortest 

possible period. 
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Abstract: Cyber-physical systems plays a role as a backbone of critical infrastructure such as 

power grids,  home automation systems , and transportation system  and they are highly 

allianced and jointly dependly systems. The actions started by the service controllers or 

service providers  sometimes generates  to quarrel and risky results  both due to unintended 

errors, attacking  on the configuration state, and badly understand  dominion. To this end, 

more secured arrangement or management  should be develop to point system intrusion and 

reduce attack surfaces while maintaining expected purpose and performance of the system. 

This talk covers related concepts and the state-of-the-art, representative solutions, and open 

challenges which is in (CPS) Cyber – physical system security.  

The mission will address the growing technology needs of the society and will take stock of 

the international trending things and roadmaps of  ruling countries for next generation 

technologies. The following developments and works will be done under this mission: 

1. Cyber-physical systems and related technologies will become accessible in the 

country. 

2.  Taking  of CPS technologies for resolving national/regional issues in view of Indian 

conditions. 

3.  Creation of next generation skilled manpower in CPS. 

4. Accelerating technology-based innovation. 

5.  To accelerating  entrepreneurship and start-up environment development in CPS. 

6.  To accelerating advanced research in CPS ,we do  technology development and 

higher education in science, technology and engineering disciplines. 
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7.  To bring India at parity with other advanced countries and to get many indirect and 

direct benefits. 

 

Figure 1 

Keywords: System Paradigm, Enabling Cyber Technologies, Enabling Physical 

Technologies, Strategic Application Domains, Future prospects 

I. INTRODUCTION 

15 technological innovation centers, 6 investment innovation centers and 4 technology based 

innovation centers will be set up under this system. This  National Mission for 

Multidisciplinary Cyber-Physical Systems  has been approved by the Central Government . It 

will be  implanted by the Department of Science and Technology with a total cost of Rs 3600 

crores for five years. 

In the widest sense, cyber-physical systems merge the knowledge and technologies of the 

third wave of information processing, transmission and computing with the apprehension and 

technologies of physical antique and engineered systems . There seems to be an agreement in 

the literature on the fact that the profession and knowledge of cyber-physical systems are not 

origin. However, it is still debated if this discipline is inter-punitive, multi-punitive, or trans-

punitive in nature. 
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Figure 2 

 Advocates of the inter-punitive view argue that the mission of CPS science and technology is 

to create a viaduct between the two integral knowledge domains, namely the cyberspace and 

the physical space. In Cyber - Physical Systems, physical  and software elements are  linked 

to each other with the capacity to handle  different structural and temporal modes. They can 

demonstrate many behaviors and energetic changes with the content. 

It is essential to understand that CPS speak for an especially widest  range of devices. Mostly 

any engineered device which can be coded  in one way or another. 

Here are Some Possible CPS Devices 

 A Laptop with a Linux operating system 

 A printer using a serial port - DB-25 

 A  PCI  card 

 A  Lego ‘Mind Storm’ programmable robot. 

 Cell phone controlled water pumps 

 A Hybrid digital-analog computer 

 The Jarvik-7 Artificial heart 

 Smart Gun 

II. DESCRIPTION: 

The mission will address the growing technology needs of the society and will take stock of 

the international trending thngs and roadmaps of  ruling countries for next generation 

technologies. The following developments and works will be done under this mission: 
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 Cyber-physical systems  and related technologies will be faciliated in the country. 

 Adoptation of CPS technologies for resolving national/regional issues in view of 

Indian conditions. 

 Creation of next generation skilled manpower in CPS. 

 Accelerating technology-based innovation. 

 To accelerate entrepreneurship and startup eco-system development in cyber- physical 

system. 

 To bring India at parity with other advanced or developed  countries and to get many 

direct and indirect benefits. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

Cyber- physical system is an overall mission which will address the issues of technological 

development, investment development , human resource development, skill development, 

entrepreneurship and start-up technological development  and related technologies in CPS. 

The  mission aims to create 15 Technology Innovation Centers, 6 Appropriation Innovation 

Centers and 4 Technology Based Innovation Research Centers (TTRPs).This center and the 

TTRP will link academic institutions, state governments to develop solutions in reputed 

academia, R&D and other organizations of the country. The proposal has been adopted in 

relation to strategic initiatives involving a pragmatic group of academic institutions, industry 

and government.  

There will be a robust and watching system in the form of Mission Administrative Board and 

Inter-Ministerial  Coordination  Committee , Scientific Advisory  Committee  and  other  sub-

committees for implementation, monitoring and guidance of Mission. There are four main 

areas of centers and TTRPs. 

IV. EFFECT 

CPS technologies will give a new edge to our nations scientific, engineering and 

technological innovating  capabilities. In addition, it will  also supporting other missions of 

the government, create an environment of industrial and economic competitivw and develop 

into a real strategic resource. Due to the size, type and complexity of emerging applications, 

new technologies will continue to evolve in the days to come. The proposed mission will be a 

vehicle for development, benefitting national initiatives in health, education, environment, 

agriculture, strategy-based security and industrial sectors. The CPS is a holistic system of 
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upcoming technologies, which prioritizes aligning with other countries in the competition for 

development. CPS will bring about a structural shift in all skill requirements. 

 

Figure 3 

Keeping in view the needs of the industry/society, the Mission will enhance employment 

opportunities by creating advanced skills and skilled manpower. This is  an integral part of 

the proposed NM-ICPS, in view of which start-ups will also create technological based 

employment opportunities in CPS and allied sectors. This will create about 45,000 jobs in the 

short term and about two lac jobs in the long terms. 

V. BENEFITS 

 This  mission will help the Central Ministries/Departments, State Governments and 

Industries to carry out their projects and schemes regarding effective use of CPS 

technologies for the benefit of the society. 

 CPS technologies will give a new edge to the nations scientific, engineering and 

technological innovation  capabilities. In addition, they will support the government 

missions, create an environment of industrial and economic competitions, and develop 

into a real strategic resource. 

 The proposed mission will become an instrument of development, benefitting national 

works in health, education, energy, environment, agriculture, strategy based security 

and industrial sectors. Apart from this, Industry 4.0, Smart Cities, Sustainable 

Development Goals etc. will also benefit. 
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Figure 4 

 The CPS is a holistic system of upcoming technologies, which prioritizes running 

together with other countries in the raise for development The mission will increase 

employment opportunities by creating advanced skills and skilled manpower keeping 

in mind the needs of the industry or society. 

 Innovation, entrepreneurship and start-up technological environment11 is an integral 

part of the proposed NM-ICPS, with the view that start-ups will also create 

technology-based employment opportunities in CPS and allied sectors. In this way 

about 40,000 jobs will be created in the short term and about two lakh jobs in the long 

term. 

VI. BACKGROUND 

CPS and Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things , Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Big 

Data Analytics , Robotics , Quantum Computing , Quantum Communication , Quantum 

Encryption , Data Science, Predictive Analytics, Cyber Security for Physical Infrastructure 

and Other Infrastructure Including related technologies have advanced a lot. 

 They are playing a vital role in transforming almost every sphere of human endeavours in all 

sections. It has become imperative for government and industry to adopt these emerging 

technologies to remain competitive, drive social development, create jobs, accelerate 

economic growth and improve quality of life and sustain the environment. 
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VII. MISSION  OBJECTIVES 

 The mission will address the growing technology needs of the society and will take 

stock of  trends and roadmaps of ruling countries for next generation technologies. 

 Under this mission, access to Cyber-Physical Systems  and related technologies will 

be faciliated in the country. CPS technologies will be adopted to address the national 

or regional issues keeping in view the Indian situation. 

 The next generation of skilled manpower will be created in CPS. Technology-based 

innovation will be accelerated. This mission will accelerate the development of 

entrepreneurship and start-up eco-system in CPS. 

 Technological development and advanced research in higher education in science, 

technology and engineering disciplines will be accelerated through CPS. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the implementation strategies of cyber-physical security. The model 

of cyber-physical systems has been nurtured by the heaped theoretical and 

methodological knowledge, the resources of the recently developed physical and cyber 

technologies, and the progress in engineering of complex, multi-scale, distributed and 

pliant. 

Imre Horváth, Bart H. M. Gerritsen  systems. The headway has also been restorative by 

the growing need for CPS in order to be able to address several socialy-based issues and 

to productively solve problems that cannot be handled otherwise. 

 

Figure 5 
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Due to the on-going escalation and contraction of electromechanical and computing 

technologies, as well as due to the advancements in software, information, communication 

and control technologies, the boundary between the physical and the cyber domain is 

gradually dissolving. This is the evidential backing of our proposal to introduce the category 

of collaborative technologies that will also support creating a viaduct between physical and 

cyber technologies. In this paper a new reasoning model is introduced and used in the 

described of the related technologies. 
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Abstract: Kota stone is one of the members ofthe limestone family which is found in 

Kota,Chittor, and Jhalawar districts of Rajasthan. It is a sedimentary rock which contains 

very fine-grained siliceous calcium carbonate material. While carrying out cutting and 

polishing process of Kota Stone, a large amount of material become residual and unused, so 

this waste may be termed as Kota stone cutting and polishing waste.Kota Stone Slurry (KSS) 

originating from the Kota stone industry has become one of the major environmental 

problems due to its disposal issuesin today’s scenario. It is causing respiratory, 

vision,bronchial, and skin disorders in the nearby community. Recent advancements in the 

field of concrete technology are suggesting to minimize theconventional materials which are 

broadly used in the industry and substituting those by various industrial and energy sources 

by-products. Stone wastes comprising ofboth dust and slurry formare being o0riginated in a 

large amount during natural stone processing and the environment is seriously affected by 

these particular matters. So, to resolve the problem of stone waste disposal problem 

effectively, we are hereby using waste materials in construction industries in mixture with 

conventional materials like cement. In the present work, a certain amount of cement has been 

replaced by Kota stone slurry powder to study the behaviour of concrete and its various 

properties. Results showed Kota stone slurry powder enhanced the mechanical strength and it 

found to be the most effective material that can be partially used as a replacement of cement  

The objective of the present study is to study the effect of using Kota stone powder as a 

partial replacement of cement on the properties of concrete. The study is carried out to 

evaluate the compressive strength, flexural strength, and tensile strength which are calculated 
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by performing Compressive Strength test, Flexural test, and Split Tensile Test. The materials 

used for experimental work are Kota Stone Powder, Cement, Sand, and Coarse Aggregates. 

In the present investigation, cement has been partially replaced with Kota Stone powder in 

two different percentage mixes of 7.5% and 12.5% by weight of cement content in concrete 

for M20 and M25 grade of Concrete (as these are found break-even points in different tests 

by studying research papers). The experimental investigation was carried out as per 

recommended procedures by relevant codes and by reviewing g research papers. 

Keywords:  Kota Stone Powder, Cement, Sand, Split Tensile Test, Flexural Test, 

Compressive Test, Fine Aggregate, Coarse Aggregate, Ground Granulated Blast Furnace 

Slag, Kota Stone Powder Slurry, Kota Stone Slurry, Kota Stone Waste. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nature has provided us deposits of stones such as marble, granite, Kota stone and a wide 

variety of limestone in abundance. In stone production, India is on the third position in the 

world, and eventually which leads to the same in stone slurry production.Kota Stone is a 

naturally available, fine-grained variety of limestone family that originated from Kota, 

Rajasthan. Its attractive natural look, low cost, and durability make it the most extensively 

used material in both the interiors and exteriors of houses and also in commercial areas. Kota 

is well known for its glowing appearance and charming colors, and ages beautifully over 

time. It is available in different shapes and sizes and can easily make the combination with 

any home decor. In fact, due to its unique characteristics, the material is quite an asset in the 

construction industry. Kota Stone isquite impervious, compact, hard, fine to very fine-grained 

calcareous rocks of sedimentary nature. 

Marble, granite, and Kota stone are the building materials that are most commonly used in the 

construction industry. Marble/granite/Kota stone powder material originating after cutting 

and finishing process in the industry consists of very fine particles, has become one of the 

major problems for the environment in today’s scenario due to its disposal issues around the 

world. To provide desired smooth shape, the large blocks of marble/granite/Kota stone blocks 

are cut into smaller blocks. About 25% of the original stone is wasted during the cutting 

process. To improve strength and other durability parameters, stone waste can be mixed in 

certain ratio in cement and concrete. Further, this can also be used for maintaining the 

premium properties of concrete as a partial replacement of cement, sand, and coarse 
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aggregate. When such materials are used with cement and concrete, these offer areduction in 

cost, energy savings, and superior product qualitywhich helps to minimize environmental 

hazards. 

By using cementitious and pozzolanic materials termed as mineral admixtures, the 

modification of concrete materials is carried out to attain sustainable infrastructure 

development. By the incorporation of these mineral admixtures, a significant improvisation 

can be achieved inthe properties of concrete in the fresh state, hardened state, and also in the 

associated durability.  The cementitious and pozzolanic properties, by which the strength 

development and permeability of concrete are governed, are the particle size, mineralogical 

characteristics, and surface area of the mineral admixtures. Someexamples of these 

cementitious mineral admixtures are fly ash, Kota stone slurry, granulated blast furnace slag, 

silica fume, wollastonite, rice husk ash, etc. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Aman Jain et al. [1]Kota stone waste is available from stone crushing units in abundant 

amounts. The waste obtained is called stone chips. Sieve analysis as per IS Code procedure is 

performed on this waste and the predominant size of waste particles is obtained. This waste 

so obtained is tested by replacing in certain ratio amounts of 5%, 10%, and 15% of cement in 

the concrete. Compressive strength and Split Tensile strength laboratory test results seem to 

indicate that as compared to the conventional mix, it increases and enhances the mix strength. 

Also, the cost of labour can be reduced by achieving higher workabilityfor more basalt 

aggregate content mix. 

The laboratory test results in compressive strength andSplit Tensile strength are as follows: 

Table 1: Compressive Strength test result of M20 concrete mix 

Sr.No. AmountofKotaStone 

dust used 

CompressiveStrengthat 

28days(N/mm2) 

1 0% 27.93 

2 5% 30.72 

3 10% 29.35 

4 15% 22.27 
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Table 2: Compressive Strength test result of M25 concrete mix 

Sr.No. AmountofKotaStone 

dust used 

CompressiveStrengthat 

28days(N/mm2) 

1 0% 22.89 

2 5% 25.64 

3 10% 24.26 

4 15% 17.28 

 

Table 3: Split Strength test result of M20 concrete mix 

Sr.No. AmountofKotaStone 

dust used 

CompressiveStrengthat 

28days(N/mm2) 

1 0% 3.13 

2 5% 3.36 

3 10% 3.24 

4 15% 2.19 

 

Table4: Split Strength Test Result of M25 Concretemix 

Sr.No. Amount of Kota Stone 

dust used 

Compressive Strengthat 

28days(N/mm2) 

1 0% 3.5 

2 5% 3.83 

3 10% 3.24 

4 15% 2.19 

 

Er. Rahul Jain et al. [2] researched Kota stone slurry (KSS) and stated that it can be used as a 

partial replacement of the cement in this study. The main objective of this study was 

determining strength and durability parameters of the concrete containing Kota stone slurry in 

different proportions. In the experimental procedure, two water binder ratios: 0.40 and 0.50 

are adopted with taking a 5% variation in Kota stone slurry percentages as 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 
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and 25% partially replaced with cement, concrete mixes are prepared. To evaluate strength 

parameters, the compressive strength test, flexural strength test, and pull- off test were 

performed. To evaluate the durability parameter of different concrete mixes, abrasion test, 

carbonation test and water permeability test were performed. A decrease in the compressive 

and flexural strength can be seen when Kota stone slurry content is increased as indicated in 

results. The KSS concrete has performed better in abrasion, so it can be used in rigid 

pavements construction in low-cost roads. 

Jitesh Mehta et al. [3] Kota stone sludge can be used as a partial replacement of ‘Cement’ / 

‘Fine/Coarse Aggregates’. This helps in reducing the cost, saving energy, and has fewer 

hazards on the environment. Proper grading results in higher packing, improved strength 

(Compressive Strength, Tensile Strength, Flexural Strength), greater durability, and abrasion 

resistance. The stone waste can be replaced as 50% by weight of materials which is used for 

bricks and replacement of OPC by stone waste @30% provides maximum strength. 

Sayed Imran Ali et al. [4] M40 grade concreted is tested due to a wider range of applications. 

GGBFS can be used alongwith OPC and PPC. The superior durability of structures extending 

from 50-100 years. The Silka-Plastiment @ 0.7% by weight of cement can be used which is 

design as per IS 10262: 2009.The slump value increases with an increase in GGBFS and 

decreases with an increase in the content ofKSPS. The replacement of 40% of cement by 

GGBFS results in merely 1%-3% reduction inCS after 56 days which is not a significant 

change. For the aforementioned mix, the replacement of20%ofFA by KSPS alsogives 

similarresults.Also,forFSsimilar resultsareobserved. 

In a study conducted by Harshwardhan S.C. et al. [5], the stone slurry was used in M-25 grade 

concrete as a substitution of OPC taking a variation of 10% in the proportion of 0, 10, 20, 30, 

40, and 50%; the replacement was done by weight of cement. Workability and strength 

parameters were calculated by testing the concrete mixes and then comparison was carried 

out between stone slurry mixed concrete and conventional concrete. Up to 30% cement 

replacement by stone slurry, the compressive strength increased in the results. 
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Table 5: Details according to % replacement 

 0%replacement 30%replacement 

W/C 0.040 0.40 

Concrete 1.00 0.70 

FA 1.01 1.01 

CA 2.50 2.50 

KS Waste - 0.30 

C-S28daysN-sqmm 16.22 29.78 

Totalcost/m3(march2013) 4135.12 3244.18 

 

In a study conducted by Ankit Nilesh Chandra Patel et al.[6], the particle size of the KSS used 

was smaller than 90 µm. Mix proportion was 1:3 by volume. River sand - zone-III as per 

specifications IS 383: 1970. ACC Brand, Portland Pozzolana Cement (PPC) was used. The 

cement was substituted in proportions of 0 to 30% with an interval of 5%. 1:3 mortar was 

used for sample preparation by using a constant w/c ratio of 0.85 for all mixes. The test 

results show that tensile strength, compressive strength, flexural strength increased up to 10% 

replacement of cement by KSS, and then it decreased. So, it is adequate to replace cement up 

to 10% without any loss in strength. 

Table 6: Details according to %replacement of KSS 

 

Kamel Al-Zboon et al. [7] studied that the FA are replaced by KSW, 26 concrete mixes were 

prepared by replacing FA with slurry, manufactured sand (MS), and crushed sand. Test 

 0%replacement 10%replacement 

7daysCompressivestrength 

MPa 

3.84 4.17 

28days Compressive 

Strength MPa 

8.2 8.58 

Flexure strength MPa 2.32 4.12 

Tensile strength MPa 0.541 2.50 
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results showed that MS which was formulated by blending of crushed stone waste (85%), and 

slurry (15%) could lead to their use in concrete as a replacement of FA. This gives superior 

strength parametersand reduced permeability, void formation,and bleeding parameters within 

the concrete. The river sand can be completely replaced by MS (15% slurry + 85% CS) in 

concrete, as suggested by the result evaluation. An increase of 21% in compressive strength 

of concrete, 18 % in flexural strength, 11 % in mortar compressive strength, and 11.7 % in 

mortar flexural strength was evaluated in results. A reduction of 58% in slump values resulted 

in concrete. Such results highlighted the feasibility of reusing slurry sludge inthe production 

of mortar and concrete. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Today we are living in a world that is in the development phase and enthusiastically the 

psychology of the human mind to achieve more comfort and facilities at every front is leading 

to innovations and revolutions in every field.But on contrary, the environment is badly 

impacted by this phenomenon as resources get depleted and natural sources also get polluted. 

Yet this pollution cycle is still on and the need of the hour is to save these resources. So, after 

studying all these research papers, the conclusion is that if we can partially replace cement by 

Kota stone powder in the field which is in the top trend now-a-days then it largely impacts the 

environment as disposal problem is resolved and it further leads to pollution-free and 

soothing surroundings. Considering the strength criteria, the replacement of cement by Kota 

Stone powder by 7.50 % is feasible to obtain a maximum strength at 28 days. The higher 

replacement of Kota Stone Powder does not show a large reduction in strength. By adding 

Kota Stone powder more than 7.50 %, the compressive strength, Flexural Strength and Split 

Tensile strength decreases. The Slump value of Concrete with Kota Stone Powder is higher 

than conventional concrete.  

Also, from the economic point of view, the replacement of cement by Kota Stone powder 

by 12.50 % is feasible. After studying all these research papers, it is clear that if further study 

and research work are carried out in this field, positive and favorable results are from the 

environment and economic construction point of view are obtained. And by using wastes 

which are locally available like fly ash, GGBS, glass waste, quarry dust, ceramic waste, 

marble dust powder, etc. as a partial replacementin place of concrete ingredients in the 

concrete mix. From the cost point of view, it proves to be more economical than 

traditional/conventional concrete. Also, by adopting this replacement process, the main 
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environmental problem of damping of such waste produced by different stone industries is 

also get solved. Theultimate goal of the work is to produce more economical and 

environment friendly concrete which contains all desiredstrength and properties parameters 

as compared to which one obtained by mixing regular concrete ingredients. 
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Abstract: Soil is a readily available natural construction material in huge quantities. The 

quality of soil has deteriorated over time as a result of technological advancements and 

construction activities, raising the expense. Soil stabilization is the process of enhancing the 

physical qualities of soil, such as shear strength and bearing capacity, by adding appropriate 

admixtures, like cement, lime, ash and therefore the other waste. The value of introducing 

these additions is rising, which has paved the way for the use of additional non-traditional 

soil additions such as plastic, bamboo, and so on. Soil stabilization also aids in minimizing 

soil permeability and settling, which is an important element to consider when building any 

structure. This innovative soil stabilizing approach is well suited to tackle the issues that have 

arisen. This innovative soil stabilizing approach is well suited to fulfill society's difficulties of 

reducing waste volumes and developing valuable products from non-useful waste elements. 

The use of plastic products such as polythene bags, bottles, and other similar items is on the 

rise, resulting in a slew of environmental issues. As a result, disposing of plastic garbage 

without endangering the environment has become a major concern. 

Keywords: Soil, Soil stabilization, Plastic, California Bearing Ratio test, Compaction test. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Soil stabilization is the procedure of changing some soil qualities using mechanical or 

chemical means to create a better soil material with all of the needed engineering features. 

Soil stabilization is the medium of  the use of controlled compaction, proportioning, or the 

use of appropriate admixtures or stabilizers to increase the soil's stability or bearing capacity. 

The following are the basic concepts of soil stabilization: 

 Analyzing the properties of a certain soil. 

 Determining the soil's missing property and selecting an efficient and cost-efficient 

soil stabilization solution. 

 Creating a stabilized soil mix with the desired stability and longevity. 
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Stabilization can improve a sub

foundations by increasing th

qualities of the soil. From expansive clays to granular materials, stabilization may be utilized 

to treat a wide range of sub

swelling potential, and increased durability and strength are among the most prevalent 

benefits of stabilization. Stabilization may also be necessary in damp conditions used to 

provide a working platform for construction operations. Soil alteration is the 

describe these methods of soil quality improvement. Higher resistance values, reduced 

plasticity, lower permeability, reduced pavement thickness, elimination of excavation, 

material hauling and handling, and base importation are all advantages

also aids compaction and provides all

The need to enhance soil quality via soil stabilization is growing more significant as excellent 

soil gets scarcer and their placement becomes m

with raw plastic bottles is a different way for improving pavement sub

potential to greatly improve the qualities of the soil used in road infrastructure building.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. A.K. Choudhary et.al. (2010) 

soil. In his study, a series of California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests were carried out on 

randomly reinforced soil by varying percentage of HDPE strips with different lengths and

proportions. Results of CBR tests demonstrated that inclusion of waste HDPE strips in 

soil with appropriate amounts improved strength and deformation behavior of sub

soils substantially. The proposed technique can be used to advantage in embankment/

construction”.[4] 

Figure 1: Load penetration curve for varying strip content having AR= 1
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foundations by increasing the shear strength of the soil and controlling the shrink

qualities of the soil. From expansive clays to granular materials, stabilization may be utilized 

to treat a wide range of sub-grade materials. Better soil gradation, a lower plasticity index or 

swelling potential, and increased durability and strength are among the most prevalent 

benefits of stabilization. Stabilization may also be necessary in damp conditions used to 

provide a working platform for construction operations. Soil alteration is the 

describe these methods of soil quality improvement. Higher resistance values, reduced 

plasticity, lower permeability, reduced pavement thickness, elimination of excavation, 

material hauling and handling, and base importation are all advantages

also aids compaction and provides all-weather access onto and within project sites. 

The need to enhance soil quality via soil stabilization is growing more significant as excellent 

soil gets scarcer and their placement becomes more difficult and costly. Soil stabilization 

with raw plastic bottles is a different way for improving pavement sub

potential to greatly improve the qualities of the soil used in road infrastructure building.

LITERATURE REVIEW 

houdhary et.al. (2010) studied “CBR behavior of waste plastic strip reinforced 

soil. In his study, a series of California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests were carried out on 

randomly reinforced soil by varying percentage of HDPE strips with different lengths and

proportions. Results of CBR tests demonstrated that inclusion of waste HDPE strips in 

soil with appropriate amounts improved strength and deformation behavior of sub

soils substantially. The proposed technique can be used to advantage in embankment/

Figure 1: Load penetration curve for varying strip content having AR= 1
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The need to enhance soil quality via soil stabilization is growing more significant as excellent 

ore difficult and costly. Soil stabilization 
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potential to greatly improve the qualities of the soil used in road infrastructure building. 

studied “CBR behavior of waste plastic strip reinforced 

soil. In his study, a series of California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests were carried out on 

randomly reinforced soil by varying percentage of HDPE strips with different lengths and 

proportions. Results of CBR tests demonstrated that inclusion of waste HDPE strips in 

soil with appropriate amounts improved strength and deformation behavior of sub-grade 

soils substantially. The proposed technique can be used to advantage in embankment/road 
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Figure 2: Load penetration curve for varying strip content having AR = 2

Figure 3: Load penetration curve for varying strip content having AR = 3

Figure 4:  Variation of CBR with strip length at different strip content

2. Arya sunil, Anas Ashraf et.al (2011) 

stabilization using raw plastic bottles. Their analysis was done by conducting plate load 

tests on soil reinforced with layers of plastic bottles filled with sand and bottles cut to 

halves placed at middle and one third positions of tank. The comparison of test results 

showed that cut bottles placed at middle position were the most efficient in increasing 
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strength of soil. The optimum percentage of plastic strips in soil was found out by 

California Bearing Ratio Test and using that percentage of plastic, plate load test was also 

performed. The size and content of strips of waste plastic bottles have significant effect 

on the enhancement of strength of the soil. It is observed from the test results that for soil 

mixed with waste plastic strips, soaked CBR values increased from 1.967 to 2.479 with 

0.6% of plastic and there after decreased”.[5] 

3. Dr. V. Mallikarjuna, T. Bindu Mani (2016) “This work serves as a means to meet the 

challenges of Amaravathi, the capital of newly formed Andhra Pradesh State and also to 

the whole society by reducing the amount of plastic waste and producing useful product 

from non useful waste materials leading to the foundation of sustainable society. The 

plastic which was collected from used plastic chairs are collected and are made into 

different strips. Plastic strips with a density about 0.42 gm/cc are added to the Black 

Cotton Soil in percentages of 2, 4, 6 and 8 and the modified proctor test has been 

conducted on the sample. It can be concluded that CBR percentage goes on increasing up 

to 4% plastic content in the soil and thereon it decreases with increase in plastic content. 

Hence, we can say that 4% plastic content is the optimum content of plastic waste in the 

soil”.[6] 

 

Sample Description MDD (gm/cc) OMC (%) CBR (%) 

Soil 1.62 20.5 1.00 

Soil with 2% plastic 1.75 19.0 2.02 

Soil with 4% plastic 1.81 18.5 11.70 

Soil with 6% plastic 1.71 18.0 4.80 

Soil with 8% plastic 1.65 17.4 4.40 

 

4. N. Vijay Kumar et.al (2017) “In this study use of plastic products such as polythene 

bags, bottles, containers and packing strips etc. is increasing day by day. The disposal of 

the plastic wastes without causing any ecological hazards has become a real challenge to 

the present society. Thus using plastic bottles as a stabilizer is an economical and gainful 

utilization since there is scarcity of good quality soil for embankments and fills. Thus this 
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project is to meets the challenge of society to reduce the quantities of plastic waste, the 

plastic stripes were made out of this plastic wastage and are used in making the payment 

and it is found that there is an increase in the strength of the soil. California Bearing Ratio 

test was carried out to find the maximum dry density and optimum moisture content. The 

CBR was conducted for soil mixed with plastic strips. The CBR test is conducted for the 

red soil and black cotton soil, adding the 0.7% of plastic stripes to red soil and 0.5% for 

the black cotton soil it is found that the strength of the soil is increased resulting the 

bearing ratio of 2.9 for red soil and 3.3 for the black cotton soil”.[7] 

5. Tarun Kumar et.al (2018) “To study this reinforcing effect of mixed plastic strips in 

soil, a series of standard proctor and CBR tests have been conducted and based on this it 

is observed that the maximum dry density of plastic mix soil decreases with increase of 

percentage of plastic strips, and for CBR increases with increase of percentage of plastic 

strips within a certain limit.  

Based on this conclusion should be drawn the maximum CBR value is obtained when the 

percentage of the plastic strips is 0.8% of dry weight of soil. Hence 0.8% of strips having 

length of 2cm is considered as required amount”.[8] 

6. M. Sai, Dr. Venkata Srinivas et.al (2019) “This project is to meets the challenges of 

society to reduce the quantities of plastic waste, producing useful material from non-

useful waste materials that lead to the foundation of sustainable society.  

Standard proctor test that the increase in maximum dry density occurs at 0.5% of adding 

plastic strips and plastic granules.  

Results by CBR test concludes that the bearing capacity of the soil is increased at 1% of 

adding plastic strips and plastic granules”.[9] 

7.  K.D Mayee, V.D. Gawande et.al (2020)  “California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test gives the 

reliable result at 0.4% i.e. 2.55 CBR value which is greater than CBR value at 0.6% and 

0.2% plastic. Thus, it is concluded that using plastic strips as soil stabilizing agent is 

effective to improve the bearing capacity of soil”.[10] 

 

% of plastic content CBR % 

0.2% 1.44 

0.4% 2.55 

0.6% 1.99 
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Figure 5: Relationship b/t CBR Value and percentage of plastic content

III. CONCLUSION 

1)  Based on a review of numerous research papers, we can infer that using plastic strips in 

the right number and with the right dimensions is a viable option for enhancing soil 

engineering properties.

2) Plastic is one of the materials that may be used as a soil stabilizi

quantity of plastic must be present to assist increase the soil's CBR value.

3) Using plastic as a soil stabilizer is a cost

of good quality soil. 
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Abstract: Porous Concrete is also called as Pervious Concrete. In this pervious concrete, it 

has interconnected the pores structure that allows enter the flow of water through the whole 

structure of concrete.In the 1800’s the pervious concrete was used for the first time in Europe 

as a pavement surface. The porous concrete are used in pavement of low bearing roads or 

secondary roads, courtyards, sidewalks, etc. This type of concrete is to reduce the ground 

water logging and increase the ground water table through seepage of water in soil. The good 

quality of pervious concrete is necessary for the good seepage condition of the water. 

In this review paper, the method of permeable pavement system (PPS) is used for the rain 

water harvesting where the intensity of rain water is high. Porous Concrete/Pervious Concrete 

is similar to the conventional concrete but it has low or negligible quantity of sand. In the mix 

of pervious concrete, the materials are cement, coarse aggregates, and water content, but 

sometimes its added the sand and for the good bonding added the admixtures. 

Keyword: Green Porous Concrete, Pavement blocks, Infiltration, Drainage, Rain Water 

Harvesting, Ground Water Recharge, Permeability, Porosity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The porous concrete is the special type of concrete with high porosity. The high porosity in 

concrete is attained by a high interconnected void content and it allows the water from 

precipitation and other sources to pass directly through the concrete. Porous Concrete is also 

known as Pervious Concrete, No-fines Concrete, and Permeable Concrete. It is designed light 

in weight at about 1600 kg/m3 to 2500 kg/m3. 
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Pervious Concrete contains more voids which help to the high permeability and In this 

concrete, the void ration content with the range of 15-25 % of the total concrete sample. Due 

to the urbanization increases that it creates the problem of water logging increases and need 

to construct more drainage system. It has no any affect on environment and it is sustainable 

construction. Many builders can use this pavement blocks in the low volume road, courtyards 

of the buildings, sidewalks for increasing ground water table. If the impervious concrete are 

used in the pavement blocks then it will not allow the drain water or rain water to percolate 

and reach to the ground water and impervious concrete surfaces emit thermal radiation and 

create heat in surface/pavement and it enhance the global climatic temperature. As per the 

Rainwater Harvesting and Conservation manual of CPWD (Central Public Works 

Department), rainwater harvesting is work on direct collection of rainwater for the purpose of 

direct uses and recharge of ground water. The porosity of porous concrete affects 

permeability and storage capacity (hydrologically important properties) and strength and 

stiffness (mechanical properties). Porous concrete used in pavement, it must be designed to 

support the intended traffic load and contribute positive response to local storm water 

management strategies. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

 Reduce the water flooding risk in the urban area. 

 Rain water harvesting is properly done under the porous concrete where the 

intensity of heavy rainfall. 

 The stored water used for various purposes, (like- washing, cleaning, factories, & 

many other purposes) 

 To avoid water logging through the percolation of water. 

 To study about the grass turf effect laid on the porous concrete pavement blocks 

in its permeability. 
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III. MATERIAL 

i. Cement: In this concrete, cement used grade of 53 OPC (Ordinary Portland 

Cement) which are available in market. 

ii. Coarse Aggregate: The aggregate size are of  9.5mm to 12.5mm and Maximum 

Size are used in this concrete are 20mm which are nominal size aggregate by IS: 

383-1970 code. 

iii. Water: Potable Water with the pH value of greater than 6, conforming to IS 456-

2000 requirements as per design. 

Note: The W/C Ratio should be range of 0.25 to 0.36 for porous concrete & For the proper 

mixing select the W/ C ratio as0.3. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Sample Preparation 

a) Pervious concrete is prepared by mixing of cement, coarse aggregate and water. 

b) Firstly, the coarse aggregate is mixed with one fourth of the total mixing water. 

c) Then, the cement is added and mix with coarse aggregate & the remaining water is 

poured into the mixing pan until a homogeneous mixture (Concrete) is obtained. 

d) Concrete is filled in moulds& casted the cube of size (150mm x 150mm x 150mm) 

and manually compacted using a tamping rod. 

e) During casting, 25 blows were uniformly distributed on the surface of concrete for 

each layer of filling. Total 12 cube sample are casted to conduct for the test. 

f) The concrete is filled the mould, then mould placed in room temperature for 1 day for 

better result after that release the mould and concrete cube made curing for 7days & 

28 days after that carrying out test on compression testing machine. 

g) And above same steps for the pavement blocks sample preparation, the pervious 

concrete pavement blocks (150mm X 150mm X 75mm) have been tested for porosity, 

permeability & compressive strength with and without grass turf at 28 days as per 

IS:15658-2006. 

B. Tests on the Specimen Sample 

i. Compressive Strength Test: This test is done in Universal Testing Machine 

(UTM) and Compression Testing Machine (CTM). The cubes of standard size (150 

mm x 150mm x 150mm) & (150 mm x 150mm x 75mm) were used to find the 
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compressive Strength. The concrete cube was tested after the period of 7, 14 & 28 

days of curing. The test was conducted as per IS 516-1959. 

ii. Permeability Test: For this Project, the Permeability test is an important test for 

determining the permeability or draining capacity of porous concrete & it is the 

basic idea of the project. Porous concrete is its ability to allow percolation of water 

through their interconnected voids and the percolation rate of pervious concrete is 

directly related to the air void content. The coefficient of permeability ‘k’ in 

‘mm/sec’ is determined by: [K=QL/Aht] , where:- k- permeability [mm/s], Q- 

total volume of water [mm3], L- specimen length[mm], A- cross sectional area of 

specimens [mm2],  h- water head [mm], t- time [s] 

iii. Porosity Test: Porosity is defined as the ratio of volume of voids to the total 

volume of specimen sample. Porosity is calculated by:- [porosity, p = 

Vp/Vb*100%] , where:- p- Total porosity of pervious concrete [%], Vp = pore 

volume = (Wsat – Wdry) /rwtr, Vb = Bulk volume =(Wsat – Wwet) /rwtr. 

 

 

Compressive Strength Test 

   

Permeability Test   
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Conv. & Porous Concrete 

V. CONCLUSION 

 As compared to conventional concrete water drains out quickly in porous concrete. 

 The concept of using porous concrete in rainwater harvesting can be easily executed 

for the small house in the urban area. 

 In the porous concrete avoid water logging problem when we face during heavy 

rainfall especially in metro cities. 

  When the addition of fine aggregate and replacement of Cement by admixtures will 

reduce the permeability capacity of porous concrete.  

 From the analysis, it is found that the cost of this porous concrete will be half of the 

present pavement blocks in the market available& uses of porous concrete is cost 

benefits. 

 Porous concrete will provide a sustainable filtration medium for rainwater harvesting 

and the storm water. 

 Porous concrete may reduce the heat islands around buildings &provide clean 

surfaces. 

 IS: 383-1970- This code is used for Specification for Coarse and Fine Aggregates 

from Natural Sources for Concrete. 

 IS: 456-2000 – This code is used for is code is used for Plain and Reinforced 

Concrete Mix design. 

 IS: 15658-2006 – This code is used for Precast Concrete Blocks for Paving. 

 IS: 516-1959 – This code is used for Methods Of  Tests for Strength Of Concrete. 
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Abstract: The Vacuum Assisted Wall Climber (VAWC) is a type of a system or we can say 

anew approach for climbing on a vertical surface. Unlike the grappling hook system, ladder 

and other traditional system which are used today, this system works on the objective of 

vacuum. The aim of this system is to build a device which can be useful in various difficulties 

where climber has to climb either on high buildings, for pipe inspection, fire rescues, painting 

and repair etc. In this vacuum motor is used to produce suction, a pressure releasing 

mechanism and a suction pad has been used which will help the climber to climb on the 

vertical surfaces by using foot support system as a safety reason. 

Keywords: Foot Support System, Pressure Release Mechanism, Suction Pad, Vacuum 

Motor, Backpack system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional method of climbing which were used till now include ladders, Carabiners, Quick 

draws, Slings and grappling hooks system. These methods are used in the current time but 

included a factor of risk as requires strong supporting equipment’s and high training.  

Vacuum Assisted wall Climber is a modern method which works on the principle of vacuum. 

Vacuum, is nothing but a vacant space includes very low pressure inside it. This system uses 

the vacuum to create a region where the air is sucked out, so that atmospheric pressure is 

created which produces a large force. This force is sufficient to sustain the weight of the 

average human. This VAWC includes the vacuum motor, suction pad system, pressure 

release mechanism, hose pipe, foot support system and the safety devices. Vacuum motor is 

connected to the suction pad through hosepipe. The power is delivered using extension cord. 

Suction pad is made up of Medium Density Fibre wood which include the seal of latex 

rubber, pressure release mechanism, grab handles and a hose pipe connection. Whole system 

except suction pads is set in a way that all these subsystems were made to fit in a backpack 

which the climber will carry on his back. The method of using this concept of VAWC is a 
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technique which has been developed in recent years. Our main aim isto theoretically project 

an alternative method to climb on any vertical wall surface. These methods are used in the 

current time but included a factor of risk as requires strong supporting equipment’s and high 

training. The power is delivered using extension cord. Suction pad is made up of Medium 

Density Fibre wood which include the seal of latex rubber, pressure release mechanism, grab 

handles and a hose pipe connection. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] Giovanni Muscato, Guido La Rosa, R. Sinatra,  Michele Messina, "A low-cost lightweight 

climbing robot for the inspection of vertical surfaces", put forward a budget efficient wall 

climbing robot nearly able to climb cylindrical, vertical iron surfaces using suction cups 

(eight), to vary the climb direction with help of a suitable system and they design it by 

carrying the NDT equipment or the related ultrasonic probe so as to possess the proper 

analysis of the coherence of involved metal within the tank and the thickness. They brought 

the solution with reference to the forward kinematics of the robot trajectory. After that they 

came with a solution to actual and accurate working of its adhesion and motion on the 

employed surface using different inclination angles.  

[2] V. Nagappan, P. Jagadeeshwar, G. Shanmugasundar, M. Bhaskar S.Adithya,”DESIGN, 

FABRICATION AND ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL VACUUM ASSISTED WALL 

CLIMBER”. There comes numerous situations where there is need for human being to 

climb the walls of a high buildings. Some are pipe and wall inspection, painting work, 

fire rescue operations, and repairs. Regardless of the traditional methodology of utilising 

hooks used for climbing, this vacuum device uses the suction principle of vacuum for 

scaling the walls. The main objective of this project is to design the fabrication and make 

use of the device much easier. The suction is created in pads with help of vacuum motors 

setup and a pressure release mechanism is used to assist and direct the climber to take 

further steps. The suction force generated by suction pads is fabricated by considering 

both the external load conditions and the loads of working equipment which we are 

using.  

[3] H. Kim, Dongmok Kim, Hojoon Yang, Kyouhee Lee, K. Seo, D. Chang, J. 

Kim Development of a wall-climbing robot using a tracked wheel mechanism. They 

presented a different and methodology of a wall-climbing robot capable to climb a 

vertical surface. A series chain of 24 suction pads are installed which are installed in a 
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system which gets stucked on walls. It includes a robot which controls the vacuum motor 

and power supply remotely. This system is stable and is used on vertical surfaces. 

[4] Jose A. Tenrerio Machado and Manuel F.Silva ISEP - Instituto Superior de Engenharia do 

Porto Portugal. A Survey of Technologies and Application for robot climbing Locomotion 

and Adhesion identified two issues in their design related to their methods. Crawler designed 

by them can climb on flat surfaces but not much on the rough surfaces. This system requires 

complex control systems. Due to adhesion to the surface, it can produce strong grip on the 

wall using light weight mechanism. The system is light weight but is not efficient everywhere 

it has very limited application. The vacuum assisted wall climber will be very useful 

innovation in future.  

III. COMPONENTS  

 Vacuum Motor 

 Suction pad 

 Hose pipe 

 Backpack system 

 Foot support system 

 Pressure Release Mechanism 

 

A. SUCTION PADS 

The suction pad is the second most important part of the vacuum assisted wall climber. 

Suction pads can be made up of plywood. We can use medium density plywood as it is light 

in weight and can absorb water. The vacuum is created between inner area of suction pad and 

the contact surface (wall). For controlling the leakage of the air in suction pad we can use 

Latix rubber. It is a type of rubber which has good water and temperature resistantproperty; it 

is much stronger than the natural rubber which increases the efficiency of the pads.In fig. 2 

we can see that how coating is being provided on the suction pads. Although fig 1 and 2 are 

the visualized image of suction pad which is being designed on the CAD platform. Fig1 

shows the CAD design of suction pads designed - one for each hand so that climber can climb 

with much ease. A switch can be used as a pressure release mechanism which is used to 

create and nullify the vacuum in the enclosed area at times by switching the vacuum motor on 

and off respectively as shown in fig.1. It is to be placed on both suction pads near the handle 
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so that climber can access it easily. The suction pad thus designed provided good grip when 

vacuum is made between suction pad and contact surface. 

 

Figure 1: Suction pad CAD design 

 

Figure 2: Latex rubber coating on inside suction pad 

B. BACKPACK SYSTEM 

When climber wants to climb on the vertical surface then it will ensure that whole system 

would be arrange in such a way that he can easily climb along with the system so thus there is 

a need of backpack system. Thebackpack will contain two vacuum motors which are 

connected to the suction pads with the help of hose pipes. These vacuum motors can be 

mounted on a plywood which is cut in required dimensions and is chamfered from edges for 

better aesthetic appeal. The suction end of vacuum motors is sealed using PVC end caps. And 

motors are sealed using an epoxy resin to achieve better strength. An insulated wire is 

connected to the system. Also, by adding one extra point that we can use battery instead of 

using extension wire. As if there is a need to give power to vacuum therefore, we can either 

Pressure release mechanism  
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use extension wire or battery pack system.At last, the entire arrangement is housed in a bag 

ensuring better handling while climbing.  

C. PRESSURE RELEASE MECHANISM 

This mechanism enables the climber to handle the suction pads with much ease and 

comfort.This mechanism can be provided on the pad in the form of switchwhich helps the 

climber to generate or nullify the vacuum pressure in the enclosed area more frequently. Both 

the suction pads are incorporated with this pressure releasing switch as shown in fig 1. which 

is placed near the handle at a position where the climber can access it easily for achieving 

higher climbs within less duration. 

D. VACUUM MOTOR 

We can use a centrifugal type vacuum motor which could transmit power upto 600W 

according to the requirement of the system and budget. This vacuum motor is used as a main 

source to create a vacuum between the suction pads and the contact surface. Reason behind 

the use of centrifugal type vacuum motor is because of its straight radial blades and easy 

availability in the market. Two vacuum motors are to be used in this system to supply power 

to each suction pad respectively. This vacuum motor will be connected to the suction pad 

using the hose pipe as shown in fig.4. The reciprocating motor is less efficient than the 

centrifugal pump and it have more weight than centrifugal pump. 

E. FOOT SUPPORT SYSTEM 

For providing better support to the legs of climber to ensure safe and easy climbing as it is 

very difficult for a human to put his entire load on the upper body. The harness which could 

be used as a foot supporting structure made of a polyester fabric which is woven multiple 

time thus increasing its thickness. This harness is tied around the waist of the climber and 

also to the hook which is fitted on the suction pads so that when climber climbs, legs will also 

move. The harness ensures that the device as well as the climber body both are both balanced. 

This system can be used as a safety purpose in the system. 

IV. WORKING PROCESS 

The working of VAWC system is clearly very simple, climber will be carrying a backpack 

system on his back in which all the subsystems which include the vacuum motor, hosepipe 

which will be coming out from the backpack and connected to the suction pad. Climber will 
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be grabbing the suction pad in his hand while climbing on the wall. Now here the system 

starts by turning ON vacuum motor which is connected with an extension cord. When 

climber starts climbing on the wall it locks the pressure release mechanism which is present 

on the suction pad and suction pad connected to vacuum motor starts their work by creating a 

vacuum inside the pads and gets tightly stick on the wall. Latex rubber which is being used 

on the suction pad helps the suction pad and the climber to create grip on the wall and avoid 

leakage of air. Now when climber continues its climbing it unlocks or we can say uses 

pressure release mechanism one by one on the suction pad to climb for the next step on the 

wall. Climber releases the pressure in the suction pad one at a time and then continues its 

further steps to climb on the wall. That’s how climber places the suction pad one by one on 

the wall and climbs on the wall. For safety purpose climber wears the helmet, gloves and the 

proper climbing suit also foot support system is being provided for giving strength to the legs 

of the climber to lift his body. Theoretically, itis being analysed that climber can climb up to 

the infinite distance on the vertical wall through VAWC system. 

V. VISUALISED 3D MODEL OF THE VAWC SYSTEM 

We have designed the Vacuum assisted wall climber using SolidWorks. 

 

Figure 3. Isometric view of Vacuum Assisted Wall Climber 

 

Figure 4. 3D view of vacuum assisted wall climber 

HOSE PIPE 
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VI. APPLICATION 
 Military Application 

It includes different kinds of operation or task which are being carried out during the 
time Military exercises like climbing on the large obstruction and other operation. 
 

 Rescue Operations: 
It includes some rescue tasks like fire rescue in which firefighters can use this type of 
system for climbing on the wall of the building. 
 

 Recreational Use: 
It includes the local use of the system like using this system on the rock climbing or 
washing windows of the big skyscrapers like buildings etc. 
 

 Pipe Inspection: 
This system can help in the inspection of the pipe system in the buildings. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 From our study, we can say that the VAWC device is very efficient and best option 

which can be used for climbing walls. 

 The VAWC devicehelpsin carrying heavy work while working on the vertical 

surfaces. The entire device fabricated keeping in mind the aesthetics and ergonomic 

considerations, light-weight thus helping in reduced human efforts. 

 This system canbecost efficient and its production cost couldbe reducedmore if 

manufacturedon a large scale. The most important thing is that it can reduce accidents 

also. 

 Main focus of this is just to make an alternative method of climbing on the vertical 

surfaces.  

VIII. FUTURE MODIFICATION 

To provide better human comfort and ease of using, technologies require modification and 

changes in their system in period of interval tonot only make it more reliable but also easier 

to use. Therefore, Vacuum Assisted wall Climber can also include some future modification 

which can be the done in this system according to human comfort such modification are as 

follows: 

 There can be use of noise reduction in this system by providing a damping shell 

outside the vacuum motor by using foam. 

 As modification is done for human comfort, hence there can be minimising of weight 

in VAWC system there can be a replacement of plywood material. 
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 There can be better Vacuum Motor selection for VAWC system that can be light in 

weight, more efficient, quieter, and produces more power etc. 

 More comfortable pads can be designed according to human comfort by the pad in 

such a way that they can bend itself when used on the wall. 
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Abstract: This review is intended to investigate solar roads. Energy sources are an issue 

throughout the world. Even the basic needs of the present and the future will get worse since 

most of our traditional energy sources will come to an end in over 10-15 years' time. Climate 

change nowadays has more effects due to the use of fossil fuels which have major 

environmental impacts. An alternative approach is needed to reduce this type of non-

renewable resource consumption. We might say that India is fortunate in this regard as it 

possesses a massive supply of nonconventional energy, which is sun. Solar roads integrate 

various solutions into one – it might help us enhance electricity generation using solar panels, 

offer our future nation's digital platform for projects like Smart Cities, and enable coming 

electric cars that are substitutes for gasoline-powered vehicles and much more. 

Keywords: Solar Roadways, solar energy, PV modules, solar panels,smart grid, electric 

vehicles. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Global warming in recent years has become one of the most challenging problems in the 

world and has led to a dramatic climate shift worldwide. The industrialised nations are 

typically responsible for these changes since, starting at the time of the industrial revolution, 

greenhouse gas emissions are not restricted. Scientists have cautioned that if this issue is not 

addressed to serious worries, the tragic situation will take place in the coming years.Different 

approaches for overcoming climate change around the world should therefore be adopted in 

distinct areas. An increase in renewables was regarded as one of the key ways of reducing 

global warming. There are ample availabilities of several sorts of renewable energy 

resources, including sun, wind, ocean and geothermal. 
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Thus the most suitable technology for using this solar energy in these transition times will 

develop. Roads are mainly asphalt-shaped roads. Therefore a technology for roads that meets 

the power generation and also provides good road aid to decrease road accidents all over the 

world is being introduced.Solar Road is a newly developed concept designed to improve 

construction and use creative ways. Smart roads, or solar roads are roads that create silicon 

wafer power and have an ideal wafer structure, such as array, that ensures endurance and can 

simply be substituted. 

The Solar Street is a sequence of structurally manufactured solar panels. It is intended to 

substitute for Solar Road panels that collect energy from our homes and companies for all 

current petroleum based, asphalt roads and parking lots and driveways. Each Solar Road 

Panel (about 12' by 12') connects to the neighbouring Solar Roadways system panels. The 

trend of Solar Collector Pavements (SCP) was introduced to this context, which harvests 

solar energy and provides ancillary services within the smart city concept. The system is built 

into the pavement and can be configured to harvest either solar thermal or electrical energy 

from the sun. Thermal Collector Pavements and Electrical Collector Pavements are the two 

types of SCP. Thermoelectric Generator pavement is a configuration that uses the sun's 

thermal capacity to convert it to electricity.At present, the system of Solar Roadways could 

cost about 3 times the cost of installing an asphalt road, but would have more durability to be 

replaced modularly and could afford to generate more power than our economy can consume. 

A 100 percent Solar Roadways enabled driving infrastructure would produce three times total 

electricity demand at only 15% efficiency, far below what is expected. 

Further benefits also include the built-in smart grid, major new investments and job creation; 

financial benefits for the building of every dollar invested in renewable energy sources in the 

most advanced clean energy infrastructures, as the resource is not consumed and lost. 

Furthermore, the road can communicate with drivers and alert drivers to the presence of 

footpaths in the crossroads.Solar Roadways can provide the public budget with dividends, 

make our infrastructure spending more efficient and reduce consumer and business electricity 

significantly. It is much more affordable and easier to operate the emerging electric vehicle. 

They can help us to remove the cost of fossil fuel consumption by using strong clean energy 

technology that can reverse massive pollution and climate change problems. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature shows limited but sufficient work has been done on Solar Roadways in the 

recent past, researchers studied behaviour and working of these type of roads by adopting 

various methods and approaches. 

1. According to Firoz Khan et al.(2020) a comparative investigation was performed using 

a thermal cycle stress test on crystalline Si PV modules with and without a concrete slab. 

Evaluation of the effects of the concrete layer on PV modules' performance degradation. 

Thermal cycling (TC) is commonly utilised for profiling the progression of degradation 

and enables the dependability of building, production processes and predicted field 

performance investigations of the PV module. 

In this paper, an extensive study is conducted using the TC stress test to determine the 

failure and degradation behaviour of c-Si PV modules installed over the concrete plate. 

The degradation processes in the PV modules subject to the TC stress test are analysed 

using combined analytic methodologies. 

2. According to A.Hemamathi et al.(2019)  India is not among the worldwide 

temperatures that increase, but according to current road data, road accidents are also 

growing year by year. Around 5 lakh traffic accidents in India in the year 2015 killed 

approximately 1.5 lakhs and 5 lakh people were hurt according to the data. And it is 

mentioned that the 2 percent increase in the number of traffic accidents every year in 

India, according to recent research, literally increased to nearly 28 percent.The Smart 

Cities must be built around the country in line with the Bill enacted by the Indian 

Government. 

The layers of Solar Roadways are:  

i. Road Surface Layer:Translucent and high-resistance glass is sufficiently rough, yet 

still passes sunlight to offer sufficient traction the inside of solar collector cells and 

the LEDs and heating element. This must be the layer able to handle the largest loads 

today worst and weatherproof environments to safeguard The underlying electronics 

layer. Panels of Solar Road are Made of glass tempered.  

ii.  Electronic Layer: There are various components in the electrical layer employed in 

the model: Solar panel 10V,Arduino UNO board,TP4056 charge controller, Boost 

converter, Piezoelectric sensor, LCD 16*2 display ,Piezoelectric load cell and Street 

lights. 
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iii. Base plate Layer: The Base plate layer on the solar road is comprised of recyclable 

material, and as a base layer is utilised thermocol or recyclable rubber waste. The 

basic layer functions to safeguard the electrical layer against the subgrade. Usually the 

waterproof base plate layer is provided. The power and signals from and to the panels 

are routed via this layer.The electrical layer is protected with drains to drain water. 

The cost of solar road per square feet is around Rs.3300 which is three times more 

that Asphalt road. 

3. According to Abhishek Rajendra Patil et al.(2018) In India there are roads covering 

around 8.5 billion square metres, nearly 30 percent of which are in ill-light. The 

automobiles on asphalt roads that consume fossil fuels emit significant quantities of 

carbon monoxide and other greenhouse gas, which add up to a great deal. Solar 

photovoltaic (PV) is a renewable technology that has the potential to design a future 

power system that is clean, dependable, scalable, and inexpensive. 

Transparent concrete is used to pave the solar roadways surface which can be 10 times 

higher than conventional concrete. Nano-optics is the basis of the working of this 

concrete. There are two fundamental materials for transparent concrete preparation, 

namely -1. Fine concrete 2. Optical fibre. 

Solar road building in JINAN 1kilometre, the SHANGDONG's capital of CHINA. This 1 

kilometre length consists of two lane photovoltaic panels, covering a total surface of 

around 5875 square metres, with a power generation of up to 1million kilo watt hours per 

year according to the Xinhua network. 

4. According to Monika B. Dhoke(2017) as land costs grow every day, the land available 

must be used as efficiently as possible. Here, by constructing a roofing structure, we 

explored the potential of energy production using land over national roads. This space can 

contribute to the generation of energy without additional land costs. it is noted that the 

highway can create 104 MW of electricity (163 G Wh of yearly energy production) and 

 A highway space can create 61 MW of electricity (96 G Wh of annual energy generation) 

with single-layer solar panels. When there are two layers of solar panels, each of which 

can produce the same highways for an annual energy of 229 G Wh and 140 GWh. 

Main purpose of the road rooftop solar project is enhancement of the life of the road from 

wear and strain on the roadways, and this helps to lower the fund need for road repairs. 

This is the most effective approach for Solar road installation, as there are no removal of 

existing asphalt roads.Rainwater harvesting in suitable locations is another advantage. 
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5. According to Anjali Tiwari et al. (2015) described that a number of different 

suggestions for incorporating technologies into solar energy roads, improving 

autonomous vehicle operation, lighting and tracking are defined in the Smart Highway 

and Smart Roads. Photovoltaic effect, LEDS and circuit board microprocessor chips are 

used by solar routes. The future of roads will be solar roads that take into account energy 

efficiency and artificial intelligence.In 2006, asphalt roads averaged $16 per foot per 

square metre. Maintenance or snow ice removal are not included. The lane width of the 

average lane is 12 feet, so a 4-lane road would be equivalent to 12 *4 * 5280 pm. 

Multiply this by 16$/square-foot and you will pay $4,055,040,00 for your one-mile 

asphalt road and will last an average of 7 years. 

6. According to Rajeev Ranjan (2015) Every day people seek answers to our deteriorating 

highway infrastructure, our crumbling electricity grid and the climate crisis. The answer 

is, "SOLAR ROADWAYS" for all these questions. A smart road infrastructure as well as 

a decentralised self-healing grid will remove our fossil fuel needs as well as reduce 

investments in old technology and over-the-air power lines. During a daily walk and 

resources are very less expensive for petroleum products, so that material like asphalt for 

our surfaces will no longer be feasible. The upgrading of solar cells into new technology 

will lead to solar panels being refurbished.Upgrading solar cells to the newest possible 

technology will enable them to maintain population growth and increase energy 

requirements when retrofitted with the Solar Road panel systems. 

This innovation began in early 2009, and the company was later named Solar Roadways 

in the United States and was awarded a contract by the federal government. In Idaho, the 

United States, they began the project known as "solar roadways." The first phase is now 

complete, and the second phase will begin testing in December 2014.The technocrats 

have learned a lot and have discovered new and better ways of approaching this project in 

the course of their construction. Using this technology No more power shortages, no more 

roaming outages, no more charcoal consumption (50% of greenhouse gases), no more 

fossil fuels need and no less reliance on external oil and much lower pollution. 

7. The viability of solar roads was examined in India by Vipul Jain (2015). Solar roads 

are not a science-fiction idea but are a far-flung project. Solar roads are essentially 

highways comprising solar panels of high strength. They have the power to support cars 

as big as 12 fire engines. They are used to generate electricity, show LED signals on road 

and even electric vehicles, with further advantages. It has already been introduced, 
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starting in the Netherlands, in certain parts of the world. The idea is to create self-

sustaining multifunctional roads that require little maintenance. 

India has over 4865000 kilometres of road network in 2014. This covers 5 percent of the 

total road network in national roads and state highways. These roads can generate 

450TWh ofElectricity by reference when it is surfaced byPanels of solar. But 991TWh 

electricity is needed in India. This is what we are talking about implies that 10% of 

India'stotal road network is covered. It would illuminate our whole with Solar Roadway 

panelsnation.  And a sustainable source in a country such as India energy is sorely 

needed. 

8. According to Harshil Shah et al. (2014) the world is facing an energy crisis in which 

there aren't enough energy sources to meet even the most basic needs of the present, and 

the future will be even worse. As a result, scientists are working hard to use non-

conventional energy sources in our daily lives. Other designers have integrated solar 

energy in an even more innovative ways with sustainable transport. The project on 

sustainable roads seeks to solve the same situation. Greenhouse gas reduction and air 

improvement issuesquality by changing roads instead of driving cars on them.  The 

concept of a sustainable road is easy, Glass laminated canopy over the road filtering dirt 

Particles on the road before air is released Ambient. The canopy has solar panels, too 

which solve Issues relating to clean energy production and carbon monoxide reduction. 

The further benefit of the use of space over roadways to put solar panels is the road 

shadowing. This leads to better efficiency of the vehicle by minimising the heat losses of 

the car and also improves the tyre lives of all vehicle wheels due to the road shadow. By 

placing solar panels on parking lots you can harvest a large amount of solar energy and 

can charge cars with greater energy efficiency. 

9. According to Kulkarni et al. (2013)Solar Roadway is a line of solar panels that have 

been structurally designed and are driven on. The concept is to replace the current 

petroleum-based asphalt roads, parking lots, and driveways with Solar Road Panels that 

capture energy for use in our homes and workplaces.The renewable energy provided by 

solar road panels will replace the existing need for fossil fuels for electricity generation as 

well as oil for vehicle fueling, reducing greenhouse gas emissions by roughly half. Solar 

Roadways Technology will usher in a sustainable energy renaissance, stimulating 

tremendous private investment while requiring relatively little extra funding. We will no 

longer require fossil fuels thanks to intelligent roadway infrastructure and a self-healing 
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decentralised power system. Wildlife preservation, the reduction of impermeable 

surfaces, law enforcement, DUI detection, counter-terrorism, and other aspects will be 

included in Solar Roadways. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

The following findings are obtained from the investigations: 

We can no longer wait to find a quickly disappearing substitute of oil. Our dependence on oil 

has been a question of national security for a long time, and we don't want to wait until it's 

gone. In a relatively short time, we have the technology to tackle this challenge, which is all 

we've left. The largest part of the geographical area is to be investigated as regards road 

connectivity in emerging countries. Therefore, these countries might cut the aim and create 

the solar highway so that they can increase infrastructure economy instead of adopting the 

larger targets per day. 

As seen in the case, solar roads require a foundation and current undisturbed roads create a 

fantastic foundation. In addition, the energy generated by the roads is also important. India, 

with its large pool of engineers and scientists, will surely be given housing panels that jettison 

the high costs that we are now confronted with and turn this into a win-win situation. The 

solar roads are less expensive than the current system. This technique can help to reduce the 

greenhouse gas emissions of the nation by 50%. It builds a smart, secure, decentralized power 

infrastructure for self-healing. It also helps prevent snow and ice accidents. 
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Abstract: A crisis is a time of difficulty and danger. It leads to instability of an 

organization’s working environment. Crisis is unpredictable and can occur anytime, so the 

decision making is very essential. If crisis are not handled in time and appropriate manner, it 

can turn into a disaster. The decisions must be taken quickly to prevent organisation from 

damage. Advertisement can be done through mediums like print, electronic or radio. There 

are certain ads which involve vulnerable or offending and objectionable facts that are disliked 

by the audience which creates a situation of crisis. The paper highlights the pros and cons of 

Crisis Management in Advertising. 

Keywords: Crisis, Advertising, Disaster, Media  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A crisis is a time of difficulty and danger. It leads to instability of an organization’s working 

environment. Crisis is unpredictable and can occur anytime, so the decision making is very 

essential. If crisis are not handled in time and appropriate manner, it can turn into a disaster. 

The decisions must be taken quickly to prevent organisation from damage. Every single step 

is very important as it can affect the organisation both internally and externally. Generally, in 

an organization crisis may occur due to technological breakdown, failure of machines, errors 

in passwords, software corruption. Crisis may occur when the employees do not agree to each 

others’ decisions and fight amongst them, strikes, violence at workplace, ignoring minor 

issues in the beginning can lead to major crisis in future. 

II. CRISIS IN ADVERTISING 

We have seen a lot of ads that were appreciated by the audience but there were few of them 

that got negative response from the public for not being appropriate and ethically immoral. In 

this competitive world it is very important for a brand/company to have its positive image in 

the market and a name that is called out by the public. For the promotion of the 
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brand/company, advertising is a great tool. Advertising creates awareness and recall among 

the customers. Advertisements create a very huge impact on the audience as it is a great 

influencing tool. Advertisement can be done through mediums like print, electronic or radio. 

There are certain ads which involve vulnerable or offending and objectionable facts that are 

disliked by the audience which creates a situation of crisis. Such crisis cause a great harm to 

reputation of the brand/company as the ads are being watched by large population. So it is 

very important to build back the repo of the brand that was ruined due to some objectionable 

content which is also done by advertisements. This is the point where crisis management 

comes into action. 

III. CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

Crisis Management refers to the steps taken by any organization dealing with a sudden and 

unpredictable risky incident which may prove to be a threat. It management includes 

managing both employees of an organisation and the target audience. This is an untold 

situation, so establishment and practising a crisis management team is the most important 

aspect of it. It is very important to be patient and respond effectively to the changes in the 

organisation. Being too rigid at the time of crisis will create adverse conditions. One should 

adapt well to changes and new situations. It is very important for the management to be in 

regular touch with the employees, external clients, stake holders as well as media. 

IV. ROLE OF MEDIA IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

Media plays a very important role at the time of crisis management as media is the greatest 

medium to recover the image of the brand/company in the eyes of the audience. It is the 

fastest and most convenient source to disseminate information and get attention of the public. 

Here advertisement plays the most vital role out of all mediums. It is the eye that recalls most 

of the content rather than any other sense. So advertising plays a very important role in 

handling the crisis and its management. It is the duty of the PR officer of the company to 

maintain its reputation in the eyes of the audience and continue promoting with the same 

image as it had before. At the time of crisis the functional head is the crisis management 

team. It is their responsibility to tackle the situation effectively and control both external, 

internal department and the audience. 

Stephan A. Greyser wrote in his research paper “Corporate brand reputation and brand crisis 

management” (in 2009) that crisis can come from various sources but the ones that affect the 
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‘essence of the brand’ are most serious situations. He stated that directly expressing the 

message and responding in a substantial way to the situation can only rescue a brand in crisis. 

Giving statements that are true and based on some facts will always be accepted by the 

audience. And that will help to gain their trust back in the brand/company. 

Advertising may be used as a form of crisis communication. It has to be analyzed that 

how the restoration strategies helped to gain back the public but failed to maintain investor 

confidence. It can be said that advertising campaigns can work as a crisis management plan 

and provide essential information to the internal and external stakeholders. Ad campaigns 

generate a positive spark in the minds of the audience and give them information about the 

situation which induces them to give a chance to the brand/company to get back to the 

previous place in the market. 

V. SOCIAL MEDIA AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

Social media is one of the tools for crisis and its management. In a research article 

‘Examining the role of social media in effective crisis management’ (2011) presented by 

‘Yan Jin, Brooke Fisher Lui, Lucinda L. Austin’ it is written that social media is more 

consumed by public at the time of crisis and the crisis management people need to understand 

its use in the situation with the help of social media crisis communication model. Social 

media is an effective tool that can be used at the time of crisis by the management team to 

gain the public attention and spread the information. Also, it is a huge platform to interact 

with them and convince them in your favour by forwarding them some factual data. 

VI. ANALYSIS AND RESOLVING OF CRISIS 

Advertising plays one of the major in building or ruining the brand image. So it is important 

for the brand to convey a message that is morally ethical. And it is the responsibility of the 

public relations team to go hand in hand with the other department and oversee the activities. 

An advertisement appreciated by few people can be offending to the others so it is important 

for the brand to keep every aspect in mind. Another important thing is that one has to be 

quicker in your responses to the allegations being put on you. One cannot let it go and wait 

for more than a day; it can turn out to be disastrous. And your reputation can be ruined within 

those 24 hours. There are people out who will criticize you on your works so it is essential to 

have crisis management team. Leniency at one point can cause huge loss to your brand. Most 

of the time the whole crisis is within no time and the company ensures that there is no mark 
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left that needs to be cleared off. Also we need to be consistent with your responses. Either we 

apologize and follow what the audience wants or we stick up to your point and let others say 

what they think. We cannot pick up both the roads. And if we do so we’ll create a problem 

for ourself because that is where we create more complications for our own brand loosening 

its worth that’s what we’ve analysed through various case studies. As silence is not always an 

answer. If one brand wants to comeback and maintains its market place apologizing and then 

taking action is the basic way to get away from the problem and rebuild its market value. 

Social media is one of the greatest platforms to rebuild a brand after being into a crisis 

because it is the most consumed platform by the public. So whatever crisis situation you get 

into can be sorted to an extent by spreading word on social media. Once we give our word it 

is spread rapidly by the audience itself. But not to forget this platform can turn against us 

with the same pace as well so it has to be handled in well planned manner. 

Communication is the key. It plays a very important role in the whole process and is 

necessary that every employee in the organisation is aware about the scenario and has 

knowledge about the entire situation. Communication of a message through the core members 

of the organisation to the public is more effective rather than other members at the time of 

crisis. Also, the other party involved in the advertisement needs to be updated and should be 

accountable for the situation. Once we have been in a crisis situation and comeback with a 

winning strike, the hopes of the general public is raised for your future actions and at that 

point if you end up ruining the same, it is becomes more challenging for the organisation to 

make people believe in you. For that we need to have a strong plan and a great crisis 

management team to carry that out so that the negative image is replaced by the positive. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Advertisements can affect the brand image at a great extent and it is more affecting when it is 

the time of crisis. This further raises trust issues. It has to be discovered that in which ways 

consumer’s brand trust during a crisis is affected through direct experience or through 

amplified mass media. Media generated content creates more negative effects on brand trust 

than the actual consumers’ experience. It said that media is the key factor for the crisis to get 

a boost and to manage it too. 
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Abstract: The Economy and Financial needs of the Family made the women to come out the 

home and work for livelihood. They try to do different jobs and sometimes they can choose a 

difficult. The main challenge for working women is to balance family and jobs. Literature 

recognizes many aspects such as career progress, work-related stress, career expectations, job 

responsibility related family contradictions, and family conflicts, work-life balance and child 

care. This study is related to the various challenges and issues that handled by working 

women during job with family responsibility. This study helps reduce stress, frequency, 

turnover, divorce, birth rates and problems of women's degradation. The aim of this study is 

to gain or control the performance of women in each of the roles as well as to discover ways 

in which women can manage their dual roles. 

Keyword: Women, Family Support, Work-Life Balance, Professional life Challenges, 

Personal life Challenges. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As we know, Existing universities and infrastructures have encouraged women to stay high in 

the business world. The current global competitive environment has created a company that 

forms various women's welfare policies that can demonstrate the untapped potential of 

women's labor. Many women choose jobs that earn good jobs and receive financial support 

for their families. To ensure a happy life and self-satisfaction women strive to maintain a 

balance between work and privacy. With the support of your spouse, parents, children, 

bosses, friends and colleagues, you can balance your paid and unpaid responsibilities. 

Workplace Life Balance (WLB) practices improves absenteeism and stress by improving job 

satisfaction and job performance. Due to immense social changes taking place in Indian 
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families and financial commitments, modern standard of living this particular change is 

observed. In addition, the employment rate of women has also increased due to changes in 

bank management policies and rapid changes in the banking and financial sectors. As a result, 

I began to work diligently to increase the financial responsibility of spouses and improve the 

standard of living of women. Compared to in large cities, the employment rate is very high. 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

On the biases of intense literature review and gap analysis the researcher has framed the 

following objectives of the study: 

 To examine the present Work Life Balance among females working in banks and 

insurance companies in Punjab. 

 To identify the factors that enables or constrains the performance of working females 

in both personal and professional roles. 

  

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Haslam et al. (2015) reports findings on the challenges working mothers endure and what 

they consider as their main support systems. Discussions were developed through the use of a 

semi-structured interview format, which included questions such as: “What are the challenges 

working parents face? What are the benefits of being a parent who works? Does working as a 

parent have effects on their employments? Do 11 parents who work experience effects on 

their parenting? What makes people attend support programs for parents?” 

Jerina et.al (2013) found that there was a negative impact on the family work of the Family 

Worker (FWC) and the Family Worker Tatar (WFC), which helped reduce child satisfaction 

and hampered women's activities at the wedding. , which is the pressure Prosperity Women 

are the cause of happiness. Helping the features of the car helps to improve the level of WFC. 

Women working in hospitals have been told to become more WFC while being better known 

than women working in the FICC sector. 

Valk et. al. (2011) in a study of women's work and family factors, Indian IT experts have 

identified six key themes that are going to negotiate the family's impact on lifestyle choices 

and responsibilities. Multiple roles, personal and professional identity, professional tasks and 

struggle strategies, organizational and practical policies and social reinforcement. 
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Krishna et al. (2010) have analyzed many variables that affect the levels of WFC and FWC. 

Variables were family size, age of children, hours of work and showed that family-family 

conflict and labor disputes were likely. This will have a negative influence on family 

domination leading to loss of life, satisfaction and greater internal conflict within the family. 

Thus the hypothesis, that there is a significant relationship between personal variables (age, 

income, marital status) and work life balance of working females. 

IV. WORK LIFE BALANCE 

Work-life balance (WLB) attracts everyone, including individuals and companies around the 

world. Many people present different definitions, but there is no acceptable definition for this 

word. Work-Life Balance (WLB) is defined as a satisfactory level of involvement between 

many roles in a person's life. It is the person's control over the responsibility between 

workplace, family, friends and yourself. It is a comfortable balance that is achieved between 

the priorities of the workplace and the priorities of personal life. Many people participate in 

the life of everyone, including family, friends, bosses and their allies. They got support from 

them. 

V. PRESENT WORK LIFE BALANCE SITUATIONS OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Women working jobs in banking and companies have been selected to study. The factors 

related to rescue factors and balance of work in the previous chapter were analyzed in detail. 

Important aspects of life equality and balance of active life have been analyzed. Demographic 

data was detected on the balance between life and work and personal life and the relationship 

between life and balance of personal life was determined in relation to life's satisfaction. And 

the balance of professional life. 

VI. DIFFERENT TYPES OF FAMILY SUPPORT FOR WORKING WOMEN 

Their husband's relatives, their ancestors relatives, or women of the neighborhood loved sick 

women. Apart from this, some men expressed concern about the health of their wife and 

believed that women are fit for proper treatment. 

Some other supports for working women are given below; 

 Family support of working in form of caring her child during and after working. 

 In kitchen, family can support of working women. 
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 By providing friendly environment in office also helps. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The results of this study show that family support plays an important role in maintaining a 

balance between personal and professional life. The regression chart clearly shows that 

family support is a pioneer in work-life balance. Employees with adult children can easily 

find the balance between women and children. Similarly, employees whose workforce has to 

avoid taking care of older parents / current laws have a lower work-life balance than their 

peers. Police therefore need to take the necessary steps to help workers in these categories to 

reconcile their personal and professional lives. Hospital facilities for employees and their 

families can help some of the hired women. 
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Abstract: Rajasthan is culturally rich and has artistic and cultural traditions which reflect the 

ancient Indian way of life. There is rich and varied folk culture from villages which is often 

depicted symbolic of the state. Highly cultivated classical music and dance with its own 

distinct style is part of the cultural tradition of Rajasthan. The paper throws light on the socio-

religious conditions of Rajasthan so as to analyse the contemporary situation. 

Keywords: Bhakti, Religion, Folk. 

I. INTRODUCTION:  

The Hindu tradition has generally been divided into a number of important historical and 

religious periods through its long development. “Hinduism values the true spiritual life more 

highly than any dogma or doctrine.” Religion has been defined in many and conflicting 

fashions, but one description of it embodies what is certainly a feature that is practically 

universal in all the various modes of its expression. It has been described as the “highest form 

of man’s consciousness of himself in his relation to all other things and beings.” 

II. SOCIO-RELIGIOUS CONDITION OF RAJASTHAN 

The Society in Rajasthan has been based on religion since earliest times. Various inscriptions 

and historical sources support the fact that religion was the basis of society and culture. 

During the early medieval period Muslim invasions not only conquered the geographical 

regions but also invaded the religion and religious philosophy of Rajasthan. 

Muslim army was not only invading Rajasthan only to attain political powers but also to 

expand and propagate Islam. While the Hindu religious thinking emphasised worshiping of 

human incarnations of god in the form of idol worshiping, the Islam opposed idol worshiping, 

the Islam philosophised that anybody worshiping other that Allah is a kafir and killing such 
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so called kafir was appreciated. This led to increase in hatred among the members of two 

religions. Bhakti movement may be defined as the devotional transformation of Medieval 

Hinduism. It was not that Hinduism and Islam were altogether different. There were some 

similarities also that supported the amalgamation of the religious philosophies. 

The transition period of mixing of different ideologies and cultures promoted various 

philosophical thoughts in Hindu religion. This phase was also as Bhakti Movement. One of 

the most unique aspects of religion in Indian as well as in Rajasthan history is that it is dotted 

with constant integrating of new philosophies. In fact, it is regarded as one of the most 

invaded and plundered regions. And in spite of this, the people always welcomed new 

cultures, making it the most diverse nation. Bhakti cults seem to have existed from the 

earliest times in Rajasthan, but they gained strength in the first millennium. 

The concept of Monotheism emphasising one omniscient and omnipresent God influenced 

the lower and the exploited peoples. Also in many regions, the monarch’s support was secular 

enough to maintain harmony and create a glorious religious culture. In case of Islam, the 

Sufis saints played a vital role in maintaining harmony. The Bhakti movement reached its 

zenith from 15th to 17th century A.D. Since times immemorial, Rajasthan has been 

synonymous with spiritual knowledge and wisdom and people have been drawn to her sacred 

land. Earnest in their spiritual quest, many from the West have acknowledged the 

metaphysical loftiness and nobility of Hindu thought. 

Rajasthan is culturally rich and has artistic and cultural traditions which reflect the ancient 

Indian way of life. There is rich and varied folk culture from villages which is often depicted 

symbolic of the state. Highly cultivated classical music and dance with its own distinct style 

is part of the cultural tradition of Rajasthan. In Rajasthan, Jainism and Buddhism also 

prevailed since earliest times. The edict of Viratnagar indicates the prevalence of Buddhism 

during the Mauryan period in rajasthan. The origin and growth of Jainism and Buddhism and 

their opposition by the contemporary Brahmin philosophies is also proved by many historical 

sources. Both the religion became popular in Rajasthan and a larger number accepted 

Jainism. This also led to freedom from religious bonding to some extent. 

The political instability during the medieval period particularly from 8th to 15th century led 

to the disintegration of nation in various small units. This was also the main cause of 

introduction of feudalism in Rajasthan. The Rajput period was an era of gallantry and 
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feudalism but they weakened each other by constant fighting. This allowed the foreigners 

(Turks) to go on board on victorious campaigns using deception and sham wherever military 

strength failed against Rajputs. 

The location of Rajasthan was considerably safer from military point of view. The internal 

conflict within the Rajputs for imperial supremacy resulted into weakening of their unity, 

which foreign powers took advantage of. In the medieval era, during 1200 AD, portions of 

Rajasthan were already under the hegemony of the Delhi Sultanate. 

Though Rajputs valiantly resisted the imperial ambitions of the Delhi Sultanate rulers, but 

their war skills and discipline were no match for their bravery, and thus eventually, many 

Rajput kingdoms accepted the imperial dominance of Delhi. At the time of advent of Islam, 

the society in Rajasthan was broadly divided in two classes, the Royals and the Untouchables. 

Since most of the peoples were illiterate, they were dependent on their fate only for any 

political or social dominance. The society was on the verge of losing the traditional glory and 

was heading towards various blind faiths and social demerits. 

During the medieval period, varna system reached the heights of discrimination. The lower 

class was divided into many sub castes or jatis and were not only exploited but also harassed. 

It can be said that Bhakti movement was just outcome of Islam in India. The contemporary 

Hindu society was too rigid and complicated in terms of laws and norms. 

The saints who emerged as pioneers of the social reforms tried to simplify the religion so as 

to maintain harmony among the peoples. Also, the people who were suffering from the social 

bondages easily adopted the simpler path based on simple views and principles rather than 

the orthodox philosophy. 

It is also worth mentioning that in Rajasthan, both the views of Bhakti i.e saguna as well as 

nirguna flourished simultaneously. The saints who propagated bhakti through the saguna 

view insisted on the traditional concept of idol worshipping while on the contrary the saints 

of the other view denied this concept and propagated another philosophical view of the 

existence of omnipresent and omniscient God. They also supported moral values and self 

discipline in society. 

The contemporary hindu religion had to face not only the political attacks but also its own 

self complexity. The castes were divided into various sub castes and each had its own views 
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and traditions. The lower class faced the worst condition. Even though performing the most 

inferior yet important tasks, they were considered untouchables and outside the brackets of 

society. The social demerits like sati pratha, polygamy etc. further deteriorated the position of 

women. It can be said that foreign invasions as well as the complexity of Hindu religion 

triggered the Bhakti movement. 

To understand the many fascinating aspects of Socio-religious aspect of Rajasthan, it is 

necessary to understand the role of devotion in India. Devotion is perhaps the only thing that 

binds the people of India, superseding such barriers as languages, caste of birth, religious 

beliefs, and racial diversity. Earliest references of worshipping deities like Indra, Surya, 

Varun etc. along with the prevalence of performing yajnas have been found in Rig Ved. 

Apart from this, Siva, Vishnu, Ganesh also formed the basis of religious concept. Temples of 

Eklingeshwar, Achaleshwar, Samidheshwar show the prevalence of Saivism in Rajasthan. 

The followers of Pashupat and Kapalik branches of Saivism still exist in interior regions of 

some villages in Rajasthan. The worshipping of Shakti was also prevalent in Rajasthan. 

Mother Goddess in the form of Bhawani, Durga etc. existed since earliest times . The temples 

of Tripursundari, Kailadevi and Siladevi support the fact that worship of mother Goddess was 

an important part of the religious thinking in Rajasthan. 

The Lok devta of the folk deities also contributed to the development of society and religion. 

Few rulers who dedicated their life for the sake of welfare of society were later termed as lok 

devtas.13 The worship of folk deities is based on the faith and beliefs of simple folk, which in 

turn depend on oral traditions and anecdotes for their supernatural element. 

Islam too merged its philosophies in medieval India. It entered in about 12th century A.D. All 

this led to a new religious movement in India that emphasized the devotion to God, as sole 

means of salvation. Collectively known as the Bhakti Movement, it left a very profound 

impact on the life and culture of Indians in the subsequent centuries. Starting from Ajmer, it 

spreaded to Jalore, Nagaur and later Chittor. 

III. CONCLUSION: 

Thus, it can be said that Rajasthan which has been renowned for its socio-religious glorious 

culture has also been a hub for the glory of warriors as well as of philosophers who simplified 
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the religious philosophies. It can also be inferred that in Rajasthan, religious awareness has 

been a major component of the society since pre-historic times. 

Though the bhakti movements had profound impact on the religion, some historians has 

inferred that Bhakti Movement was a sole result of Islamic invasion referring the ideology of 

contemporary saints.17 But historically, function of Bhakti movement appears to have been 

to reinforce the existing order by channelling discontent into a negative form, rather than 

bring about a structural change. The introduction of bhakti influenced a democratization and 

reformation of Hinduism in Rajasthan. 
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Abstract: This paper shares the experiences of an initiative taken towards developing skills 

among Visually Challenged Students through our intellectual traditions of Vedic 

Mathematics. Visually Challenged are a potential Human Resource. It is time to look at them 

in that light. Our perspective needs to shift from merely providing for them to investing in 

them. There is an urgent need for investing and upgrading the education that the blind child 

receives. These blind children need to grow up with dreams and desires to be part of the 

mainstream rather than to be reconciled to a reserved position in the Public Sector. The 

findings indicate that instructional strategies based on Vedic Mathematics Mental 

Computation for blind children may help in development their intellectual capabilities. 

Keywords: Vedic Mathematics, Mental Computation, Visually Challenged. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mental calculation is seen as a fundamental essential to the fruitful improvement of faculties. 

Mental computation act as incredible means for advancing reasoning, conjecturing, and 

generalizing dependent on conceptual agreement. The capacity to process intellectually with 

truncated and adjusted numbers is an essential for computational assessment. Moreover, 

mental strategies used to refine assessments may aid the advancement of adaptable 

methodologies for figuring precise answers; getting close may eventually bring about turning 

approximate answers into exact. Number sense relies on, and adds to, the improvement of a 

more profound comprehension of the design of numbers and their properties. Further, 

nevertheless, despite the ongoing advocacy for an increased emphasis on teaching rather than 

testing mental computation, this has yet to significantly translate into classroom practice. For 
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school mathematics to be useful, it needs to reflect the computational techniques used in 

everyday life. 

Visually Challenged are Potential Human Resources 

Blind person feels worthlessness and thinks that he or she is only a heavy, useless burden for 

the family or society (Bauman & Kropf (1979)). But, it is achievable to adjust to blindness 

with the support of family and society so that the life becomes joyful and interesting. They 

require certain skills to support themselves.    

Visually Challenged are a potential Human Resource. 

It is time to look at them in that light. Our perspective needs to shift from merely providing 

for them to investing in them. There is an urgent need for investing and upgrading the 

education that the blind child receives. It might be difficult to setup an inclusive schooling 

system but the special schools can certainly be upgraded. There is a great need for quality 

teachers who deliver learning with passion and purpose. These blind children need to grow up 

with dreams and desires to be part of the mainstream rather than to be reconciled to a 

reserved position in the Public Sector. 

II. VEDIC MATHEMATICS 

In an attempt to find a better approach to learning mathematics, as an alternative option it is 

possible to apply calculation by using Vedic mathematics. Vedic mathematics is a calculation 

system based on 16 sutras (Sanskrit formulas) the basic feature of which is a simplicity of 

calculation without the written computation, which can stimulate the students‟ interest in 

mathematical thinking and creativity in finding solutions to mathematical problems 

(Miloloza, 2008.). 

According to Sri Bharati Krsna Tirthaji, Vedic Mathematics is based on sixteen Sutras. With 

the help of Vedic mathematics any one can solve 'difficult' problems or huge sums without 

much difficulty. The problems can be calculated by mentally is one of the simplicities of 

Vedic mathematics. By using Vedic mathematics we have many advantages. One can use or 

discover his or her own method to solve their problems. 

There are many methods to solve problems. One can select any method according to his/ her 

convenience. This helps the students to be more creative. Modern mathematics has 
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established methods and allows the use of calculators. In the case of Vedic math, it is flexible 

and encourages the use of arithmetic, geometry & trigonometry. 

This may contribute to brain development in children. It is the duty of teachers to preserve 

our traditions as well as lead our students to be self-dependent & solve the mathematics 

problems with confident. Mathematics being a compulsory subject of present curriculum and 

also getting basic mathematics education is each and every child‟s right. It is the duty of the 

teacher to give quality education to all students by teaching them the way they learn. 

III. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

The present study aims at testing the effectiveness of an Instructional Strategy using Vedic 

Mathematics for enhancing Mental Computation among visually challenged students. The 

selected Vedic Sutras were “Ekadhikena Purvena”, “Antyayordasakeapi” and „„Urdhva 

Tiryagbhyam’’ 

Thus, the main questions addressed here are: 

Can Vedic Mathematics be considered as an alternate strategy in enhancing Mental 

Computation among visually challenged students? 

Do Vedic Mathematics applications enhance the computational speed through Mental 

Computation among visually challenged students? 

In an attempt to answer these questions the following objectives were sought: 

The Specific Objectives of this Study are: 

1. To review the relation between teaching mathematics to visually challenged students from 

the research and professional literature.  

2. To develop an Instructional Strategy using Vedic Mathematics for enhancing Mental 

Computation among visually challenged students. 

3. To test to what extent an Instructional Strategy using Vedic Mathematics skill training 

improve the computational speed of Visually Challenged students. 

4.  To evaluate the effectiveness of the Instructional Strategy using Vedic Mathematics by 

analysing the outcomes. The following hypothesis was formulated by the investigator to 

lead the study 
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Vedic Mathematics applications are very much effective in enhancing Computational Speed 

of Visually Challenged students. 

IV. PURPOSE AND METHOD OF STUDY 

This study targets at testing the effectiveness of the Strategy using Vedic Mathematics along 

with the application of Vedic Sutras for enhancement analytical Speed. The investigator 

selected the Single Group Pretest-Posttest Design (Gay, 1987). 

V. PARTICIPANTS 

The participants were 80 secondary school students from Kristu Jyothi Blind School, a well-

known blind school in an urban area of Thiruvananthapuram District of Kerala State, India. 

These students had been diagnosed with severe visual impairedness as per the school 

authorities. Head Teacher and other teachers of the blind school were also participated in the 

intervention process for monitoring the classes. It is also found that 55 (fifty five) participants 

were male (68.8%) and 25 (twenty-five)  were female (31.2%). 

VI. MATERIALS 

Following tools and techniques are used: 

1. Modules designed on Vedic Mathematics “Ekadhikena Purvena”, “Antyayordasakeapi”, 

and „„Urdhva Tiryagbhyam’’ Sutras for multiplication. 

2. Computational Speed Test 

VII. TEACHER TRAINING 

The four mathematics teachers who completed the experimental groups attended a 3-day 

program (15 hours of class instruction and 30 hours of home practice) on Vedic Mathematics. 

The content included (a) format of Modules, (b) basic knowledge of Number system and base 

numbers, (c) basic analytical skills, (d) Sutras on “Ekadhikena Purvena”, 

“Antyayordasakeapi”, and „„Urdhva Tiryagbhyam‟‟ for multiplication. A master teacher (a 

professor in Curriculum and Instruction), and a researcher on Vedic Mathematics conducted 

the training program. 
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VIII. INTERVENTION STAGE 

Before beginning the Intervention, students were randomly assigned to four experimental 

groups with n= 20 in each group. Each group was taught by different teachers with the help 

of the prepared Modules and as per the instructions given at the period of Training. The study 

therefore consisted of 4 experimental groups. The intervention started with a rapport creation 

with the students by the Research Team Members followed by an oral pre-test. The pre-test 

on Mental Computation includes twenty questions on basic fundamental Multiplication as per 

the select sutras which have a scoring weightage of one mark each. The time taken to 

complete each question correctly was noted. After recording the Pre-test scores, the 

intervention has started and it continued for one week. On the final day, the same Mental 

Computation Speed Test was administered as Post-test. The scores were collected. 

Data Analysis 

T-Tests were performed to determine whether there were statistically significant differences 

between the Pre and Post scores of the experimental groups in Mental Computation skills 

including achievement and speed. (See Table 1 for comparisons means of the pre-test and 

post-test scores). 

TABLE 1 - T-TESTS RESULTS ON PRETEST AND POSTTEST SCORES FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Skill Area Pretest ( N=80) Posttest (N=80) t- Value 

M S.D. M S.D. 

Achievement 8.6 2.4 17.4 1.6 49.16* 

Computational Speed 

( Minutes) 

34 4.2 18 2.3 64* 

*significant at 0.05 level 

T- Tests showed significant differences in Achievement Scores (49.16; p<0.05) and Mental 

Computation Speed scores (64; p<0.05). The findings with regard to Computational Speed 

are probably the most salient feature of this study. Statistical analyses reveal significant 

differences between the Pretest and Posttest scores of experimental group (M1= 34 Minutes 
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and M2=18 Minutes) in the Computational Speed. Also the Achievement scores also differ 

significantly (M1=8.6 and M2=17.4) which again reveals the effectiveness of the strategy. 

The extent to which a curriculum that includes Vedic One line mental computation skill 

training improves the computational abilities of visually challenged students was investigated 

in the study. These results suggest that having Vedic One line mental computation fully 

embedded into the existing math curriculum, it had a positive impact on computation. Results 

of this study are consistent with previous research in which Vedic mental calculation was 

found to be a powerful technique in enhancing students‟ computational skills (Nicholas, 

Williams & Pickles (1984), Hope (1987), Muchlman (1994), and Haridas (2004)) who 

concluded that “Vedic Mathematics provides very easy, one line, mental and superfast 

methods”. 

IX. FINDINGS 

1. The Vedic Method of multiplication is effective in improving Mental Computation 

speed among Visually Challenged students. 

2. Application of Vedic Sutra is more effective than the existing system of Mathematics 

instructional procedure in improving computational speed and positive mathematics 

attitude. 

3. The Vedic Sutra for Multiplication is effective for the Secondary School Students in 

retaining their Computational Speed and positive mathematics attitude. 

X. CONCLUSION 

Overall, the results of this study support the contention that Vedic mental calculation skill 

training has positive effects on visually challenged students' learning. It can be used to 

develop number concepts, increase efficiency in mathematical calculations, and improve 

students' ability to apply mathematical skills to real-life situations. Imbedding Vedic mental 

computational training into all aspects of a math curriculum is an innovative strategy in the 

current math curriculum reform for the visually challenged. Vedic one line mental calculation 

permits children to find different ways to perform computation and can meet the needs of 

students with special disabilities (Richards, 1994). 
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Abstract: The paper here presents the systematic and detailed study of the work performed 

by our team on the Electric Di-Wheel. The main area of focus we have is the study the design 

and working of the project. The Di-Wheel’s unique design made it a competitive form of 

transport. We have discussed how this is less harmful and eco-friendly form of transport than 

the conventional form. The main problem we faced is the friction between the outer wheels 

and the idler wheels of the DI-Wheel and many small problems as well. We studied these 

challenges and tried to find remedies to the extent we can go. 

Keywords: Electric Di-Wheel, outer wheel, inner wheel, idler wheel, BLDC motor, BLDC 

motor controller, EDWARD. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Di-Wheel’s [1] different and unique design makes it a futuristic and unusual alternative 

form of transport. The first design of its kind was first recorded by Mr. Nicolaus Otto [2] in 

1870. However, after this the Di-Wheel design has accomplished wide attention of the 

designers outside of hobby circles to the professional field. The aim of project then is to make 

a fusion of 21 century vehicle of fully functioning design and construction with energy 

efficient electric Di-Wheel. A Di-Wheel possesses a fabrication that allows a driver to sit in 

the frame which is rigidly fused to the inner wheels and then confined by two giant outer 

wheels which is the cause of movement of the entire system when rotated.  

The Di-Wheel is made up of many small sub-systems. Typical sub-systems comprises of 

enormous outer wheels enfolded with a tire surface to prevent mutilation, idler wheels, a 

BLDC motor and controller for controlling the drive system, an inner ring, a drive system, 
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brakes(in our case drum brakes which is pre-installed in the motor) and a steering mechanism 

with nominal losses due to heat and other external conditions. 

Though the goal of the project is very unusual and has to face so many difficulties that must 

be addressed and if it is achieved, as far as the authors have knowledge, it is unprecedented. 

II. DESIGN  

The DI-wheel’s modern design is only useful on a small amusement or some non-commercial 

scale as means of tourist attraction. The nearest use of Di-wheel’s principle for commercial 

use is the prototype of Andre Costa [3], winner of the 3rd Peugeot Design Competition. Perhaps 

the system design’s details are still a mystery since it’s never been made public, but only the 

concept design is being released in Peugeot’s press release. 

Other admissible designs of the Di-wheel encompass the Rocket Roaster by Kerry Mclean [4] 

and the Di-wheel by Jonas Bjork Holtz [5].  

The comprehensive description of concept of Di-wheel and its working are published in the 

1947 Belgian Patent: “Two-wheeled Vehicle supportive of each other”. This Di-Wheel was 

considered to be put up and sketched by Ernest Fraquelli [6]. 

 

Fig. 1: Di-Wheel 

III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

After the completion of the design a finite element analysis [7] (FEA) is being conducted on 

outer wheels and inner frame to make sure the loadings would not exceed the materials 

specification. Fig. 2&3 shows the FEA on outer wheel and inner frame. 
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Fig. 2: FEA on Outer Wheel 

 

Fig. 3: FEA on Inner Frame 

IV. WORKING 

A DI-Wheel is a type of vehicle that permits the driver to be seated in the frame that would be 

firmly attached to inner wheels and that is circumscribed by two huge outer wheels. These 

two outer wheels make the entire system to move when rotated. By varying the direction of 

flow of current provided to the motor, the Di-Wheel can be operated in forward, reverse or 

spot direction. If current is permitted to flow in similar terminals, it will make the vehicle to 

start rotating in forward direction. If it flows in reversed terminal, the vehicle starts rotating in 

reverse direction. Spot rotation is being achieved by making one phase of one wheel in 

reverse direction and the phase of second wheel’s motor in forward direction. 

The torque required by the outer wheels is considerably high because of the large size of the 

wheels. The idler wheels required high wear resistant because they are basically installed for 

maintaining the contact between the outer wheels and inner rings. 
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V. APPLICATIONS 

This mode of transportation can be used at various places such as: 

  National parks 

 Theme parks 

 Tourism sector 

 Agriculture sector 

 Compact automobiles of the future 

VI. MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 

 Outer Wheels - The outer wheel [8] is used with a focus to provide motion to the Di-

Wheel by constantly maintaining the required contact between the wheel and the 

surface. The outer wheel is shown in the Fig. 4. The material used for this is Cast Iron 
[9] having Tensile Strength 500 M Pa, Young’s Modulus 135 GPA and 5% Elongation.  

 

Fig. 4: Outer Wheel 

 Inner Wheels - The inner wheels are the rigid supporting structure for the guidance 

mechanism of outer wheel and it’s also connected to the main inner frame as well. It is 

shown in the Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Inner wheel 
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 Main Frame - The main frame is a stiff fixed structure that provides suspension for 

the vehicle and keeps it aligned with the outer wheels & idler wheels. The material 

used for manufacturing of main frame is Cast Iron having similar properties that are 

shown in above point. 

 

Fig. 6: Main frame 

 Idler Wheels - Within the inner frame of the Di-wheel there are four idler assemblies 

located approximately equidistant from the axis of rotation of the outer wheels. The 

function of the idler wheels is to support and guide the large outer wheel. The idlers 

make contact with the wheel at certain points along its profile. 

 

Fig.7: Idler wheel 
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 Suspension system - After idler wheel assembly now we have to give some shock 

absorbers or spring coil as a suspension system to give support to the main frame and 

also provide driver safety at the speed breakers, roughness of the road and at sudden 

jerks. For this electric Di-Wheel we are using 4 spring coils on each side. The 

suspension bridges beams are made from 35X35SHS [10].  

 

Fig. 8: Suspension system 

VII. ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS 

 BLDC Motor - The BLDC [12] (Brush Less Direct Contact) motor is used for 

providing the required power and torque so that the Di-Wheel will function properly 

at constant applied characteristics. For this project a BLDC motor of 48Volts and 24 

Amperes that runs on about 3900-4000 RPM would be optimum. 

 

Fig. 9: Cut view of Motor 

 Motor Controller - The BLDC motor controller [13] lies between the microcontroller 

and the motor itself. It is required to apply the correct voltage, and sink or source the 

required current in order to achieve the microcontroller’s desired speed and torque. A 
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BLDC controller of about 24Volts and 500-1000Watts power with 3 electric poles and 

3 sensors would be optimum. 

 

Fig. 10: Motor Controller 

 Batteries – Batteries assemble in series, four batteries assembled at the front of the 

vehicle and four batteries rear of the vehicle. In total used eight batteries for providing 

required amount of current to the motor. A 12Volts and 7-7.2Ah [14] (Ampere hour) 

battery configuration is used. 

 

Fig. 11: Batteries Assembly 

 Drive System - For fetching the output to the outer wheels from the motor a drive 

system mechanism is being used. The drive system assembly is like a planetary gear 

system where, the outer wheel behaves as the internal gear annulus and drive wheel as 

a single planet. 

 Steering System - As obvious the steering system is being used to provide direction 

to the Di-Wheel. In this a square pipe is used for changing the direction. It should be 

noted that there is no any external steering mechanism applied rather than that. 
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 Braking System - The prime motto of regenerative braking system is to convert 

rotational and translation motion [11] energy into heat so that it dissipates heat into 

surrounding and enables the brakes to be fully functional. The mechanical brake 

system should be installed on the drive wheel axle or the outer wheel itself. 

VIII. SAFETY CONCERNS 

Problem Domain 

 After completion of project ,it was seen that the di wheel has some safety issues like 

when component is not in actual stability with exact degree of freedom. 

 And when the inner  ring is not fully revolving safely inside the wheel, this is known 

as ‘gerbiling’. 

 Another concern is the unwanted contact between the olarge outer wheels and the 

idler wheels, which is causing frictional loses and damaging the outer wheel’s 

circumference. 

Solution Domain 

After extensive study and analysis of many previous theories, we put our attention to give 

ergonomically and safely di wheel. 

 So for the actual stability of components with exact degree of freedom we have to 

design control system for them. 

 For the gerbiling we have provided the six-point racing harness stop the driver from 

falling out. 

 For the driver safety at the speed breakers, roughness of roads and at the sudden jerks 

we provided suspension system which is consist of 4 spring coils on each side of the 

di wheel. 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE 

This Project has scope of improvement and many enhancements can be done to make it 

more reliable and interesting. The following factors can be considered for this purpose. 
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 Extensibility - This project can be made extensible by providing the time-to-time 

maintenance to it and by utilizing it on a regular time interval due to which the 

components of this machine remain in a working condition for a long duration. 

 Ergonomics - As we all know about ergonomic factors which are important and play 

a critical role for human utilisation. The controlling unit can be developed in such a 

way that it can implement the brain quick responses. This can be done by designing 

the ergonomically sound cockpit cabin. As this is a handle control Di-Wheel so it is a 

bit complicated to control both the handle simultaneously and provide the command 

efficiently. So, in order to avoid these problematic situations, the handles can be 

replaced by a steering wheel system as it was utilized in the Valkereyn’s Di-Wheel. 

 Reusability - As we have mentioned earlier this machine can be proven most efficient 

when it is reused on a daily basis or over a particular time period. As the maintenance 

cost gets reduced over its long-term utilization. 

X. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have done the review of DI-Wheel design. So this Di-Wheel design is not 

a new concept ,this design concept is presented in various design initiated by Andr costa 

design. After the design concept, there are many modifications take place in it like instead 

of IC engine, electric motor is used and many type of sensors are used. After conducting 

extensive literature review our Di-Wheel will utilize a new electric motor and motor 

controller making it a more energy efficient system. The design have made safety of the 

driver paramount and the Di-Wheel has  been design so the inner ring can fully revolve 

safely inside the wheel.  
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